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J.P. Canton builds the
more information, or to
COMPETITIVE RATE
FINANCING AVAILABLE

available. For

arrange a demonstration call: (800) 243-9335.

121 John Dodd Road

• Spartanburg, South Carolina 29303
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i .nglneers at Samson have been staking their
utatlons on the quality and excellence of the ropes
ty design and manufacture for over 100 years. The
fesslonal arborlsts that use them stake their lives and
fr livelihoods on the same ropes every working day.

climbing

£

•

rigging
V

f

The professional
describes his
favorite throw
;i ne... I start with a
10 oz. shot pouch
for the 1.75mm or
a 12 oz. shot
pouch for the
2.2mm and go

'
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Ken Palmer
Inc.
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• ISA lnternationiI Tree
Climbing ('leipi
n on (only
three-tine clilnipion)
Certified Arborist

Best of Both Worlds
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Sees rope as a collection of
synthetic fibers constructed
into a strength member
with known properties
matched to a range
of loads within a
specific environment.

Sees rope as a
critical partner in
maintaining safety
and productivity.

%

W

2090 Tlioiiiloit Street, [errrd4ile, WA 98248
Phone: 800/227-7673 Fax: 360/384-0572

vv'tvw. s a ni son rope. coin
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How Are We to Define
Ourselves?

'
lice Cure
PUI)11S11e1
Cynthia Milk. (;\I.

)

I ' ve been in a iiiiber of locations duriiig the iioiith of June - in
OU nation ' s capital, in England, Bclgiuiri. Massachusetts twice.
Norway, and Montreal. I've been to conferences and working sesSiOflS, and I ' ve made presentations. I've been with executives, accountants,
hard-working people. lobbyists. members. and staffers. I' ye spent time with Canadians, Americans, Irish, French, English. Norwegian. Italian, Swiss, and Dutch l)CP1e.
,

.

Editor
Mark (iir' in
rechiiical IcIitr
Peter (Ierstenhcici
Assistant Editor
Ariana ZiiiiInsk\

The thread through all of these conversations - people brought together for treillendously different reasons - was this: Where arc the COfllfllOfl values that hunianity call
COfl1C together around, and how can we return to an ethic that informs or lives in
everything we enoaoe
L_ in?

(graphic Designer
Martha Brisk

I wanted to cry when I talked with one person who had run a business with ethics at
the core and questioned whether or not that had been the right way to go about things.
The reason? Because others had "succeeded" even more doinoit
L_ the wrong way. What
on earth has happened to us when we think that true success is not tainted when it is illgotten'? I don't know about you. but Fn ready to put all of the Enron. WorldCom and
Arthur Andersen executives not in jail so much as in the poor house. We should he
.
. .
.
.
.
.
Iling to abscond with decent people's lives like we do drug
treating people who are willing
lords. Take all their assets away, redistribute them to those who were wronged, and
make a slatcriient about doing business the right way.

Classified Advertising
Dawn Sloiie

.

.

.

..

We cry Out and holler about government regulation impending upon our lives, as if
we have nothing to do with it. Self-regulation has been OOC of the strongest forms of
living out our freedom in America. When professions and industries do a good job of
that, governnient doesn't intervene. because there is no reason for it to. When we don't
take care of ur own houses and keep them clean, guess who swoops in? The government. The accounting Profession is getting ready to see regulation like they've never
.
,
.
experienced before - and why...... Because they weren t holding themselves accountable. Whose fault is it'? Their own.
.

.

.

"

.

'.

'

So I ask you - how is the tree care industry going to define itself in the future'? Are
we going to take care of our business: he ethical in our business dealings; practice
safety every day and keep people al i ye; abide by our voluntary Industry standards and
practice quality tree care, while keeping people safe: or are we, too, going to face government swooping in one day in an even bigger way'?
It's our choice: To do what is ritzht, ethical, and upstanding - or to face someone
else del ininiz us. And we have to do that one tree care company at a time. It has to be
individual choices adding up to an i iidustry that has made the choice that we are going
to keep our house clean and put ourselves in the position to exercise our greatest asset
in this country - freedom.
Whose choice is It'? It's yours, and yours, and yours, and yours.

Cynthia Mills, L A
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continued on page 6

Chain Saws Training to Maintain
BY Phi/lip Meeks

Arborist Trucks in 2003
By Ken Kelle v

Combating the
Lerp Psyllid
By Don Dole

(o\

0

[

Jut NIt)

Outlook
By Cvnihia Mills, CAE
Nlaintaining a strong ethical stand in our
industry is important in many Ways.

16

Washington in Review
By Peler (jer.stenherei
DOL Secretary Chao delcnds
voluntary approach to ergonOflhics.

Q

Management Exchange

Keep it sharp in the field.
Photo by Martha Brisk

B' Phi/lip M. Per,'
Seven ways to boost your
sales in tough times

22

Cutting Edge
New products and news
III

the tree care industry

Arborist Equipment
By Ihoinas G. Do/an
When cutting and loweri iig,
consider winches and liftgates.

TOts mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest

industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE
LINE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
STUMP CUTTERS
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T275 with FM 7260
Forestry Mower/Muicher

.Fail 1 =800m,392=2686
4255 Lincoln Way East I Wooster, Ohio 44691-8601
www.raycomfg.com I E-mail: rayco@raycomfg.com
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The Stump Cutter People"
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continued from page 4

CDTCI EXPO 2002
List of Exhibitors

UO

Tech Notes

r

By A /ex Slosnzaii

Be armed with knowledge when you
head 0111 to buy your next computer.

Business of Tree Care
By .James /1/fl/yes

Daily or hourly pay? Should you make the switch?

Readers Forum
BY Richard L. AI,I,it

There's a better wa\
the "urban forest. -

io t1k ,

1i

hii ,\ c

(k , iii

International Arboriculture
BY Heidi Fidler-Loi'c

Ic Ii
A storm that devasiat c I \ c iit i I I
challenge lur those trying to clean up.

OD

Standards & Practices
By Joan VVac,ier

I low industry standards come to he.

Classified Advertising
Help wanted, services, businesses, new
and used products for sale

Tree News Digest
News, stories and information on trees
from around the world

From the Field
BY Peter Giaiigiulio

A different view of a chipper.
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These prices won't be hanging around!

rhoi'isI Suippi's

Yellow Jacket
120'

150'
200'

600'

27553
27554
27555
27556

REG
PRICE

$82
$102
$137
$389

.........

........

........

........

SALE
PRICE
$65
$82
$109
$31 1

'

..

.

.........

........

........

.......

J9
TIGHT WEAVE • 6,200 LB TENSILE

Pro Stilpe
150

200'
600'

27558
27559
27560

........

........

Pro Spec
120' 27561
150' 27562
200' 27563
600'

27564

$86
$107
$144
$399

$78
$98
$130
$359

$69
$85
$1L
$319

.........

.......

.......

$63
$79
$104
$287

........

.........

........

.........

......

.......

......

.......

GREAT KNOT CONTROL • 6,500 LB TENSILE

T t

4

N
A',

,

4

'I

HIGH TENACITY • 7,300 LB TENSILE

1-800-525-8873 wwwsherrilhinc.com
or visit a participating Vermeer dealer
Offer available through Sherrill Arborist Supply and participating Vermeer dealers. Sale prices expire September 15, 2002.
VERMEER, and VERMEER LOGO are registered trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company in the US and/or other courriries. All Rights Reserved
Please circle 53 on Reader Service Card

M[s1Mainta
By Phillip Meeks

A

young, powerful lumberjack challenged on oldtimer to a contest. "Let's see who can fell the most
trees in a day," he said. The young man worked
harder than ever. Sweat flowed freely from his brow. His
muscles strained with the swing of the ax. The older lumberjack. though, rested on a stump every time he grew
winded.
At clay's end, the young man was perplexed to see he had
lost the contest. "Old man," he said, "how is it that I worked
non-stop all day long, and You cLit more trees than me? I'm
stronger. I'm faster. You rested as much as you worked, and
Still, you heat tue."

"Little fellow." said the gray-haired timber cutter, "it's
because every time I sat clown, I sharpened my ax."
Or, picture this: On a routine tree removal job, the saw starts
fine and runs strong, but when the chain hits wood, there's
more smoke than sawdust. The chain simply isn't cutting into
the wood like it should. It's an annoying situation, of course.
but it's more than that: a loss of time and, therefore, money:
undue strain on the saw: a less-than-professional Image in the
eyes of passers-by.
This scene can be attributed to many factors - and a prideful sawyer may do a considerable amount of attributing - but
in most cases, it can all he traced hack to human error. Some-

Amid
:

LI-'

Q

I

Safety and productivity require a
sharp saw chain.

Filing vs. Sharpening Chain
Chain sharpening is an art which can he mastered if you understand how a saw chai ii
works, and know the purpose of the various angles on the chain cutter. When you
deviate too much from the factory recommended sharpening angles, performance and/
or durability of the saw's engine may suffer, leading to major engine damage which
can he costly to repair.

Start "by the book."
First, read and follow the instruct ions in t he owner's manual supplied with your
chain saw. Owner's manuials contain instructions for proper filing angles, correct file
sizes and proper depth gauge height for saw chain. Be aware that saw chain manuifactuirers may recommend different sharpening instructions for their various chain types.

Mistakes to avoid:
• Filing into the cutter at a wrong angle
• Mismatching lengths when comparing right hand vs. left hand cutters
• Improperly maintaining the depth gauges (sometimes referred to as "rakers" or
"drags".)

Determine chain type and size
What is the pitch of the chain'? Is it chisel or semi-chisel? Does it have a standard
cutter or is it low profile'? Next, refer to the manufacturer's instruictions to find the
proper file diameter, the angles to hold the file, and the depth gauge height for the
type of chain you are going to sharpen.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002

Where in the con rse 01 that clia in saw's most recent 24- hour

/en," which he says allows them to hold an edge two to three

span, someone didn't practice proper maintenance.

times longer and only costs about $3 per chain:

A poorly performing saw WOilt get the same respect as a

•

Move f'rom usiiig roller tips to hard-nose tips, due to the

more mechanically superior counterpart, and neglect ni

fact that, in his region.

the tool can siiowhal 1. Mark Michaels, H usq varna' s

grease on the lormer

business unit manager br chain saws, describes how

acts as a sand magnet;

5aW5 that aren't working like they should have a greater

• l)ress the chains on

chance of being dropped from trees. It's not that cli nib-

a wheel every fourth

ers intentionally throw these tools out of trees, lie notes,

or ii ftli sharpening;

but human nature dictates that we're less likely to go

-

' 1

• Cleaii iiid sharpen

out of our way to save a chain saw that's not giving

saws at the end of cv-

1(H) percent.

cry shilt.

"'There's probably nothing more frust i'at i ng than a

These steps not only

saw that won't start or won't i'un on a hot day when

make field mainte-

von need it," lie adds.

ii tncc much siiiiplci
for Wcstciilici,ci s

To keep a chain saw in good condition and thereby
guarantee that it will he more 01',111 asset than a liability
operator training is key. Loren Westenherger, piesi-

A bar mount filing tool for on-the-job sharp-

ening.

crews, but the coiistant care for the

dent of Westenberger Tree Service in Clearwater.

machines means that

Ha., describes several steps his company lakes

low-cost saws can per-

III its chaiii saw maintenance regime:
-

•

form eq iii vi I cii I to those

-

Use bottles ol compressed air to clean air ii I -

products From tile larger

lers during lunch:
•

maii ii tact u rers.

Scud chains oH to have them ''critically fro

Training crews in the
specitics of proper field
maintenance requires a

Depth gauge tools are used for checking top plate angles, cutter length and
for filing correct depth gauge setting.

bit of time up front, hut a
I

coiiipaiiy s investment in
training rays oil in the
long run iii terms of
eq iii p iiie it con servat i on
and greater productivity.

Don't forget:
•

F ii rt lie rm ore, a so Ii d approach to

The secret to a good sharpe iii ug job is to first, ii id tile dii I lest tooth and tile this

tooth to a sharp edge, up to where the chronic plating has worn away. Use the radius of

maintenance is generally synonymous Willi crew safety.

the file in conjunction Willi holdi hg the file at the proper height to maintain the correct
aiigles of the cutter.
• Check the lengi Ii of the each cutter to make sure you are ii Ii ng away the same
a niou ii t of met a I from eac Ii ''toot Ii" and ma i nta iii i ng the same angles
•

Avoid a treiiiendous amount of ''hook'', caused by pushing tfìe tile too deeply into

A case against field
maintenance
For sonic conipan ies. tile hest held

the tooth. The radius of the file helps give the cutter tooth the proper shape and angles.

maintenance is iio field ma in te ii a iice

B y pu sli i ilg the f'i Ic too far Into the cii t ter. you e nil up tiling ii ndcrneat h (lie top plate of

at all. There are always going to he

the cutter. Excessive hook will weaken the cutting edge of the tooth and cause the

thiose circumstances in Which it saw

chain to dii II q ii ick ly. snag and stick in the wood. The cutter tooth may also eventually
break off.
•

iiiuist be sharpened or repaired in tile
tield, hut a few arhoiists prefer to

Maiiitain depth gauges or ''rakers," YOU can tile the proper angles into the tooth

Mid have a good sharp cutter. But, if the depth gauges are not set to the proper di mensions. you are ilot goi iig to have a chiai ii that cuts effectively. Depth gauges that are too
11 1(111 cause (lie chain to pert orni tile same as if the cutters are (11.1 11. If tile dept hi gauges

make every reasonable etfort to avoid
doing so,
''There's very little maintenance

are too low, the chain will take too large of a "bite'' and can cause damage to the chain,

(11,11 a ue rson shio ii Id have to do ill the

the guide bar aiid the engine and increase the risk of kickback.

field, in my opinion,'' insists

Willi some practice and knowledge, you can properly mai ntai ii your chain to per-

Michaels, who says companies that

I orm at max i mu iii efficiency. There is a big difference hetweeii liii ng a chain and

adopt this philosophy may simply lay

sharpening a chain.

a saw aside wheii it ceases to perform
as it shiouild. Then, it will he turned

I/us

i,i1(1111(lliO/i 11(15

/)rol'uIeil by •SiiIil.

over to someone in a central location,

tRFt (i\Rt INI)rJStRY - ALJGUS1 22

9

speci lied time. For required mainteLikewise, to remedy a dull saw,

abilities must he present. Operators must

each and every chain saw in the supply

nance.

he familiar enough with the ideal chain

cache. "That way," explains

some arborists may just switch chains
and let someone in the shop handle the
sharpening.
Advantages of such an approach in-

saw performance that they know when

Westenherger, "we can tell who in the

something is amiss.

company is doing the proper mainte-

get the feel of a saw," offers Michaels.

clude it lessened likelihood of lost parts

"If you start with a sharp chain and you

The person to whom a saw is assigned

or the accumulation of debris within a

get the feel of the optimum rpm and

doesn't necessarily need to he the one

piece of equipment. Notable disadvan-

where the saw cuts the best, it gives you

who uses it exclusively, but that assignee

tages are that a company must have a
greater number of saws and it dedicated

a good baseline. They certainly will

oil1 he the one who personally sees to it

know when they aren't there."

that the saw is kept in tip-top shape

at a

Training with a significant hands-on

mechanical staff.

SavATree' S

"People can he trained pretty easily to

nance

and how long they're getting life

out of their saw."

reporting the machine's shortcomings to

director of training and

component allows those who use the

the mechanic, sharpening the chain or

safety, Dane Buell, agrees with

chain saws regularly to develop a sense

cleaning filters when necessary, etc.

Michaels' approach to field m a in te-

of the machine's optimal performance.

focused on what they (10 well
to perform tree care services

—

which is

—

and at-

low the mechanics to he the experts on

J obs like tuning the carburetors

and

The individual in charge of a chain
saw's health must be equipped to distin-

nance. "We prefer to keep our people

Sharpening one's
employees

gu ish good sharpening and maintenance

practices from poor ones. These employees will also hold the responsibility ol

Regardless of whether a company per-

fueling and making sure that the gas/oil

,

forms its basic maintenance in the field

mixtures are at the proper ratio. In short

However, even for those who shun

or in the shop, it wise practice is to en-

these people are where the most inten-

field maiiilenance, in - llic - ficldjudgnicnt

sure that someone is accountable for

sive training will normally he focused.

things like that."

WOODSMANPRO
W,. ...... PRO

TKI

I

Call Now!

Chain Saw Chain

for our

116 Page

I lere is our most popular pro-arhorist chain. 30LP is an aggressive cutting low-prohL
chain that matches perfectly with an ArhorPRO" bar. Do not choose thi
liin unless you are a professional arborist or utility worker with experience running a chain saw. Chain is .375 pitch, .05() gauge, full comp.
I 'opular loop prices are below.

Item No.
WPL 12 30LP45
WPL 14 30LP50
WPL 14 30LP52
WPL 16 30LP55
WPL 16 30LP56

Description
12' chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (45 drive links) ..............

Full-Color 2002
Master Catalog!
Mention Source
Code T8K4

14" chain loop for mini Stih I (50 drive links) ...........................e a.
14" chain loop for mini Echo, Poulan, Husky (52 drive links) ..............e a.
16' chain loop for mini Stihl' (55 drive links) ........................... ei a.
16" chain loop for mini Echo', Poulan', Husky (56 drive links) ..............e a.

A rborPRO

Price 10+
ea.
95
58.95 ......... ea.
i95
$ 8.95 .........ea.
S1395
S9.95 .........ea.
095
59.95 .........ea.

Price 1-9
a

Sprocketnose Bars
R8oRpb,

-

fired o f the low quality laminated bars that come with today ' s smaller professional
saws? Here is your answer. ArhorPRO bars are designed with today's professional users in
mind. Made of special micro-alloy steel, these bars are wider and thicker than stock bars. They also come
with a stout 4 rivet tip to give you increased life in the nose area. Try one on your tree saw and see why
professional arborists refuse to run anything else. Bars fit Still]" ", Husky, Poulan and Echo saws.

-)

I
E~t 1975

www.baileys-onhine.com
Offer good through 08/31/02, © 2002

The World's Largest Mail
Order Woodsman
Supplies Company—
Selling at Discounted Prices
Over 5,000 Products with
Warehouses in TN & CA

Item No.
APM 12
APM 14
APM 16

Description

I w 800m322m4539

Please circle 7 on Reader Service Card
10

Price

12 ArborPROTM Bar ............ ea.
14' ArborPROTM Bar ............ ea. 515.95
16 Arb0rPROTM Bar ............ ea. 516.95
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Arbor Grip"

Me 33 5 I'Tarbnis/ caii' I))' l/usijtiiina. Riii''r/iil, balanced, aiid

IJci/a; (('(I/'/Uit'd 10/) 11(1)1(1/C'

flO?(' lrlial)lc' !ii,i ('ic'r 11 l)O(LS!S (111 1111l)('(lI(ll)l(' /)I')U'('r /0 u'eiç/.l

7/111/I) Grip

Tbro/tk' linger Sl1/)/)0rl

our /e.v/Iir('(l bandIt' ui/u 11)11/?!!) (111(1 /1)11)/lIe /inç'er suipm)r/s /or

IJIlill-in mm' riiiç'

gc'('i/C'r coiu!rol (1,1(1 to lt't poii /0 those /lç'1)t, 1)l/.) /)lau!s 11111) ease.
Nobody is ,ili')rc c0iili1l!t/C'(I to the tlrI)oris/ I/kill lIiis(/1'(iril(i. ,4c'

/Air Injection

o. lJi'r a/ulI lint' (?[5I)('C/(ill)' lt'iiit't1 5(1/('t)' gear and (111' Cl /oiil

s/)onsnr o/ the 1rborUask'r lr(1nhiil1 prRc'ra Jfl5.

i() /1,1(1 I/it' il('(ii•('SI
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Use of chain saws in trees should only be done by professionals with specific training.

Price and availability vary by dealer

Please circle 2 1 on Reader Service ('aid
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Troubleshooting
Chain Wear
Following are some of the most common problems.

1
0

T2

Condition:
Damaged top and/or side on cutter. Chain won't cut
straight.
Cause:
Cutter has hit material other than wood.
Remedy:
File cutter to remove the damage. File other cutters to
same size.

00
Condition:
Cutter angle blunt on top edge or sloping back on side
edge. Chain must be forced to cut
Cause:
File too large or held too high.
Remedy:

In years past. training - it' it existed
at all - may have been a five-minute explanation of basic chain saw upkeep. But
as saws have changed, so has the need
for training and employees' interest in
professional development. One should
never underestimate crew members' interest level when it comes to improving
efficiency.
Buell explains how SavATree's training philosophy has evolved over time,
taking on such cultural changes as employees' need for growth "as opposed to
]List conducting training
that you're trytryi ng to shove down someone s throat,
he says. "They become pretty enrolled
because they have the opportunity to
grow financially and professionally by
participating."
While many companies host classroom sessions for their employees, most
view in-the-field, hands-on instruction
as the most fruitful when it comes to
proper equipment usage. In essence, the
approach to chain saw maintenance

training will he a factor ol company size,
season and available resources. At
Westenberger' S company, for instance,
crews come into the shop twice per year
for climbing and safety training, plus an
additional two times annually for dealersponsored chain saw safety and
maintenance instruction.
On the other hand. Keith Sheriff of
Wright Tree Service in Des Moines.
Iowa, has people in the field who do
nothing but train employees in chain saw
safety, tree climbing and SO forth. Both
classroom and field have their merits, as
long as employees walk away knowing
I ) when it's time to sharpen/maintain a
saw, (2) where/to whom the chain saw
Should be taken to see that these actions
are carried out.
Scheduled training is a good idea, but
many companies find it more efficient to
conduct training on an as-needed basis:
"Sometimes, depending on the weather,
we're able to sit the crews down and go
through it all at once," Sheriff says.

File to correct mqle with proper iL

LI7

Condition:
Hook in side cutting edge or top cutting edge feathered.
Cutters dulling quickly.
Cause:
File held too low or diameter of file too small.
Remedy:
File to correct angle with proper file.

Condition:
Damage or broken drive link tangs.
Cause:
Chain runs too loose or has "jumped off" bar.
Remedy:
File off burrs. Tighten chain tension. Replace broken
parts if damaged too much to file.

2Y-2J
Condition:
Blunt depth gauge. Chain cuts rough.
Cause:
Improperly filed depth gauge.
RemedyRound off front edge of depth gauge to original shape
and check height

Condition:
Front or back of drive link peened (battered around the
edge).
Cause:
Worn sprocket
Remedy:
Replace sprocket. If heavily damaged, replace chain.

Condition:
Peening or premature flattening on bottom of cutters and
tie straps.
Cause:
Loose chain tension. Dull cutters. Lack of lubrication.
Chain has been forced to cut.
Remedy:
Chain must be replaced if badly worn. Check chain
tension and cutter sharpness more frequently.

S

62

Condition:
Burring and peening in notch of tie strap.
Cause:
Worn chain sprocket.
Remedy:
Replace sprocket and chain.

Repriiiiedfroiii "Sharp Ath'ice For Chain Saw Owners: A guide to the (arc' (111(1 maintenance of saw chain.
The entire publication is available on the Web at http://www. sti/ilusa . coni/librarv/librarvjips. Iiiiiil
12
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97 FORD LT8000: 8.3L
Cumrnins, 275 hp. 8 spd
+lo + to/to, 58,000 lb GVW,
with PIONEER 2000 crane.
124 ft total hook lit.
$79,500.

99 LID 2600: Ni:.,,ii
FE6TA-V2, Allison 4 sl )d
auto, 25,995 It) GVW, 5 ton
COPMA C665/2A crane,
23 ft max side reach, 2011
wood Ilat/(turill). $42,900.

[$35,900.

, $24 900.

Cummins 200 lili,
rub-feed, taridetir axle,
winch. (letilo unit.
Only I unit available.

-

John Deere 125 ti;i.
auto-feed.
Only I unit available.

$13500
Wisconsin 66 lip
Only I unit available.

IV

1Y
4

97 GMC C17500: 31 1(-) (-',111
250 hp. 6 spd, 33.000 It)
GVW, with 4 ton HIAB 071
knuckleboom, 23 It max
side reach, 16ft steel flathct w/stakeskles. $39,500.

98 GMC T7500: 3116
CAT, 6 spd, 61/2 ton
HIAB knuckleboom,

93 WHITE / GMC WG64:
CAT 3306, 305 lip. 8 SI)(t
In + b/b, 73,280 lb GVW,
with 10 ton CORMACH
1900E crane, 332" max
side reacts $47,500.

95 FORD LNT8000: 8 3L
Crirrimins, 275 Ill), 8 slat
to, 54,400 lb GVW, 21 ton
NATIONAL 800C crane.
114/? It hook lit. pin-on
basket, 1811 flat. $89,500.

I

26 ft side reach, 19 ft
steel flat. $39,500.

80 GMC BRIGADIER:
6V53 Detroit diesel, 10
spd, 33 GVW, 5 ton IMT
crane, 18 ft side reach.
winch, 14 ft bed. $6,500.

5185

4 4.

ki

p.
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Mill
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93 FORD F8000 CREW
CAB: Crinnirnninin-, 8.3L, 5 Sp(t
2 spd rear with 7 ton
NATIONAL 337A crane. 47
ft hook lit. 14 ft wood flatbed
with stakuisidcs. $26,500.

f'vt'i
99 GMC C7500: CAT 3126 7
210 hp, 7 speed, 33,000 lb
GVW, with 65 ft TECO V6651P-4TFE2 bucket, 2 man
end-hung basket, 14 ft steel
flat-bed. $69,500.

99 FORD F350: V/b,
auto, with 28 ft EAGLE
bucket, 6,000 miles.
This truck was a demo
unit, in unused condition.

$24900.

95 FORD LNT9000:
Lb. 260 hp. 10 speed.
22 ft flatbed, 5 1/2 ton
IMT crane, 25 ft side
reach. $39,500.

I.

1L

82 FORD LT8000: 3208
CAT. 210 lip. 13 sliced.
64,000 lb GVW, with 6'!?
ton HIAB 1265 crane.
345" max side reach, 20 ft
steel flatbed. $14,900.

92 FORD F700: 5 9L
Ciiinrrnini',, Allison 4
it
auto, with 51ft ALTEC
AN650 bucket, 1411 utility
body. 2 iran basket, 35K
rn/las $29,500.

1987 FORD LTS9000:
L10 Cummins, 8 speed
+Lo +Lo/Lo 18ft, 44
gears with Barko model
80 log loader. $24,500.

1211
wis t

AL
99 tNT 4700: 14445 HI,
210 till. 6 spd +Io. 33,000 lb
GVW, with 65 ft TECO V6651P-4TFE2 bucket. 14 ft
slant flatbed, 2 inan arid
111110; leisk, ,t $69,500.

I 10I• LJ
ff—

99 GMC C17500: 3126 CAT,
245 lip, 5 spd + 2 spd rear.
ALTEC LRIII-55 bucket.
joystick ctrls, lift flatbed,
48" ltinii-lxx $63,500.

-IIrlow

90 WHITE/GMC: L10
Cummins, 240 hp,
9 spd, 52,000 lb GVW,
with 20 ft wood flatbed
w/stakesides. $14,900.

KNUCKLEBOOMS

20 FUEL TRUCKS IN STOCK
1401 BUCKET TRUCKS, (15) BOOM
TRUCKS, 1151 KNUCKLEBOOMS. (10)

10 HIAB, JMTCO, NATIONAL.
ETC

DIGGER DERRICKS, (5) MECHANICS

MOUNTED OR UNMOUNTED

Truck & Equipment Sales

UNMOUNTED KNUCKLEBOOMS, (15)
TRUCKS WICRANES.

866-250-8262

3123 Bethlehem Pike • Hatfield, PA 19440 - Phone 215-721-4444 • Fax 215-721-4350 www.opdykes.Com
Plc:i',e circle 40 on Reader Serl, icc ('aid

I

Other times, we just have to take the
new employee who doesn't have that
experience and show him as he goes."
Also important is designating someone with a great deal of experience and
professionalism to determine which
employees are ready to use and maintain the company's saws. After
SavATree's training is complete, for
instance, crew members are placed on
a probation period. During this time.
an employee can on/v operate a chain
saw under the careful watch of a super v i so r.

Common
sharpening
mistakes
In most cases, sharpening a chain is by far
the most frequent maintenance activity a tree
care professional will
perform, and training
someone to execute this is
relatively easy. says Michaels, due to a
number of simple devices on the market
that take all the guesswork out of sharpen-

RAPCO

like
a
CARBIDE (
CHAIN",J Diamond
WITH RAPCO
WORLD'S FINEST!
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
INDUSTRIES INC
20 to 25 CORDS
6000 NE 88th ST, SUITE 0-104
We Accept: Visa, Mastercard & American Express
VANCOUVER, WA 98661)
WITHOUT
PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX 360-573-0046
RE-SHARPENING!
e-mail: Ron@lrapcoindustries.com
www.rapcoindustries.com

RAPCO

Ilcasc

LI

rule 45 on Reader Service Car(!

1-800-94-ARBOR(27267)
The ()\TJ V

nu,nberou ,1('ed to reineiither for....

Saddles • Climbers • Rope . Safety Equipment
Carabiners Hand Saws & Pruners • Hand Tools
Educational Books • Power Tools • Protective Clothing
Rigging Equipment • Chippers & Stump Grinders
Pole Pruners & Saws • Scabbards • Snaps and more..

We will match anyone's advertised price!

MC / VISA/ DISCOVER

accepted

Fax 24 Hours
91 6/8S2-5800

_________

fl

The individual in
charge of a chain
saw's health must
be equipped to
distinguish good
sharpening and
maintenance practices from poor ones."

I ng. These guides give the sharpener the
right aiigle and the right depth, in essence
serving as an inanimate trainer. Nevertheless, mistakes can he made.
Buell explains how one of the illosi
common fai I i ngs in the field sharpening
of chains involves the rakers. "People are
pretty good at filing the cutting tooth," ,
he relates. "hut they're not real sharp on
making sure they have the right raker
height. Typically, you'll pick up a saw
and the cutter will he very sharp, but the
rakers are set way too high and the saw
woiit cut.'
Any of a number of guides on the
market will "traIn" the sharpener in regards to the right angi'''' I
Of sharpening a chain.
Training crews in
nance practices not only benefits the
company, but also helps employees accomplish more with less physical effort.
"You have to let the saw chain do
more work and the operator (10 less
work," says Michaels, who adds.
"Today's saws really should cut with not
that much pressure applied. You
Shouldn't have to lean on saws. In fact,
today's saws, in general, are built more
for speed and don't have the kind of hottoni-end torque that we used to have.''
The tact of the matter is that ten cornn ies are likely to approach chain saw
Field maintenance in ten different ways.
The ultimate goal, though, is the same:
for crews to become armed with enough
experience to distinguish a well -maintained saw From one that's lacking. If this
knowledge is absent, operators are essentially chopping with a dull ax.

Hours M-I
We Ship UPS

7:30AM

5PM

P/i i//il) A'leck.s
WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS

Please eii'ele 59 on Reader Service Card
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Ergonomics Update:
Chao Defends DOL Approach

L

abor Secretary Elaine Chao detended the administration's
voluntary approach on ergonorncs. Testifying June 6 on the Bush
administration's proposed fiscal 2003
budget before the Senate Appropriations
Committees Subcommittee on Labor,
Health and Human Services, and Education, Chao said the department has
existing authority to cite employers for
exposing workers to ergonomics hazards
even without a federal standard. A
standard proposed by the Clinton admin istration was killed by Congress in 2001.
Chao offered several examples of enforcement cases where OSHA issued
citations under the general duty clause
of the OSH Act. The clause authorizes
the agency to cite employers for failing
to provide a workplace free from hazards
- even where the agency has not promulgated a specific regLilation.
Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.), the
subcommittee's ranking Republican,
questioned the effectiveness of that approach under what he called a very
general standard.
Chao cited OSH A's effectiveness with
Beverly Enterprises, a nursing home
company that was forced to take specific
actions, i nd udi ng worker training and
providing lifting devices, to settle an
OSHA enforcement case. The settlement, announced in January, requires the
nations largest nursing home chain to
train workers and requires the use of lifting devices at 270 facilities across the
nation.
The Beverley action serves to validate
one of the biggest concerns that many
industries such as tree care have, which
is that OSHA doesn't need a standard to

-

16

cite employers for alleged ergononi ics
offenses. A pessimist would declare that
OSHA has again circumvented due process in rule-making by enforcing its
"voluntary guidelines" as law.
What will ultimately determine
whether OSHA's ergo plan is workable
is the even-handedness with which
OSHA carries out its four-pronged approach. Announced in April, it includes
the development of both industry-specific and task-specific guidel I lies.
"strong and effective enforcement," extensive outreach and assistance, and
research.
Recently introduced legislation (S.
2 I 84) would force DOL to craft an ergonomics standard in two years. A committee
vote on that measure is expected soon.
Chao said a federal regulation would he
problematic because it would impose a
"one-size fits all" solution on employers
and wouki not "allow for creativity." The
department's approach focuses on preventing injuries befire they occur, while the
rescinded ergonomics rule promulgated by
the Clinton administration could have been
enforced only after a worker was injured,
she said.
Congress isn't convinced. The Senate
legislation is expected to sail through
markup in the Senate Health, Education,
Labor and Pensions Committee, setting
Lip prospects for a tough floor battle.
The bill's markup will usher in a new
round in the battle over an ergonomics
regulation just one year after Congress
voted to kill the Clinton administrations
requirements. Industry groups and labor
unions are gearing up for a battle that is
likely to go on over the course of the year.
The bill, introduced in April by Sen.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002

John i3reaux (1)-La.), has the support OF
committee Democrats as well as Sen.
James Jeffords (1 -Vt.), whose departure
from the GOP last year threw the Senate
into Democratic control. The prospects
for getting the bill out Of the Senate are
difficult to assess, with most observers
suggesting a vote would he extremely
close in a chamber with 50 Democrats
and 49 Republicans. The bill has 33 dosponsors and 3 I are Democrats.
Industry groups and Republican opponents of the bill are gearing up for the
battle and are already threatening to dielay a full Senate vote. They also are
warning Democrats against inserting the
Breaux bill language in the fiscal year
2003 appropriations hill covering the
Labor Department. Sen. Michael Eiizi
(R-Wyo.) has pledged that he will filibuster the funding measure if such a rider
IS included. In a June 6 letter to GOP
leaders, Enzi said Congress had already
killed an ergonomics regulation, in part
because it was based on "incomplete s
ence" and would place an undue burdcii
on small businesses.
The National Association of Mann I
turers has urged members to support the
administration's largely voluntary guideline effort. Labor unions and other
supporters note that musculoskeletal disorders are the most prevalent workplace
illness in the nation, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, and say a
voluntary approach will do little to protect workers from being injured.
Peter Gersienberger is i'icc' president
at business inailagenleni, safety & cdiication with the NitioiiiI Arborisi
Association.
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A Revolutionary Plant Injection System
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The new and environmentally responsible
tree and plant injection system.
(
'

• Unique dosesizer now included
in standard equipment

I inimize tree injury in an environmentally safe way in order to preserve our
Aural and urban forests. The Arborjet injection method assures qUick and
I fective delivery of compounds directly into the tree using a m icroi njection
rnificantl smaller than other methods. Arhorjer's widespread applications
nge from a ugnwn ti ng tree and plant vitality and regulating growth to
n trol Ii rig numerous insect pests and disease such as: Hemlock. Woolly
\ felgid, Palm Lethal Ye/lours, Pierce's Disease, Pine Beetles and Phvtophthora.

•

Eliminates drilling and
NO capsule is left behind

• Lightweight portable tool
with handy utility pack

A Revolutionary Plant Injection System

•

Quick, easy and SAFER than
other injection devices

•

3 times the profit in 1/3
the time

F=T

call I -866-ARBORJT or 1-866-272-6758 www.arborjet.com
Please circle
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reat sellin techniques will
boost your tree care
company's profit in good times

and had. And there's certainly no time
like the present: In this unsettled
economy, most business people are getIi n g a rude re iii iii tier that iii a k i n g a sale
means more than just writing up an order form . . . or hitting a key oil a
com p Li icr.
"Good selling practices died out in the
last few years as we were seduced by a
robust economy, says Ron Zenike,
president of the Minneapolis-based Performance Research Associates and
author of the best-se I hug Delivering
Ku oCk Your SO('kc Ott Sei'i'ui'. "A lot of'
salespeople turned into simple order takers. Now it's time to start selling again.''
Easier said than clone? Here's help. In

B .i, Phi/lip M. Periv

this article, management consultants
Irom around the country recall the critical sales skills that got lost in the shuffle
of the roaring '90s. Let's see what they
say about boosting revenues in tough
times.

Cold calls
While most salespeople dislike cold calling, the practice can result in a number of valuable new customers.
But you must approach the task in the right frame of
mind to avoid becoming discouraged when searching
for that one elusive diamond in the rough.

1.Help the customer
"There are many good salespeople.
says Linda Richardson, president of
Richardson, a sales consultancy based in
Philadelphia. "B Lit the few really great
ones start each day in the right frame of
mind. That means reminding yourself of

"Plan ahead," says Ron Zemke, president of the Minneapolis-based Performance Research Associates

and author of Delivering Knock Your Socks Off Service. "Set a time to make your cold calls, just as you

ing your mission, says Richardson.
creates enthusiasm and stimulates you to
take those extra steps that motivate

would set a time to practice the piano."

"buy" decisions.
Indeed, salespeople with a "vision of

Zemke advises turning the cold call task into a num-

excellence" concentrate more on the customer than on ring i ig up a sale, says

bers game. "Say something like, 'I will spend X hours
cold calling and make X number of calls. I know I will

Richardson. "Make the customer want to
do business with you by showing real

be successful when I have called X people.'"

interest in them and providing excep-

You also need to review your history of past calls, says

tional service."
Becoming "customer centric" makes
your job more exciting and enjoyable.
When you see yourself as a resource to

Zemke. If it takes 10 telephone calls to get one appointment, and it takes five appointments to make
$5,000, then each cold telephone call is worth $100.
"If you keep your formula in mind you can make a game
out of cold calling," says Zemke. "And you will see that

is

your role as helping customers. Recall -

help customers, you become much more
effective and derive more enjoyment
from your work. Conversely, try i ig to

cold calling is not in vain, so you will maintain your

pitch a prod iic t or service to someone
who has no perceived need or want is

enthusiasm."

futile and an invitation For rejection.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002

2. Beagreat listener

Network to find new
customers

Great salespeople are great listeners.
Why? Asking questIoils. then I isten I ng

"Cold call'' lists, while sometimes ef-

to the answers, is the best way to dis-

fecti ye, should he a last resort. Create a

cover customer requirements. People

more pro iii is i ng list through e fleet i ye

buy only when they have needs or wants.
The challenge for a salesperson is to discover what those are.

networking. This means attending events
held by your chamber of commerce and
industry associations. "Get involved with

"It's easy to make the sale it' you let
people buy what they want to buy.'' says
John lschohl, president Of Service Qual-

organ i tat i oris that you have some interest and have interesting people in,'' says
consu Rant Zemke. "When you have met
someone somewhere, you have it way to
start into it discussion with them.''

it y I iist tute, Minneapolis. U n fortunately.
too few salespeople have gotten the niessage. "Most salespeople ask questions

Follow up on contacts with phone calls

because they were told to ask them, hut

and helpful information. ''Suppose you

they don't listen to the answers," says
Tscliohl. In contrast, "a good salesper-

across a newspaper clipping that niav
be of interest to someone you have met,'
Rill

son will lind out a prospect's needs and
dominant 'buy' motive."
It all boils down to what sales experts
call "consultative selling.'' That means
conferring with the cuslonier before prese lit ng it pitch. Smart salespeople don'
try to rush. ''Most salespeople 'open.'
then ask one or two quest ions to u nderstand customer needs, tlierì present their
pothict and then try to 'close,'" says
Richardson. Great salespeople. in contrast, spend more triiie conversing with
tile Customer.
Develop skills to create more literaction, suggests Richardson. "Don't be
SO anxious to talk about your product that
-

posits Zemke. "Staple your husi hess card
to the clip and mail it to the individual
with it short note." Make yourse If useful
to someone, says Ze inke. and that perSoil will return the favor.
Keep this up and you will he rewarded.
You need to do it lot 01 . liii s to receive it
payoff." says Zemke. ''Uut it's a lot more
productive than cold calling."

Make your customers
your friends
People will riot buy t roni you nut!
they are con vi need you are their friend.

von present your pile Ii before you ask
C11011011 II uest i oils." Discover what the

and therefore act i rig in their best interests. Prospects are more willing to open

client plans to do in the future, then position your product or service as it
solution to a percei v ed problem.

Lip

MILLER

and communicate their needs to a

friend. So the next step beyond networking,
is developing long-term I riendsh

POWERFUL

PATENTED
- -F-- .

PERFORMERS

PAO 150

L

Max

Phone
524
PRO 75/PRO 150
50 to 150 HP

M25E
M50E/M75E
30 to 90 HP
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"Remember that there is always sonicone else from whom a prospect can buy,"
says Ian Jacobsen, president of Jacobsen
Consulting Group, Sunnyvale, Calif. "So
the question always becomes, 'Why should
a customer buy from you? Unless there is
a marked difference in price or service, the
sale will hinge on a relationship. So your
challenge is to create one. This is the foundation for creating sales down the road.
Shmooze with your customers. Call them
Lip and alert them when you have something you think they will like.
Look upon the actual sale as an event in
an ongoing relationship.

5. Make more calls
Sales is Often called "a numbers game."
Salespeople need to place a certain number of phone calls or visit prospects a
certain number of times to enjoy "x" number of sales. Those salespeople who don't
track the results of such calls end up making too few.
"Persistence pays off in selling," says
Bob .lanet. a Charlotte. N.C.-based consult-

Pump Yourself Up
Sometimes it's easy to get discouraged. When customers resist buying, salespeople
start to doubt their own abilities and question their commitment to their chosen field.
At such times, a little self-talk can get us back on track.
"My favorite combination of affirmations, which I've used for years, is 'I like myself
and I love my work!" says Brian Tracy, an international speaker on sales techniques
and president of Brian Tracy International, Langley, British Columbia, Canada.
Repeat this affirmation a number of times, says Tracy, along with related statements
such as "I'm a sales genius!" and "I'm the best in this industry!" to get in a positive
frame of mind for driving more sales. "These words are especially powerful for starting out your day, or mentally preparing yourself for a sales call."

ant. "A recent study I rom Wells Fargo
showed that 60 percent of salespeople
never make a second call to a customer,
and of the number who do, 15 percent
never make a third call. But 65 percent of
Wells Fargo customers don't make a 'buy'
decision before six or more contacts are
made."
The person who is persistent, then, will
make more sales. "Part of the problem is
that prospects tend to forget a lot of what
YOU tell them." says .1 a net. ''You need to

he persistent in cOi1llflhiiUCit ing.
Set up your call list on a rotating basis,
making sure each entry gets called in turn.
But how frequently can you call? "The No.
I rule is that you can contact a customer
as often as you like, as long as you deliver
something of value," says Janet, "Provide
something that improves their businesses
or their lives,"
Janet suggests answering these qLiestions: Whom will you contact? What will
YOU send them? How will you send it? And

Professionals Protect their Turf by driving on
ground cover mats

AlturnaiM

Actual plywood used for two months

AIturnaM4TS"...
• Reuse hundreds of times
• Withstand 60 ton loads
• Never break
• Easy to handle
• Less expensive than fiberglass
• Field tested in record heat and cold
• Proven best diamond plate design on both sides
• 4'x8, 3x8, 2x8, 2x6 & 2'x4 sizes available
For the name of your nearby dealer,
call

888-544-6287814-827-8884

not splintered, warped,
waterlogged, short lived,
hard-to-handle plywood!
NEVER GET SUCK AGAIN!

NItpurnaYMTS
P.O. Box 344 .Titusville, PA 16354 • alturnamats@usachoice,com

Please circle 2 on Reader Service Card
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wheti

the Coiltact he made? "l)o your

son who has not had had cx pen ences when

self 'what went right?'" he suggests ...lo-

selling aggressively and persistently," says

approached by other salespeople," says

cus on what worked, and reinforce it."

Janet. Track your activities and then ad-

Jacobsen. "Consider your own experiences

just your plan by the results you achieve.

when in the role of a prospect. Ask your-

Will

Use a spreadsheet or database program

Of course, you will also want to under stand your bloopers. But Dr. Hawes

oil,

suggests avoiding negative questions such

to track your sales Calls by sales made and

or impressed you. Then consider whether

as "What went wrong'?'' Instead of high-

dollars received.

YOU

self what sales techniques turned

YOU

are using those same techniques in

6. Practice your sales
approach
Successful salespeople develop winning

• What could I have done better?

7. Review each pitch
So you sent your best pitch over the
plate. Was it a strike or a ball?

presentations by continual practice. Consultants advise against trying to "wing" a
good call. "Tiger Woods doesn't go to the

lighting and getting Upset about your
mistakes, ask questions such as:

your own sell i 11g. "

The answer depends only partly on
Whether you actually made a sale. If the

• What were some other approaches I
ight have taken?
• What opportunities may I have
missed?
• What in formation did I obtain to help
in the next call?

customer needs something fast, even the

Finally, says Dr. Hawes, team up with

bar and drink with his buddies when he's

worst pitch can result in a transaction.

another salesperson to assess one another 's
performance.

not playing golf,'' says Tschohl. "Instead,

Conversely, the best sales presentat ion in

he's out on the course practicing the ba-

the world won't make a sale if the customer

sics. The same applies to the successful

is dead set against it.

salesperson. Constantly practice the basics

Now, more than ever, you need to reliesh your techii iq uies for interacting with

Nonetheless, to improve as a salesper-

customers. In tough times, it takes more

sn you need to constantly assess how well

and better sales calls to keep the revenue

Learn from others. When developing

Y OU did and how you can i niprove your

stream how i ng free and clear. In tills ar -

your own sales approach, study what other

performance. Dwell on the positive, sug-

ticle, sales experts have provided seven

tree care company salespeople do. Copy

gests Dr. Jon M. Hawes, Fishier Institute

ways to boost your sales in tough times.

the tactics that work. Avoid the ones that

for Professional Selling, University of

Take their advice to heart and watch your

fail. "I have yet to conic across a salesper-

Akron. ''Aftera sales call, always ask your-

own bottom line start to rise.

in approaching the prospect.

TO

AO

what you want. . . when you
L..
at the lowest possible price
Check our catalog or website for all the
equipment and supplies an arborist needs.
Depend on us for..
Largest product selection
92% Same day shipping
Spare parts for everthing sold
Low, competitive pricing
Friendly, courteous service from our
knowledgeable staff

•
•
•
•
•

have my
guarantee!

DU

Call 800-441-8381
Fax 888-441-8382
www.arborist.com
IIt

MEMBER

ciicL I on Ruter Sei' cc ('ii'd
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Kujawski Retires
from UMass Extension

Buckallew Takes Post
At Becker Underwood

Cartwright Named to
Davey Board of Directors

Ronald Kujawski. nursery specialist For
UMass Extension's Landscape. Nursery
and Urban Forestry Program, will retire
June IS. 2002. after 25 years with the Extension system. As a UMass Extension
employee. Roil was instrumental in developing the first Master Gardener program
Ill Massachusetts and was one of the origina I co-authors, along with former
Extension Specialist Dick Boyce, of the annual U Mass Garden Calendar in 1979,
which is still published today.

Becker Underwood. Inc. has named
Brian Buckallew product manager for its
distribution sales business unit. In his
new position.
Buckallew is responsible for the
development.
.
marketing and
sales
of the
co Ill panys
hioagrono Ill ic.
pest management
and
specialty
products in the
turf, ornamental, horticulture, aquatic,
and forestry markets.
Before joi iii ng Becker Underwood,
Buckallew held numerous positions
within Pioneer Hi-Bred, Intl., serving
most recently as a value Chain manager
Ill its value enhanced grain business.
He brings a broad base of experience
to Becker Underwood including operations, sales and marketi rlg.
Founded in 1982 in Allies, Iowa,
Becker Underwood. Inc. manufactures
and markets a variety of specialty
colorants and bio-agronom ic products
for turf management, agriculture, seed
treatment, wood recycling, aquaculture,
vegetation management, forestry, structural pest control and many other
in clii st ri Cs.

Carol A. Cartwright. Ph.D., president
of Kent State University, was elected to
the hoard of directors of The Davey Tree
Expert Company at the company's annual shareholders meeting. Davey is
employee-owned with nearly 6.000 employ ee s.
Cartwright holds a bachelor's degree
From the University of Wisconsin and
both a master's degree and a doctorate
from the University of Pittsburgh.
Before coming to Kent State.
Cartwright was vice chancellor for acadeniic affairs at the University of
California at Davis and dean for undergraduate programs and vice provost at
the Pennsylvania State University.

Stihi Recalls
Chain Saw Model 019T
In cooperation with the US Consumer
Product Safety Comniission, Stihl Inc. is
recalling the Stihi chain saw model 019T.
The chain saws were manufactured and
distributed in the United States by Stihl
Inc. of Virginia Beach, Va. If you own a
Stihl 019T chain saw that was purchased
between December 2000 and May 5,
2001, and falls within the serial number
range of 249129398 and 24995631 1,
please discontinue using the unit immediately. A screw needs to he added to the
support boss of the brakehand area to
reduce the potential for cracking of the
boss and the potential failure of the
chainhrake. For more information, call
Still] at 1-800-467-8445.

Denice Britton
Honored by ISA
Denice Britton, Britton Tree Services,
Inc., ill St. Helena, Calif., has received!
Honorary Life Membership to tile International Society of Arhoricu ltuue a well
deserved honor.

Callbacks
The caption for the cover photograph
the June issue was incorrect. It should
have read "M ycel i al fans of arm ill aria."
Ili

Lightning Protection for Trees
Your complete source for /iqhtning protection needs.
nC:ids. Protootlon Co., Inc.

Independent Protection Co., Inc.
1607 S. Main St.
Goshen, IN 46526
800-860-8388
Fax: 574-534-3719
info@ipcip.com
www.ipclp.com

• Provide your clients an additional service.
• Limited investment, quick profits
• Consider golf courses parks large estates and historic trees
• Lightning protection systems for all types of structures
• Send for a free Tree Kit—A folder containing
information about adding this service
• Order our video or CD Rom— The How-to Presentation for
Installing Lightning Protection in Trees $19.95, Visa or
MasterCard.
Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card
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Cutting Edge
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Arborjet Plant Injection System

Golden Retriever

The Arborjet Plant Injection System is the first microinjection system of its kind to accurately measure all
dosages. The method assures
quick delivery of compounds
directly into the tree, distributing the product to that part of
the plant where it is needed.
Further assuring the accuracy of the dosage is the
unique dosesizer, now part of
the standard equipment, which
allows you to pre-calibrate up to 10
milliliters of dosage. In addition, thE
injection site is small, thereby minimizing tree
injury. There is no drilling involved, no capsule left
behind and no waiting for product absorption. For more information, contact
Arborjet, Inc., 2 Draper St., Woburn, Mass.; call 1 -866-Arborjt or (781) 9335602, or visit www.arborjet.com .

The Golden Retriever is a simple linewinding device that can be employed
on any length of line within seconds
of picking it up. Even midway down
the line, the Retriever can finish the
job without the need
to find the line's end.
To use the Golden
Retriever, attach
it to a common
paint bucket
(or drawstring bag
using the
optional
fo
adapter) and
position your
line in the
spinner. Designed with a 4-to-1 gear
ratio, the Golden Retriever moves 18
inches of line with a flip of the wrist.
Although
the
Retriever
can
accept
lines up to
4 m
•....
diameter,
it only
-.
• works
midline on
sizes up to 2 mm. For more information, contact Sherrill Arborist Supply
at 1-800-525-8873 or contact participating Vermeer Dealers.

Please circle 91 on Reader Service Cart!

Bilt-Rite Model BR32-H
Bilt-Rite Model BR32-H conveyor, designed for stockpiling or loading
semi-trailers, adds versatility to firewood operations with its added
height of 15 feet, 6
inches. The hydraulically
y
j"ff '1
driven top drive unit
comes standard with a
7
cleated belt for operation
in any weather. The 55 hp
Honda motor allows the
BG32-H conveyor to be
moved around the
woodlot on its own. The
conveyor can also be run
off a processor by using
quick-connecting coupling. For more information, contact Bilt-Rite at 1800-757-2520.

J

4

;E.

Please circle 93 on Reader Service ('aid

Please circle 92 on Reader Service ('aid

Efco 947 Chain Saw
Efco has introduced the 947, a versatile, all-purpose lightweight saw suitable for a
variety of woodcutting applications. The 947 is engineered for commercial
duty, with a chrome cylinder, dual-ring piston, dual web, ball-bearingmounted crank shaft and forged single-piece connecting
rod Features include a compression release and air purge
"
primer
for easy starting an adjustable oil pump and a
.
side access chain tensioner. The 947's engine is designed
I
,o deliver high torque throughout the rpm range It develops 3.1
/
hp/2 3 kW with a maximum no-load rpm of 13,000. For more information call 1-800-447-1152 or visit www.tiltonequipment.com .
tion,

fl

Please circle 94 on Reader Service Card
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Ford Engine
Performance Module
Ford Power Products, a subsidiary of
Ford Motor Co., has introduced the
Ford Engine Performance Module
(EPM) for industrial engines. The EPM
is available on Ford's 2.5 liter and 4.2
liter engines and will be available on
future products as well.
The EPM, housed in
athin,

The Lilt to growing
kealtk

towering

Trees?

case, is
designed
to enhance engine
performance and
durability. It can be mounted
in most configurations. Features
include isochronous speed control with
precise timing of the electronic throttle
and enhanced diagnostic
capabilities. For more information,
contact Ford Power Products, 15700
Lundy Parkway Drive, Ste. 200,
Dearborn, MI, 48126; 1-800-833-4773
or visit www.fordpowerproducts.com .

__

Start at the bottom.
Bites. Nicks. Cuts. Deer. Bugs. Rats.
That's why NSW offers Tree Bark Protectors tough, rigid plastic mesh tubes that
protect tree bark from feeding animals,
lawn care equipment, and other assailants.

I9cisc circle 95 oil Reader Scrvicc Card

NSW Tree Bark Protectors allow sunshine,

Chipper Tool

water, and chemicals to reach the trunk

S-Squared has introduced a new
product for use with brush chipper
equipment. The Chipper Tool, for use
with brush/wood chippers, is designed
to increase safety and promote crew
productivity while remaining economical and
environmentally
friendly.
The head
of the tool
is molded
entirely

without the hassle and expense of replacing
plastic sheet wraps. The expandable mesh
design is easy to install, won't harbor
insects, trap moisture, or inhibit growth.

Call us or visit www.nswplastics.com for details.

X/
/

plant
material
and the handle is made of heavy gauge
cardboard tubing. The Chipper Tool
allows the operator to safely feed the
load into the blade/roller area while
remaining a safe distance away from
the opening. The tool has a 48.73-inch
snag-free handle and a contoured
head. For more information, contact
S-Squared at (561) 395-3162,
e-mail: s-squared@msn.com or visit
www.s-squaredinc.com .
I'Icrc circle 96 on Reader Scr\
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Moving and Loading Logs
Considerations of winches and lift gates
B V /I!011l(1.S G. 1)01(11!

first challenge is cutting
down the tree or lowering that
large limb safely to the ground.
Cutting the log into pieces small enough
for the chipper is relatively easy, but what
if you don't have a chipper or you want to
save that log for lumber or firewood?
How are you going to get a valuable 8foot section of hickory log across the lawn
and into your pickup'? A flatbed with a
grapple works great if you handle a lot of
large logs, but for smaller operations that
only save the occasional piece,
winches
and liftgates can help.
i
front
or
win
rear
mount
choose

y

Whether you
help in moving logs and equipment.
.................

..

.

OLII

,

Winches
Chuck Thompson, vice president of sales and marketing at
Superwinch. Inc.. in Putnam.
Conn., recommends choosing
winches that call he used For a
wide variety of different tasks.
He suggests flexible winch platforms that can he put into the
hitch in the rear under the truck.
Winches can also be put on the
front of the truck, Thompson
adds, but this is more expensive.
"You have to change the geometry of the front so it can hear the

The IT Series from Thieman Tailgates incorporates a direct cylinder lift design on its service
body Iiftgates.
26

added weight," Thompson says. And a
winch on the front means the log is still it
ways from the bed of the truck. Instead.
lie offers a better option - at least for arhon sts in areas that have heavy winters:
an attachment for a snow 1)10w in the front
with the winch system in the rear.
Although the winch system might he
thought of as the intermediate step between
felling a tree and getting it onto the truck,
Thompson notes that there are times when
it can he used in conjunction with these
other two steps. "Some arborists will use
winches when cutting down a tree to create tension so that the tree will fall in the
desired direction.'
A winch can he used effectively in conjunction with a small crane on the back of
the truck, notes Thompson. "Both the
crane and the winch can he run off the same
vehicle battery." In addition. Thompson
says, this crane/winch combination can cut
clown on manual trimming on the ground
by being able to lift heavier material and
dropping it into the chipper.
Winches come in a wide variety of sizes
and capacities, so when shopping for a
system, he sure to think of all the uses you
might put it to. If you are going to use it
With a truck-mounted crane, you may want

The G2 Series dual hydraulic cylinder liftgate from the Tommy
Gate Company shown here is mounted on a pickup truck.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002
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it,'

suggests

Vanderslice. "An elec-•

'r

The X-Tra-Lift from Stellar Industries is a loading system
with a 1,300 pound lifting capacity that fits inside the already existing pick-up box. It loads and unloads your stump
cutter parallel to the ground.

tric or battery-operated

hil'tgatcs, hut they may have a specialty
application in arhoricu Iture.

Pi115• For higher duty

Arhorists are going to he interested in

cycles and everyday

the smaller models. Tommy Gate Co. in

use, tlìe hydraulic op-

Woodbine, Iowa, started iiiak i ng farm

tion is better." A second

implements in 1965 and then developed its

consideration,

pickup lift, with a capacity starting at 500

Vanderslice says. is the

1)011 iiuhs.

size of the winch. There

into box van or med i Li ni-d city

are a ii u m her of differ-

can Offer from 1.600 and 2,000 pound ca-

C111 models aiid pounds

pacity I iftgatcs for niedi uini-duty stake and

About 10 years ago it branched
I nick

s. ''We

It) choose from, so work

flatbed-type bodies," says marketing co-

(flit the variety of differ-

ordinator Brian Smith. "But beyond that

It to lilt eqliif)iilei)t oil and Off your truck,

cut app I icatl oils you will need in order
to choose tlìe appropriate size.

S ii perwi ncli sells hvdrau I ic Winches

it Ii large deli very or i ndus-

on e is good for short

not to illeiitit)il irrication pipes, railroad
ties, or hal led-and-hurl apped trees.

N/It )sl iie used

trial iiioving vans with the tuck-under

you're looking at heavy duity truck iig.''
Smith cal Is Tommy Gate's Original Series a cable parallel arm design. The lift is

Lit tgates

sui ppt)rte(l oil ht It Ii sides by arms that al-

up to 50,00() pound capacities lr

Although Ii ftgaes are used in many in-

lari.e trucks, hut electric ones workini. off

dustrial applications, they are not

from the back Of the trLick. There is also

the battery go from I.000 to 15,000

commonly part of the average tree care

an optional II -inch extension with 4-inch

pounds. "Arhorists generally work in the

companys standard list Of equipment.

taper folds that enable the gale to rcmai ii

I .( )00-to- I 5,000-pound area," Thompson

Normally, tree companies will have

f'lush with the top of the truck bed. This

esplains. The winches can be used on trac-

skidsteers, grapples, front loaders or trac-

liii, which remains flat at all times, moves

tors, trucks or al l-terrai ii vehicles (ATVs).

tors to move large pieces of wood. Of

01_0 about 2 feet (111cc it lowers to the

ground.

Ii

lut depending where you use them, you

course. Ii ftgates are cheaper and can he

should he aware of codes and lawn con-

fitted to the hack of a pickup or light

siderations. When working on trees at

flatbed.

it

col course, for example. Thompson says.
ou ' II want a lighter vehicle and a I ighter
inch system."
Ramsey \Vi nch CO. of Tulsa, Okla..
Ia.. has

low for

it

40-inch max i mu iii gate travel

A variation of' this device that caine out
this past year is called a duiii I -Iiydrau lie

There are six to eight major Ii f'tgate

cylinder. It has a cylinder on each side. ''lii

mann facturers that work within the U.S.,

theory it works the same as the cable." says

a id

from a

Smith, ''hut it's a little stead icr and offers

500-pound capacity up to 6.000 pou iuls.

higher capacities - from 1,300 to 1,500

111C11 -

Ii ligates run tile

1111111 1.1t,

heei ar )und for 54 years. Its pn iduct line
ranges from 2,500
)0

( RI n(l

s to a monster

5( )0,00( )-pound capacity for industrial use.
I rod uct manager Ron V a nders lice cau
lions, however, that his company's
winches ''are

1101

JI1Y

used for lifting. onl\

moving objects, or for self-recovery, as

I

when a vehicle gets stuck a id von \\aiil l
el it free."
Some of the lareer
to

s

ste iii s. hilt he ().500-

20( ) - liou id range. are for su per-du (v

work trucks for loading and unloading
heavy eq iii p me it a id logs. There arc
lighter systems that may be more appro
pri ate for the arhori 51 as ol)posed to logger.
and the company sells different wi nchies
to meet different applications.
Ramsey Offers two different gear

if inn A

CLASSIC

Outdoor Wood Furnace
Total heat for your home, shop, pool,
domestic water and more.
• Adapts easily to new or existing heating
systems.

I V

Elt

• Exclusive Ripple Top® and HeatLock
Baffle" system optimizes combustion and
heat transfer for maximum efficiency and
low wood consumption.

Sys

lems. The first is the planetary, which.
Vanderslice says. is reliable, durable and
fast. The second is a worm gear, which is
slower hut has more brute strength.
''When choosing a winch system, keep

"Buying a Classic Central Boiler is one of the
best decisions / have made...! have a free supply of wood so my heat and hot water cost me
zero. Since installing the boiler! saved between
$300 and $400 per month,." - Don P. - CT

-

/

Dual Fuel Option
operates using the economical
choice of wood and/or the convenlence of oil, LP or natural gas.

Central Boiler • ( 800) 248-4681

in mind the anloLint of time you'll he us-
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of using a trnck-iiiounted crane or
pounds. depending on the model."
I iftgate to get the logs from the
The cable style is a little more prevaground to the truck, Stellar uses a
lent, Smith adds, and his company
hooklift. Basically, the hook lifts
is one of the only ones to oiler the
the
container from the hack of the
dual cylinder option on pickup
truck
and lowers it to the ground.
litigates.
After
the container is filled with
The variation for medium-size
logs,
debris,
or anything else, it's
trucks is called a chain-driven rail
then
lifted
back
onto the chassis.
system, which has two rails on the
Stellar
sales
nianager Glen ii
sides and is chain driven by a hyRasmus
points
out
that instead of
draulic pump attached to the motor
having
different
trucks
or differinside the lift. This basically moves
ent
dedicated
chassis
for
hauling
the platform from the loading surThe SL-300 hook-lift hoist from SwapLoader is designed
different
loads
whether
logs.
to allow the operator to use one truck for many different
face to the ground by way of chains.
trees
to
he
plants
or
other
equippurposes by swapping bodies. An operator can swap
Unlike the smaller versions, the rail
from a dump truck to a flatbed to a sander, and so forth.
nient - the hooklift can
gate just moves straight up and
accommodate these very different
down, but has the option of going
types of loads with the same truck
37 inches deep on the steel or 70
and same chassis. "One truck can support
that it's grease-free and needs no mainteinches deep with the aluminum platform.
numerous bodies, which cuts costs and
nance."
"A lot of users find the extra loading depth
maintenance." Rasmus says.
The Thieman models also come with
helpful," Smith says, "especially with
Another point Rasmus makes is that
regular
steel
and
aluminum
platform
opheavier material."
sometimes
the logs may be taken from one
tions,
the
latter
looking
better
and
not
Thieman Tailgates, Inc., in Celina, Ohio,
site
and
delivered
to another. But this does
bringing
rust
into
consideration.
Thieman
has tailgates with a capacity up to 4,000
not
have
to
happen
within basically the
also has expanded metal or bar grade metal
Pounds. The version appropriate for arsame
trip.
Logs
can
be
removed from the
that the driver can see through, which helps
horists. called Tophifter, starts at 1,000
site,
and
the
container
then
unloaded temin hacking up. The Thieman tailgates are
Pounds and goes to 1,600.
porarily
back
at
the
office.
The truck then
unique, Smith adds, in that their standard
Spokesman Bartt Suchland says that his
can
he
used
for
more
immediate
tasks bemodel comes with a bumper so that you
products use cylinders, which expand
fore
the
logs
have
to
reach
their
final
can pu II a trailer on the same truck that has
when lifting, so there's no danger of breakdestination.
the tailgate.
ing. Suchland adds that "at the point where
The hookh ifts are available for pickups
A different variation is offered by Stelthe lift-ate pivots, you usually have to
to quad axle trucks, for Ii fis ranging
LIP
lar Industries, Inc., in Garner, Iowa. Instead
grease, but we use a bushing which means
from 3,000 to 65,000 pounds.
The 3.000- to 5.000-pound capacity unit
comes with a standard pickup box, and is
equipped with a 12-volt self-contained
hydraulic power source that allows for
t0ruipftut
quick and easy installation on most 3/4-ton
means more
pickup trucks. The models can handle logs
higher
profit
8 feet to 10 feet long.
customer
The 8.800-pound capacity model feasatisfaction —
tures a full-length dump frame to support
more referrals
the body during the dump mode. This feature prevents excessive strain and wear on
tom line. Finance
the hook bar. One truck operator can, withand lease plans
&
ruts with' Sviiijei.
out leaving the cab of the truck, load and
available. Call or
01
steering
unload or change truck beds in less than a
E-mail for info...
minute.
End skid ruts
Most tree care companies simply chip
• Save "fix it" time
trees after removal. Those that engage in
Bid more jobs
frequent land-clearing generally have dediLoader Division of NMC-WOLLARD, Inc.
cated equipment, including a flatbed,
Bid bigger jobs
E-mail:
I
grapple and loader, to handle it large volloaders@nmc-wollard.com
Reduce labor
iime of logs. Smaller companies that don't
Web:
Carry larger loads
www.nmc-wollard.com
handle a lot of logs may want to investi•Cut total job time
gate these relatively inexpensive options.
Increase bottom line
The rieht kind of wood can fetch a nice
price at the sawmill.
-I IL.ISL circle 55 on Reader Service Card
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The Evolution Continues...
With an exciting tine-up of machines from the pioneer of modern brush chipping technology.
Backed by Morbark's exclusive two-year warranty and supported by a world-class network of
equipment dealers.
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Celebrating our 45th year of uncompromising dedication to innovation and quality.

1-800-831-0042

• 989-866-2381 • www.morbark.com
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Arborists'Trucks for 2003
Many improvements on the way
B\ Acii AeIIc

III trucks and rehere are numerous
lated equ i prne lit for arbori sts to help with tree care
work in the truck model year ahead. A survey of
what has happened turned up iiWS of generalized advances
in these areas:
Chassis are more economical to operate.
Maneuverability has been Improved.
Chipper bodies are built to do more effective work.
Mid-sized diesels do more work on a limited thirst for
fuel.
Automatic transmissions also go easy on costly fuel.
Advanced electronics and "easy shifter" gear boxes help
bring in this gain.
New engine controls send more data to the dashboard
or store it for use in the service shop.
Automatic features, such as "self-adjusting brakes."
Improvements are being made to the systems that help
drivers get in and out of trucks, the site of the most driver
injuries on the job.
More truck "add-on" items are now available, from ladders and floodlights to power take-offs that go on engi lies.
There is room for a crew in today's new crop of crew
cabs.
Globalization has boomed in the truck field. The best
of what was developed overseas is now sold here and vice
versa.
Ample windshields to improve visibility have become
a more common safety aid.
ye anti lock brakes and coilMore effective
trols make sure a truck stays in its lane.
Individual views vary on what's i mportant in new truck features. When asked about
the top current development in the chipperbody field, Richard Goforth of Southco
Industries, Shelby, N.C., replied: "Bigger is
better," and went on to commend a huge .
body developed recently. When the discussion moved to specific improvements,
Goforth praised current advances in security
features and safety lighting systems.
ME
When the what's-new question was asked
of Mike Cassidy in forestry body sales at Schodorf Truck

T

Body & kquipment Co. in ('oluimbus. Ohio, lie spoke imniediately of a chipper body mounted on an imported
compact-chassis, because "it helps get the work done efficiently in tight diliarters."
Here arc specifics of key changes made in individual truck
Illoclel s:

General Motors
The two General Motors truck lines have recently been
active in two areas. Getting in step with a fact of Ii fe in truck
use, they have been turning some light-duty Units into mobile offices. There has been early word of making provision

.
-.

E.
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General Motors has carried
some of its light-truck features
over to the medium-duty 2003
models, including large slanting windshields, steeply
sloped aerodynamic hoods
and body-mounted, fold-away,
and single-arm side mirrors to
improve visibility.

foi' installation of laptop computers in the
"offices. - a specialty in which GM
claims a lead. And there have been Fecent moves to add more storage space for
important papers.
Secondly. the GM lines were the first
makers of medium-duty models to offer
2003 models, selling Kodiaks from Chevy
and Top Kicks from GMC in 2002.
Some models in the lines have \veuht
ratings below those requiring that operators have a Commercial Driver's License
CDL). In most states, that rule lakes
effect at 26,000 pounds GVW. Some of
the larger Kod iaks and Top Kicks have
higher GVW ratings.
What GM appears to have done is use
a regular truck-i iidustry practice of' offeri ng mode Is that are iii st ii g hi enough
to escape a demanding rule. Units with
GVWs of 25,50() and 25,900 pounds are
offered by a n timber of ma ii u fact u rers to
work around the (l)!. requirement.
A stiff f'ederal excise tax is charged on
heavy-duty trucks above 33,000 pounds
( V W . That has led to prodtict ion of a
ii Li 11111cr of models with C V W ratings jList
tinder 33,000 pounds that "can do almost
as much work as a heavy duty truck."
The producer has carried some light(nick touches over to the med in in-duty
models. This has to he a good thing iii
vehicles that are often operated by arborists whose main occupation isilt
truck driving. Large slanting windshields, steeply sloped aerodynamic
hoods and body - moti n ted. fold-away,
single-arm side mirrors to improve visibi lily and reduce noise were among the
i teins drawing praise.
'l'ighter turning angles, a set-hack front
axle and a shorter wheelbase are other
features that should make the new GM
mediums less "trucky.
General Motors has been active in the
midrange diesel field for some time. Its
toll seller now is the I)tiraniax 6600. It
IS tile product of a J101*111 vent tire of GM
and isuzti Motors that is named DM AX
Ltd. The engine is being btiilt in It new
facility in Moraine. Ohio.
The 6600 is about as sophisticated as
diesels get. It is a 90-degree, lour-valvepe r-cy liii ule r. t u rboc harged V - 8 with
a Iii iii iii Li in hi gil - sw i il cylinder heads and

Rugged Dodge for 2003.

are described as major cooling he ne Ii t s.
The engine's key specifications includeIC
horsepower of 300 and a torque rating
of' 520 foot-pounds.

Dodge, Which ntrod need new - model
half-ton pickups for 2002, is takiiig the

Reach Great New Heights
with Weaver Arijorist Supplies
Floating Dees
Extra Wide
Back Saddle
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(ill for a FREE catalog and a dealer near you!
[Al I ice in the U.S. 6 ( ,,iiid,i

Call:
Fax:

18009328371
1800593-2837
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1111(1
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330-674.1782 ix: 330-674-0330
www.weaverleather.com/arbor
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Deployment
Dull Rope Bait
08-07160

Awl

7540 CR 201
110 Box 68
ML Hope, OH
44660-0068 USA

Dinah le iiirj is in,'
for storing a 5/8
200 lowering line
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next obvious step for 2003 and adding rug-

nation's largest producer of

ged three-quarter and one-ton models.

light trucks, has something

The one-ton Ram 350() has the go-anywhere capability of four-wheel drive,

Econoline SuperDuty cut-

dual rear wheels, and a four-door Quad

away chassis (no body) on

Cab. Powerplant choices include a V- 10

which the owner can have the

gasoline engine at 305 horsepower from

body of his choice mounted.

Dodge or a 305-horsepower Cummins

The model has been praised

six-cylinder diesel.

for its top-notch maneu ver-

Although Dodge has indicated it will

ability and for its good

continue to oiler the popular Cummins

visibility from the driver's

diesel as its "base" powerplant of that

seat.

type, the phrasing has certainly left the
door open for the line to begin offering
other diesels supplied by its sibling division, Mercedes-Benz Engines. At this
time no specific timetable is being
quoted for the expanded diesel lineup,
but inside sources verify that the matter
is under serious consideration.

Ford
Ford, which prides itself on being the

; $

special for arhori sts - an

Freightliner

; -.*.----,,--*

- -

- __JJ-.--

New owners of the Ford Econoline SuperDuty chassis can have their pick of which truck body they want
to be rn ounted.

Freightliner has just updated its Business Class trucks, often

The producer of the M 2s is owned by

viewed as solid medium-duty models.

the joint venture of Mercedes-Benz of

Designated the M2s, the new models

Germany and Chrysler. Mercedes is a

bring up a general industry trend, the glo-

major supplier of diesel power for the

balization mentioned above, in which

M2s, as are the diesels from Caterpillar.

one nation's truck makers and parts sup-

One novel new Freightliner ollering is

pliers often take their ideas to other

so unique that it has already received

countries around the world.

more than a large measure Of attention.

&

ir

7
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1997 International 4900 Loader

1995 International 4900 Loader

1991 International 9370 Loader

DT466, Allison MT653 Automatic Hawk J-1 150 Heavy
Duty Loader With Gr'i
' ? i.YiTtvi Pn'ly Vitli
Hoist, AC,Only53K Miles Special Price.....$44,900.00

DT Turbo Diesel Allison MT653, Grapple Loader,
Heavy DLity Dump Body With Hoist. Very Low Miles
Special Price ....................... $38,900.00

425 HP Cat Diesel, 811 Trans. 18.000 Front.
46000 Rears Lift Axle. Prentice 1200 Loader With
B ypass Grapple. On Board Scale. Only. ..... $38,900.00

all
r

Late Model Int'l Landscape Dumps
Diesel, Auto Or Manual, Under Or Over
CDL, Huge Selection Of Bodies Available

1997 To 1998 T6500 Chip
3116 Cat, Auto Or Manual, New
Roya
T]
Forestry Bodies, Call For Specia

1994 Int'l 4900 Heavy Spec Crew Cab
DT466, Allison Auto, 35.000 GV\N, Low
Mites, Govt Owned, Only One Around!

1993 GMC 4000 Spray Trucks
4 Cyl. Dsl. Auto, Fiberglass Body, Pwr
Reels, Hoses, Poly Tank ... . $8,900.00

Iva
1988 Ford L8000 Chip Truck
78 Turbo Dsl. 6 Speed New HUGE
16' Body W/ Rem Lids, Only $19900.00

1995 Topkick Lo Pro Dumps
3116 Cat. Auto NO CDL. New HeavyL
Landscape Body, From . ..... $19,900.

1997 To 1998 Ford F700 Dumps
Diesel Or Gas, Automatic NO CDL, New
Landscape Body, From ...........
...
$21,900.00

1995 Topkick Custom Dumps
Cat Dsl. Auto, NO CDL, Huge
Body Selection, Call For Pricing!

14

Jr

1111 1

JJJJi
:!,
1t

Royal Multi Purpose Bodies
Extreme Duty Construction, Removable
Lids, Huge Selection Of Chassis In Stock

1998 Ford F700 Forestry Trucks
Gas Or Diesel, NO CDL New Royal
Bodies, From ...
.................... .$27,900.00

97 To 98 16500 Multi Purpose Dumps
Cat Diesel Auto Or Manual NO CDL,
New Ikoyal Bodies In thock!

1995 Topkick Lo Pro Chip Trucks
Cat Diesel, Auto, NO CDL!, New Royal
Bodies, From . ........$22,900.00

EasyjF='- ia nwgj Gr jiatisj Ava i IabLeJ
FTh,
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It is the Sprinter for light-duty urban de-

cab and chassis version for tradi-

livery work. The world-trade angle is

tional truck work will he seen

that much of the development of the

soon. The report has it that the

truck, including the designing of its en-

truck will continue to feature

gine, was done by Mercedes-Benz in

Mercedes diesel power.

Europe where the truck is reported to he

International

selling well.
There isareport that a Sprinter in a

The International (formerly liiternationaI Harvester) truck line
continues to update its offerings
by introducing more of its very
new High-Performance Trucks
H-PTs) in light, medium and
heavy classes. With its H-PTs, International now ranks as an

-.

innovator in the midrange diesel

The International truck line has introduced more
of its High-Performance Trucks (H-PTs) in light,
medium and heavy classes. Some of the H-PTs feature intuitive shifting controllers for combinations
of International diesels and Allison automatic
transmissions with shift schedules programmed
spona
to ariver input
and
.....................
- .. -venicie
. - . - load.
- -.
to re .

Field. Some engines in its H-PTs
Feature intuitive shifting controllers for combinations of
International diesels and Allison
automatic transmissions "with
shift schedules programmed to
respond to driver input and yehide load for optimum engine
performance in every application."

The engine segment of the International truck and engine business has just
made an addition to its available
midrange truck diesels - the VT 365 VS. International said it was using the
engine to unveil Electro-Hydraulic Generation Two (G2) Fuel injection

is addiiie the iFMcriior I'rccdoiuLine
Fully automated transmission with a "no
clutch-pedal" design in its 9000 series
trucks. ZF is Germany's top transmission
maker. Mentor, now a part of Arvi ii
Mentor, was formerly Rockwell International, based in Troy, Mich. ZF and
M en tor have a joint gear-box vent ute
goi hg

ill

South

U,11'01

'111a.

technology. The producer said it is the
First V-8 to use the firm's technology for
improved throttle response. smoother
driving and cooled Exhaust Gas Recir-

LC F models, la vo red in iii uc h of F

culation (EGR) for lower NOx

rope and Asia, are beginning to enjoy

emissions.
The new engine has four horsepower

ff
f

JAMESON
-,

increased acceptance here. Combining
the same amount of work space in a
smaller vehicle lowers weight, saves fuel

to 620 foot-pounds. The powerplant was

and reduces the number of accidents

designed to address the wishes of opera-

when moving in tight Urban quarters.

tors for reliability, performance and

Mitsubishi Fuso has gone this trend

serviceability, according to Dan Ustian,

one better, adding the popular automatic

president of the International Engine

transmission to its FG model, whose fea-

Group.

tures already included an LCF chassis

Another new International offering is

and four-wheel drive. The automatic is

a crew cab model - a truck that could he

said to reduce driver fatigue and mini-

useful to an arhorist who sends out crews

mize drivel inc wear.

that need seating space in the truck cab
for more than three.

it has been announced that International

Please circle 27 iiii Reader Service Card
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ratings from 175 to 230 with torque up

In another swing toward globalization,
i

Mitsubishi
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What became known as the line's FE
California model has a GVW rating of
14,050 pounds, and is powered by a 145horsepower diesel.

More new features
While crew cabs were once a rare cornmodi ly, now you are as likely to see a
crew cab trLick beside you as a minivan
\Vlieil you next stop at a traffic 11011t.
And the crew cab growth isn't limited
to light trucks such as hall'—(On pickups.
Several medium-duty truck suppliers are
adding crew cab models to their conventional cab and low cab forward ( LCF)
node Is for vocational appl icat ion s. such
as in the tree care industry.
In a globalization deve I oprne n t af ect I ng an established U.S. truck com poileill
supplier. Knorr Brernse. leading (Ierrnan
manufacturer of truck brakes, has ac(lured the Bendix brake business of
l;lyria. Ohio. Both have been working
seriously with air disc brakes which have
been successful in Europe.
lii an additional indication that there
Will he upcoming news about air discs
in the U.S. soon. Haldex. a Kansas Citybased brake Producer that has had
considerable air disc success abroad, has
announced Plans to grow in the United
States. The top Indication of this news
are reports of work to reduce the weight
of those brakes. Their wei gilt has been
considered it drawback here.
In the selection of trucks to add on
clii pper bodies, arhori sts nil-lit check
I niported. compact units such as those in
the 111110. Mitsubishi, and Isuzu hues. All
three do a good job in their native 111111*_
kets and have found favor with
compaii ies that use trucks in business
lie ic.

benefits of the heavy-duty diesels used
Widely in long-distance trucks and to
power heavy-duty dump trucks on construction projects.
1. Great power delivered by a relatively small and light device is one
appeal of mid-range diesels.

2. A modest thirst for fuel is the secplus, and that is important in view
of the way fLiel costs have gone up and
LII) in the recent past.
No one has made much of it, but the
fact that mid-sized diesels haveyet to get
hogged down in disputes over what
011(1

Ntl

. TERRAIN TRFF TRIMMER
The Jarraff all terrain tree trimmer provides power, performance
and productivity. The Jarraff requires virtually no set-up time.
And since workers never leave the ground, the Jarraff
adds safety to every job. Save time, money and
manpower with Jarraff.
Jarraff Features:
One-person operation

A

C

• 011 11111 1
%P 0
ABQVE

REST

• Hydraulics run boom and traction
independently and continuously
• 75-foot maximum cutting height
• Simple controls2 four-way joysticks
• 24-inch diameter
saw blade

AW

AW

"•'

i-._' •

Power Choices
When selecting it novel truck brand, it
key question to ask is: What (10 other
truck users in your area think of the service support rendered by the local dealer
for tile i iii port line you are cons i den 11g.
and is the service shop eonvenieiitiv located?
Moving Oil to the etiireiitiv popular
mid-sized diesel engines that are niak big a name for themselves with truck
users throughout the U.S., it call he reported that these powerp [till ts are
winning widespread attention of arborists because they deliver two of the

IIL,I.1 .iick .5(n I'vtdci
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about the regulation, charging,
should be done to suppress
among other things, that they
their exhaust emissions is
.,8
IN
haven't been able to test enanother plus for the midgines that meet the new rule.
rangers.
Many said they wouldn't buy
The bogging down of
trucks
with the new engines but
heavy-duty diesels goes
would fall back on seldomhack to the development of
needed trucks in their fleets or
the Diesel Debacle that
on the excess of used units in
started in the mid-1980s,
the national inventory of what
which sounds like ancient
are now called "previously
history. More up-to-theWIN
owned models.
minute is the fact that the
The current business recesdebacle could reach a climax
sion
has played a major role
on Oct. 1.
The compact Mitsubishi Fuso FG is available with four-wheel drive
in developing these condiDiesel business started
to reach jobs on tough terrain.
tions. Diesel engine makers
turning into a debacle in the
are the ones most concerned
early 1980s when the Enviabout
when
things will change. They
done about diesel fumes that have been
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA)
have spent small fortunes getting ready
judged to he harmful to humans for years
charged diesel makers with cheating to
to meet the new rule.
now.
get the exhaust controls of their
As manufacturers and outfitters conLocated near the front burner now is
powerplants approved. The manufacturtinue
to make improvements in work
a new emissions rule scheduled to go into
ers denied the charge but were hit with a
trucks, clearly innovations for arhorists
effect Oct. I 2002. It calls for a major
record environmental fine. The debate
are more than cosmetic. Innovations will
reduction in emissions of oxides of nihas hindered development of these enimprove - if not change - the way work
trogen (NOx).
gines while courts and others weigh a
is managed in 2003.
Truck
users
have
been
very
unhappy
flood of proposals on what should he
TO'
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www.Southcolndustries.com
Email: Sales@Southcolndustries.com
(704) 482-1477
1-800-331-7655
FAX #(704)-482-2015
FAX #1-800-458-8296

Watch out, Milwaukee, we're on our way!
November 7-9, 2002
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ACR'I', Inc.
'Frainino for bcrnnini arid experienced lice
tn mmers. I mpliasr s on sal ety. procedures,
and professionalism. Fnglish arid Spanish.
Aerial rescue. Line clearance certification to
rl'reet 0S1IA requirer'nciits.

Agape Designs
('ustonu Tree 'I-shirts: Visible messages will
help to heighten
tree awareness when you
wear a Tree Tee. What better way to say what
YOU mean than to wear What you believe iii
For work or play.

Adams BLISiIICSS Media
II oricu It ura I iiiaiair ries se vi iii veil rca iiarkets: Arbor Age. Landscape & Irrigation.
OLrtdoor Power Lq iii Piiieiit. Sports Tu ri. I rrigation Journal. California Fairways.

Alexander Equipment Co. Inc.
Complete selection of Professional Arbori si
Sir Pl1 cs arid FAILHIMICIlt. Full service dealer
for Morbark chippers. .1 P. Carltori stirrup
gri riders and St i Ii I & II unsq v arria power equipment. See our large selection of used chippers, stumpers and tub gri riders.

A 1)1 Pruning Tools
Hydraulic pruning tools for the professional
arb() ri St.
Aerial IAlLIil)flieIit. LLC
l)istrnbutor of arborist climbing and rigging
eq u i pmenit. hand tools, cabl i rig, power equ i1ilien!, Woodsman chippers. Rayco stump cutters. Ti mberwol I' log si)l i tiers and lull service repair facilities.
Aerial Lift, Inc.
Manufacturer of Aerial Lifts of Milford,
Conn., since 1958. Lifts range in height from
38 to 75 feet.

All (;ear, Inc.
Rope. Tie Downs and Slings, Climbing Lines.
Rul I Rope, Ratchet Straps, Utility Line
ire & Cord.
Wi rich I .n nes, Spectra, Key lar, Techriora arid
Vectran available. Twisted, braided arid tiretharie coated fibers.
Alliance Equipment Company, Inc.
I "I berg lass rep! accrue it parts arid pol yethy I erie bucket liners for' aerial lift trucks.
Altec Industries, Inc.
Alice is exhibiting I RV arid 1.1365() aerial devices arid a Whisper ('hiipper.

TREE ('ARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 20t)2

Alturnaniats, Inc.
S uper-tough pol yet hy I erie d ri se-on mat! r rig
system for easy accessibility over lawns and
g ro tin d 01,11
at need to be protected. Great
out rigger Pads also!
American A rhorist Supplies Inc.
'I'lie prof essnonial '5 source for everyt hr rig that
makes the joh easier and sa fer. Collie by our
hooih to see the latest in rigging and safety
equr pnuient, i -el erence books, diagnostic tools,
saws, pnin tiers arid power eq iii iunuien
American Express Business Finance
American Express I3unsnness Finance provides
fn ii aric r rig - leases arid loans oil (lie new and
used equipment you riced.
American Standard Company
Flonnani ratchet-curt I)RIIIIII 0 tools, hand pruniens, I opp inn g shears, 1)01 c p ru tiers arid accessor i e 5.
Arhorjet, Inc.
Arborjet is it revol unti oniary new ti -ce and plant
in system with a run iii nuual ly invasive
ruiethiod and ell vironiiuueiutal ly friendly products.
The Innuiqine Arhonjet nuicroinjectioni is 2 1/2 tiniues
snual Icr than oilier injection methods arid 2/3
quicker. Arboijet device, ancillary equrpiiienit
Mid product hue will he displayed.
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Corona Clipper
Manufacturer of the finest quial ity hand pruiners, hedge shears, hoppers, saws and tree
pr ui ne rs.

ArborSystems, LLC
New -- ArhorSystem's Tree Infection Gun

BBA Nonwovens/Reemay Inc.
The Profess i ona I B i oBarri er

A rbortech
Arhortecli is it lea(lilig manufacturer of chip
bodies, utility tree vehicles and toolboxes for
the professional arborist. With it variety of
body sizes and options, one will fit your
tie ed s.

.John Bean Sprayers
I-ugh-pressure sprayers and accessories suiitable tor all tree spraying needs. Fifty to 1,000
gal lou, capable of sprayi uig 100-foot trees.
Compartment tanks. Skid-mounted or DOTapproved axle assemblies.

Arborwear, LLC
The original tree climbers' gear: Arbowear
clothing designed by tree climbers, for tree
climbers. Pants, shirts and belts combine
coin fort and function.

Ben Meadows Company
Distributor of root feeders, climbing equipment. pruning supplies and general arborist
products. Call 1-800-241-6401 for a FREE
500-page catalog.

Arthur Clesen, Inc.
Distributor Of golf course. arbori 5!. landscape, nursery and municipality supplies.

Blue Ridge Arhorist Supply
We are committed to pros' id I ng a full line of
quality tree care equipment you know and
trust.

Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
Our company provides a fullI range of sale,
cost-effective line clearance and vegetat ion
management services to tile utihty . industry.

Brush Technology
Right-of-way machinery, land-clearing
equip mcii t.

Cutter's Choice
Professional's catalog of arhorist Supplies chain saw parts and climbing gear - mailol-der direct business.

Buccaneer Rope Co.
Manufacturer of premium climbing and lowering ropes.

Davey 'free Expert Co.
ArhorGreen Tree & Shrub Fertilizer, tree induistry consulting and software services.

Buckingham Manufacturing Co., Inc.
BLick i ngham Manufacturing is the leading
manufacturer of climbing equipment and rekited accessories for the professional arborist.
Stop by our booth to see many new innovative products to make your job safer and
easier.

DICA Marketing Co.
Ouitrigger pads, ground cover mats and wheel
chocks.

Auto Manufacturing, Inc.
Auto Man ii fact u ri 11g. Inc. - Industrial power
take-off clutches. PTO clutches designed for
the tree care industry. Designed to last!
Bahco 'fools Inc.
Horticultural hand pruiii ng tools. Pruners,
loppers, shears, and saws 'or arhorists, landscapers and agricultural users.
Bailey's
The world's largest mail-order woodsman
supplies company, featuring 111 - 1101- i St equiprnent and the famous Lucas Portable Sawmill, etc. Call 1-800-322-4539 for your free
Ca Ii forti i a and
catalog. Established 1975,
Tennessee.

Cargotec Inc.
Exciting new cranes for commercial/resiclential arhori sts - easily operated and efficient
beyond belief! Load handling edluipment for
landscape contractors, municipalities and
property management.

Bandit Industries, Inc.
The industry's most complete line of handled and loader-fed chippers. 14 models of
hydraulic-feed disc and drum chippers. three
sizes of towable and sell-propelled whole tree
chippers and The Beast - it highly efficient
waste reduction Machine.

.J.P. Canton Company, Div. l)AF Inc.
Professional stuinip grinders - ranging from
25 lip sell-propelled to 125 lip turbo diesel highest quality, most advanced machines
available today.

Bartlett Manufacturing Company
Bartlett provides tools, cI imhii ig. riggino.
safety and cabling supplies for the professional arhorist. Come see what's new at
Bartlett!

Climb Axe, Ltd.
Distributor of arborist carahi ners, Prfe5 sional rope and climbing accessories.

Bayer Corporation
Turf and ornamental insecticides and fuingicides.
The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co.
Primarily seeking municipalities offering a
lull range of scientifically based consulting
and maintenance services Including tree inventory products.

Central Power Distributors

Commercial Cutters Direct
Supplying the professional tree care industry with the best names in the business Husqvarna. Stihl, Oregon, Samson.
Buckingham and more.
Concept Engineering Group, Inc. (CEG)
Man ufact urer of the genuine AIR-SPADE
prod uict line, Which can Uncover roots withOut damaging Valued trees. shrubs and plants.
AIR-SPADE uses powerful suipersonic air
jets that excavate root area soils.

Creative Automation Solutions!
A rhorSoftWorx
A rborSoftWorx, "The Business Sol uition for
Arhorist. Landscape and Lawncare Professionals software. Manage unlimited customer transactions from estimates to receivables, PHC. IPM, routing/scheduihing, inventory and more.
Creative Sales, Inc.
ACECA13 & MEDICAP Systemic Implants
tor trees. A "closed system" for delivering
fertilizers, micronuitrients or systemic pesticides directly to the tree being treated.

Doggett Corporation
Mycor-Tree - Soil applied mycorrhizae.
I)oggett's Natural Resouirce improves the soil
and stimulates root growth t hrouigh enhanced
nutrient Uptake. Organic soul amendments
,Inc[ fertilizers. Back-pack soil injection syste iii.
Doskocil Industries, Inc.
Stump grinders, self-propelled stump grinders, bruish chippers, hydraulic brush chippers,
chipper rnulchers, mini-chipper mulchers,
disc chippers and root cuitters.
DUECO, Inc.
Quality sales, service, and parts for all makes
and models of new and used aerial and chigger derricks - all for the arhorist who is looking for the best buy! Financing available.
Dynamic Manufacturing Corp.
"Cone head" Brush Chipper. Sd f-propel leul
stump grinder.
ECHO, Inc.
Hand-held power equipment manu fact uirer of
Chain saws, power pruiners, trimmers, blowers, shrecl-n-vac and other arborist ecuu ipment.
EnginAire
EnginAire l)recleauiers save on engine maintenance, lower cost, extend air filter life: full
line of air pre-cleaners to meet full line of
cii gill e s.

Engine Distributors, Inc.
WK l)eutz and Kubota industrial diesel and
gasoline engines. Other local otis: Archdale,
NC.: Jacksonville, Ha. and Ipswich, Mass.
F.nvirornetrics Ssteiiis Inc.
l3ugl3arrier 'Iree Protection System

New
non-pesticide method of protecting trees
against insect infestation. Operates against it
variety of insect species.
FA E Grinding l(lU 1 l). , 11Á_
IA 1. Forestry Mowers for the commercial
residential tree care company, niiiiiicipalitv.
landscape Contractor and property nianagetile fit.
Fann() Saw Works
Manufacturers of the world-famons Faiino
Priming Saws since 192 I Made in the USA.
Also Featuring Fanno International '''iiiEdge" saws. Quality and un ique saws for the
professional. Help its celebrate over 81 years
in the tree care industry.
F'(' 1-Racine I lyd ran tic tools
Saletv and reliability are built into Racine
Hydraulic Tools. Check out our chain saws.
pruners, pole saws, impact wrenches a rid
drills made for We tree care industry.
Fecon, Inc.
Manufacturer iii 13 till 110g, Brush Shredders
- for land clearing, orchard pruning. stunip
grinding and row clearing: also screem
mulch coloring equipment, horizontal wood
grinders and turners for the compost inidirstry.
Felir Bros. Industries, Inc.
I yc ho Its: forged Machine and lag thread, J
I_ag hooks, turnhuck les, thimbles, cable and
cable clips, chain, hooks, blocks, slings and
rigging hardware. All avaliable in galvanized
or stainless steel.
Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
Arborist tools, clinometers, tree corers, soil
penetroniieters, diameter tapes. 1)11 meters,
sprayers. GPS, laser pointers, soil resting
supplies, tree/log scale sticks. Free 5591page
catalog.
Franklin I'(JtIipIUCIlt ('onipany
Franklin ('4550 mud ('4950 four-wheel and
('3650 three-wheel Environmental Brush
('titters paired with FECON contained debris
attachments provide safe. environmentally
friendly management. Franklin Utility Tractors Matched With aerial devices are tough
dependable and engineered to do the job.
Fred Marvin Associates
Manufacturers of pole primers and pole saws
since 1943.

Fresco Arborist Supplies
Supplier of high-quality arborist supplies for
the modern arborist including a wide variety
of ci inibi rig equipment and rigging supplies.
Shop online at www.trescoarborist.com .
Future Forestry I't'o(IUctS Inc.
Manufacturer Of equipmeiit for sate and ergonomic high pruning, selective forestry liarvesting and virtually zero-i iii pact log nov i rig.
;eiiit , ler's
Products for people that work outdoors
Workwear, footwear, safety and supplies
Carliart t clothing and iiiore

IInI ) IenlaX Equipment Co., Inc.
Join the other successf ii I arhorists who have
benefitted from the tremendous cost Savings,
increased safety. and better profi tabi lit)' from
IMX grapples. Take the "work" omit of "tree
work by mechanizing the task of handling,
debris.
Independent Protection Co.
Fig hit iii rig protection eq in r pmenit and systems
for trees. Also for ('01f-rehateth structures, recreatmonial areas and buildings.

(

Good Tree Care ('oinpany
lnitroducr rig a simple new tool for coriiplex
rigging. This device can he used with a winch
or a rope break interchangeably.
Green Manufacturing, Inc.
Manufacturer of GRLkN'F[hTh I sitlitip cutter teeth and pockets. For orders cal I 1-8888 107336 or Greeiiteeth.riet. Call (734) 7535 20() for technical information.
(;rotech, Inc.
Maturing ''Sniootli

Operators'':

Easy-to-use,
lightweight, professional pruning tools. Foldmg and arborist stranghit saws, pole saws,
I orig-reac Ii pruners, hopprs, hedge shears,
horticultural and flower knives, scissors, accc ss or ie 5.
(;'ro-'l'ric
The Gyro-i'rac Brush ('titter - tight nobility,
able to stand ill) to difficult tcrmain. fully hiy(Jro-statrc, operates ill all weather conditions.
Track log skidder and 10.0(X) lb. payload carrier also available.
'('lie I tart lord
Property, casualty and cimniimercmal insurance
(except workers' compensation) for the tree
care industry.
I lorticultural Alliance, Inc.
N/lanufacturcrof Diehard Mycorrhiiial Irimmculants. Biostirnuhamits and Ilort Sorb Gels.
tIus(Ivarna
I lusqvariia offers ;i coitmphete line of chain
saws. h\ draulic pruning saws, sturumI) grinders, hrush cutters, trimmers and more.
Ilusqs ama also Offers a complete line of protect m ye apparel and accessories.
I ll t - I tist ru men I Mechanic Labor,
hor, Inc.
I eat ii ri ii g the Re s m stograph - it mechanical
drihlnng instrument providing it true picture
(if , the defect tonics within it tree: Fractometer
- iiieasurnmig bending movement, angle of
fracture itild coniipnessi ye strenigt Ii.

International Fniploynient & Training
We supply overseas workers to the United
States arbOriSt industry. Services are described ill leaflets and posters.
International Society of A rhoricultu re
Brochures, publications, Videos and ser ices
available thi rough ISA, mncImlirig membership
and cern fncatmori information. The latest
books, manuals
Is arid videos oni tree care will
also he avar lab Ic for purchase at tile Show.
Prey mew us at http://www.ag.0 i umc.edum/nisa
anieson
Manufacturer

or a professionimh line of fiberglass tree trimming and We clearance poles.
I3oonii- niioui nit bucket hydraulic tool holders
or aerial bucket trucks.
Jarral'l' Industries Inc.
For over 20 years Jarrati Industries has been
manufacturing the tallest and fastest rnecliani ica I tree trimmer. Stop by Booth 2 11 and
see svliai we are all about and check out tIme
latest in brush muowem's as well.
The KniI'esoun'ce, FEC
Machine knife manufacturinig specializing in
Brush Chipper knives.
Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
Ropes, saws, saddles, pruners. cahl mug Supplies, full hue of arhorist tools and equriinient, work clothing, boots, road signs,
carabimiers. rigging tools, new and used mitts
and Merrill Brush Chippers, Tiniberwolf
S p liii e rs and John l3ea ii sprayers.
Leonardi Mfg. Co., Inc.
Three new items: Tomahawk Teeth, Ultimate
Pocket. Bolts with newly designed head and
threads. All built to give you tile hi ighest performance on the market
Liberty Financial Group, Inc.
Providing commercial lease financing alternatives to the tree care industry svhio are purcliasi rig new arid/or used busi ness equmipniient
arid offers it variety of progm'aiiis and services.
Marshall NI ann facto ri iig
The Marshall Saw - I lydraumlic Tree Cutter
MAT-3, Inc.
Manufacturer of aerial devices for the anhon st industry, featuiri rig time unique extendable upper boom for easy access to the work
a rca.

.J..J. Mauget Company

Nifty Lift

Practical Solutions, Inc.

The time-proven micro-injection system that
promotes tree health and protects the environment. Mauget's Pharmacy of cures includes three fungicides, four insecticides,
seven fertilizers, two combinations, and one
antibiotic.

Manufacturer of it complete line of trailermounted aerial lifts. Range is from 24-foot
platform height to 63-foot platform height.

The Service Solution - Software designed for
the chemical lawn and tree care industry. Includes marketing, billing, routing, scheduling, service timing, estimates, work orders,
statements, renewals and much more!

Mayo Global Transportation Inc.
Transportation company moving industry
trucks, cars and equipment.

The Loader Div of NMC - Wollard
Manufacturer of several sizes of articulated
loaders specializing in the tree care industry. Easy on turf when turning. Available in
various models and sizes.

Preformed Line Products
Specialized cabling and bracing equipment
for the tree care industry: TREE-GRIP deadend, TREE-CROTCH Grip and Safety GuyWire Dispenser.

McDonald Equipment Company

Northeastern Arborist Supply

Sales, service and parts distributor for engines manufactured by Deulz, Lombardini,
VDO, Donaldson, Kohler, Tecurnseh,
Katolight, Elliott Magnetik, Gillette Mfg. and
Plamac: stand-by, home-portable generators.

Carrying a complete line of professional tree
and tLirf equipment such as climbing gear,
saws, ropes, safety supplies and brush chippers. Inventory includes the latest in rigging
supports and lowering devices. Also manufactures custom- and standard-built tree and
turf sprayers designed to suit your company's
PHC needs.

PT Tech

Payeur Distributions Inc.

Novartis Products. Arhotect & Alamo for
Dutch Elm, Oak Wilt & Sycamore Anthra-

Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales Inc.
Truck and equipment sales, tree service
equipment and construction equipment.
Midwest Arborist Supplies
Nu-Arbor fertilizers. Mauget Micro-Injection
products and a complete line of tree care
equipment.

Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements
Distributor of "The Wheeler," log loaders and
"The Forester" - all to help arhorisis he
more efficient in the operation of their commercial tree care business. Stop by our booth.

Miller Machine

Peavey Mfg. Co.

Powerful, proven, patented stump grinding
and site preparation attachments for use on
tractors from 30 hp to 150 hp, as well as
skidsteer loaders.

Loggi rig tools, tree pruning poles and equipment, and pole line construction tools.

Rope, climbing gear and everything needed
for successful, safe operation in a tree.

Trucks for arhorists - new and used equipment

Plant Health Care, Inc.

Manufacturer/distributor for I PM/Plant
Health Care sprayers, pumps and accessories.

PHC, Inc. is the world technology leader in
production and research of beneficial mycorrhizal fungi and beneficial bacteria and has
developed over 30 proprietary products for
i mprov i rig plant, soil and water quality.

Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.
Only RAYCO builds the most complete line
of high-performance stump cutters and cutting teeth in the world for professionals who
demand maximum field production and
safety.

Rear's Mfg. Co.
Manufacturer of power spraying equipment
- all stainless steel construction. Custombuilt sizes from 25 gallon to 2,000 gallon;
stock sizes also. High-pressure pumps 10
gpm to 60 gpm. Full line of accessories: hose,
reels, guns, root feeders, etc.

Reinders Inc.
Toro Dingo, fertilizers, tools and pesticides.

Morbark, Inc.
Manufacturers of a complete line of brush
chippers, tree chippers and wood waste processing equipment. Morhark brush chippers
and Sharp Edge knife grinders on display.

elR)e.

Petzl America

Mills Truck Sales

Minnesota Wanner Company

A domestic manufacturer of microprocessor controlled hydraulic clutches (HPTO) for
brush chippers and wood grinders. Replaces
lever-operated clutches and eliminates problems due to unskilled operators.

Plastic Composites Corporation
Replacement buckets, bucket liners, bucket
and boom guards for most bucket trucks.
Also saw scabbards, tool holders, hanging
steps and fiberglass and vinyl bucket covers.

MTI Insulated Products Inc.
The new MTI Tree Machine TM70 features
Up to 47 feet of side reach that reduces setup time and allows operator to position easily in difficult areas. MTI's low-maintenance
designs reduce cost of ownership.

Polecat Industries, Inc.

National Arborist Association

Power Great Lakes, Inc.

Five-part Climbers Safety Program, educational and safely training programs, business
management guidelines and valuable membership Information for the arhorist industry.

General Motors industrial engines. The most
powerful engines designed for the tree care
industry.

World's lightest weight, self-propelled, towable, turf-friendly line of aerial lifts. Available non-insulated and insulated. 100% offthe-shelf components.

Roche Diagnostics Corporation
Roche Diagnostics is a worldwide leader in
providing products and services to the drug
testing industry. Roche offers the OnTrak
TesTeup, OnTrak TesTstick and OnSite alcohol test, which provides rapid, on-site test
results for employment testing, or any situation where immediate drug or alcohol use
status is required.

ROOTS

Niemeyer Corporation
Specialized arhorisl tools and supplies in
Poulan and Dolmar chainsaws, Or egon, Weaver, Buckingham, New England,
Wall, Petzl, CMI, Marvin, and Snap-Cut
pots.

Complete line of organic biostimulants to enhance stress tolerance and chelated micronutrients for improved plant health and appearance. Also a natural wetting agent to
improve percolation.

Power Planter, Inc.
Commercially designed augers for the tree
care, landscape and utility professional.

Terra Vent
Providing soil dc-compaction and liquid injection system for tree and plant preservation, decline reversal, and soil rejuvenation.

Samson Rope Technologies
Braided and twisted lowering ropes, climbInC ropes and cords. Ask to see our ropes at
your professional arborist dealer or contact
us at our factory for a free catalog or for free
samples.
Schodorf Truck Body & Equipment Co.
Manufacturer of "Silver Knight" forestry
body for over 5() years. Get the advantage of
"DRS" (dust release system). Options include
removable aluminum roof's, Ii ligates, cranes
for all applications, and more. Complete
packages with chassis and deiru) specials.
Attractive lease/purchase programs and delivery available.
Service Communication Software
Opening the windows of opportunity, spe
cial ized arhorist soltware for your growing
business.

T-Mate-O Tree Supports
Manufacturer of innovative tree supports that
produce a stonger, thicker and straighter tree
byromotii1g proper development. Also, our
multi-purpose tree guard thwarts migrating
caterpillars. Used by I (iresters, landscapers
and nurseries.
Tamarack Clearing Inc.
Exceptional quality used arhorist trucks and
eqLiipment including 16-foot-long chip box
trucks with special pricing. Financing and
delivery available.
Tanaka Power Equipment
Tanaka, an Industry leader in Ii igh-qual ity and
innovative 2-cycle engine products including trimmers, brush cutters, hedge trimmers,
edgers, blowers, drills, augers, pumps and
chain saws, as well as a wide variety of' ac cessories and excellent parts and service stillport.

Sherrill Arborist Supply
Quality equipment, innovative solutions and
it dedicated teani builds customer satisfaction. Morhark chippers, Rayco grinders, Big
Shot line delivery system, Cobra Dynamic
cabling, and it large selection of arhorist supplies.

'ferex 'l'elelect, Inc.
Terex Telelcct is the manufacturer of the I IiRanger XT Series Aerial Tree Trimmers.
Choose an optional 10400t I lydraulic Traiisverse Li It to increase your working height
capabilities.

Sierra Moreno Mercantile
Work-proven tools for tree health professionals. Our company leads (he industry in new
product innovation.

Tilton Equipment Company
Jonsered turbo chain saws, Jonsered iron
horse, Efco Chain saws, chain saw safety
gear.

Soutlico Industries, Inc.
World's premier forestry body manuf acturcr.
Forestry body packages from 10 to 3() cubic
yards.

Timherwoll' Manufacturing Corporation
Professional firewood process ilg equi pillent
splitters, conveyors, and processors.

Spirit/Miller 1)riveaway
Provide d ri veaw ay service for commercial
vehicles. We special i i.e in utility and construction vehicles.
Stihi Inc.
S'l'l Ill.. Inc. produces a wide variety of del)cndable, portable power tools and accessories including chain saws, trimmers and brush
cutters for commercial and residential applications.
Stump Removal Inc./Kan-Du
Kan-Du Stump Grinder: fast, efficient, ceononi ical and proven rc Ii abi Ii ty - hydraulically
controlled, se If-propelled, easy to operate.
48-inch working width yet will pass through
it 29-inch opening.
Sunrise Concepts Inc.
Sunrise Concepts' attention to detail concerning
safety and operation, and in prov iding the best customer support, makes us the
best choice in stump grinders.

Tree & Landscape Equipment Trader
Publisher of' Tree & Lan(lscape Equipment
Trader.
Tree Management Systems, Inc.
Management Software ties i g ned spec i fica II y
for the tree care companies. I "eatuircs include:
l)iionC center, proposals, schedu Ii rig, work
orders, invoicing, directions, maps, built-in
landscape CAI) designer. and most i mportantly, it 100 1/( , SYN('I IRONIZABLE database for mobile offices. Also offers a
QurickBooks posting option.
Tree '('ccli Microinjection Systems
Pesticides and fertilizers for tree health care
administered by plastic niicroinjeclion units.
Trucks & Parts of Tampa
New and used grapple boom trucks and buckets always in stock. An excellent selection
immediately available for both sale or rent.
U.S. Rigging Supply/Pelican Rope Works
Urban Forestry Solutions
Providers of company safety manuals, OS I IA
and ANSI compliance assistance.

V & El Inc.
New and used trucks (primarily log loaders);
Sterlr ng trucks, Prentice trucks, used loaders, trailers.
Vermeer Manufacturing Company
Introducing our newest stump cutters and tub
grinder equiipment and accessories to the tree
care market along with Auto Feed II & Auto
Sweep, brush chippers and tree spades.
VERSALII"T, TIME Manufacturing Co.
The complete line of VERSAII FT trLrckmoo ii teul aeni a I devices from 29 feet to 65
feet Includes antic ui I at ed o vercenter and ai'iculated non-overcenter aerial devices, telescopic and te lescopi c/art icui I ated aerial devices as well as digger derricks.
Wall Industries
Manufacturer of' the most complete line of'
braided tree ropes. Plus safety lanyards, tree
saddles, blocks, rope brakes, lIrplines, sewn
bags, rigging and slideline kits. A subsidiary
of Wall Industries.
Weaver Leather, Inc.
Arbonist supplies including positioning
saddles, clrniiher pads, straps, guards, pruner
pouches, sheaths, holsters, scabbards, axe
guards, replacement pads and more.
Wisconsin Arborist Association
The mission of the Wisconsin Arbonist Assoc i at ion is to Improve t lie ur ndei'sta rid i rig ol'
trees and the practice of' arbonicultirre, and
to promote high ethical anul professional standards,
Wood/Chuck Chipper Corporation
Superior chippers since 1969. Wood/Chuck
comhi nes years of' man urf actu ring experience
with the latest technology to produce q ira Ii ty
equipment for the tree care Industry. Come
see us in Booth 137!
Woodsman Chippers
Complete line of professional Woodsman
Brush Chippers - whole tree and hand-fed
durable, safe and highly productive.
Yale Cordage, inc.
Manufacturer of X'l'(' - Ropes for expert tree
care. Strppl icr of sliced rope tools for the
ar'honist. I)emonistratinig special rope braider
machine - Comae see what goes into Your
rope!
Zenith Cutter Co.
Chipper knives for all makes and models of
brush Chippers arid other industrial knives
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Choosing a PC
B v A Ic.v Slosiiuiii

B

uying a computer leads the

95 and now with Windows XP, many of

generatioll, able to perform 500 million

novice dow ii a Murky trail of

the formerly Mac-only features are now

calculations per second - all of which

systems capabilities and seem-

also available on PC's. Specialty software

sounds impressive but it is of little use to

ingly incomprehensible jargon spouted

(such as databases developed specifically

the average user. We are not attempting to

by sales clerks younger then the average

for the tree care industry) may or may not

guide the Space Shuttle hack to Earth; we

chain saw. This article attempts to take

he available for both platforms.

want to type a document and track billing

Once the platform has been chosen.

processes. Processor type and speed is used

process by providing something of a

the next decision is which operating sys-

to determine if a specific computer can

flashlight, map and dictionary to trans-

tem to buy. The operating system is the

handle the requirements of a certain appli-

late "geek-speak" into English.

translator between the user, the com-

cation.

sonic of the mystery out of the whole

This exploration begins in the areas af-

puter, and the programs. Motorola

Storage is one of those issues where you

fecting a computer system's performance.

processors will utilize Apple's operating

will want more eventually - no matter how

Every computer system is built around a

system Intel-based processors will use

much extra you think you are buying now.

plaiforni that uses an o/)('rating svslcin

some version of Windows. New PC's

As storage capacities increase, the storage

translate the wishes of the user into com-

come with Windows XP, Windows 2000

demands of applications increase faster.

mands that make the software work. The

or Windows ME. (As of July 1, 2002,

Storage, or memory, comes in two types

so/inure then creates the final result.

Microsoft stopped allowing Windows 9

for computers - long-term and short-term.

The platform refers to the original manu-

to he installed on new computers).

Short-term memory is referred to as ran-

processing chip. The

Though other operating systems are

dom access memory (RAM) and long-term

choice in new office computers is limited

available, these two are the most corn-

memory is stored on some type of media,

to chips based on a design by Motorola

111011.

most commonly a disk of some type. Both

facturer of a system's

to

(Apple's Macintosh computer line, or

Once you have decided on a platform

RAM and disk storage have two considerations: storage capacity and speed.

"Mac" for short) or those based on the Intel

and operating system, you will need to start

processor (commonly referred to as

looking at the various models available. If

Most computers today come with be-

"PC's," or personal computers). The ac-

a PC is your system of choice, you will

tween 128 megabytes (Mb. Meg. or M for

tual manufacturer of a specific chip may

have a large number of manufacturers to

short) and 1.5 Gigabytes (abbreviated Gb,

not he Motorola or Intel, but the design will

choose from. if a Macintosh system is de-

Gig, or G) of RAM. To understand what

sired, the choices will he more limited. To

this means, think of each byte as a word;

In recent history, many schools and

determine which specific model is right for

the computer with 128 Mb of RAM can

small businesses used Apple's Macintosh

You, you will need to match a Computer's

store 128 million words, while the one with

computer hue. The Apple operating sys-

performance to your specific needs. Sev -

1.5 Gb could store 1.5 billion words.

tem was easy to use and the most fully

eral factors go into a computer's

featured available. The Mac is still a fine

performance: processor speed, long - and
short-tern, storage, and data access speed.

memory to he added fairly inexpensively.

machine with many useful features. These
days most of the general use programs

Each will he discussed below.

RAM that would he useful is between 250

he based on one or the other.

Most computers today also allow
For general business settings, the most

Processor speed is one of the first things

Mb and 500 Mb. RAM comes on small

a salesperson or catalog entry will discuss.

circuit hoards computer professionals of-

The major disadvantages to Mac sys-

The description will he something such as

ten refer to as memory sticks. Remember

tems are price and expandability. New

Pentium (or 'P') 4. 500 MHz. The word or

that RAM also comes with a speed desig-

Macintoshes tend to he more expensive

letter identifies the manufacturer's prod-

nation showing how quickly the

written for PC's are also available in a Mac
version.

than their PC counterparts. Adding some-

uct line; the next designation is the

information stored in the RAM is available

thing new to a Macintosh often requires a

generation; and the final number refers to

to the processor. When adding additional

Mac-specific part and a factory-authorized

the speed. In the example above, the pro-

memory to a computer, it is important to

technician. With the advent of Windows

cessor is from the Intel Pentium line, fourth

be sure that the speed designation of all the
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memory sticks is the same.
Hard drive space has grown from a Stanthird 2)) Mb in the early '90s to more than
IOU Gb today. New coniputers come standard with a hard drive between 2)) Gb and
60 Gb. Larger hard drives are available
though riot common.
Now the central question: "What will do
the job that needs to be done at illy tree
care business?" First, determine what software applications you Will need.
Applications are the programs that make a
computer more useful than a really big
paperweight. The three basic types of applications are:
• word processors, which are used for
creating documents from simple letters to
com pIe x publish i rig and page layouts
• spreadsheets, which are used to keep
ledgers and similar accou riling or charttype data:
• databases, which are used to enter.
store, search and retrieve complex 1111 ,01"_
Ill,ItIOIl, such as nianies of clients with
billing addresses, and treatment info.
The simplest way to determ i ne which
processor worklilo at what speed with how
riiirch storage capacity worn Id work for you
is to compare the available con1putens With
the req iii ne niieni is of the application proeraniis (software) you will want to run.
Software man u fact ties label their pnx)ducts
to clearly state the niiiiiiniiiu IeqlIiremeFlI.c
needed in order for tile prooraill to work.
I lere tile word iii iii i iii u mu can riot be overcriiphasized. This is the least amount that
will allow the prograrii to runi. It will riot
necessarily I-Lill well, but it will run. A standard recommendation is to add between I 0
percent and 40 percent of what tile niarnuniacturer recoruniiends for memory and hard
disk capacity to allow for highier-thari-expeeled workloads and periodic upgrades.
A tier deterru mmii miu your requr i renients for
a corlil)unter system, there are riiany places
to pun rchase uric. Retail, mail -order, and
Internet conipurter stores CZ111 be found a1most anywhere. NAA members should
also check the discounts available to them
through the Gateway A iii iii ty pr .ograni. For
a list of NAA Associate Members of icri rig corn Pirler services, see f ile current
A11111,1111 Mciii bersh i I)i rectory. .1111 y a rid
December Tree Care lndusirv rnagazi ne
Buryers' Guides or the online Buyers
( ;inide. (See www. riatlarh.coni and iol low
tile PLrbl ica( ions link to Tree Care I ridus-

try magazine. Click the "As Featn.rred" link
to learn more.)
Factors other than price should also be
consider-ed. Is the computer goi rig to be
used ill a situration where outside service
or technical support can he rd i ed upon? If
so, an on-site service plan niiay add a little
It) the total cost bunt corn Id be the difference
Ili a day's work and a day's downtime.
What :nbount a warranty progranii?
Today's computers are extreniiely n -el iable
compared to a few years ago. In fact, because coniiputers have only two moving
parts of any con seq uenice (the drives arid
the fans that keep it cool), it is extremely
rare for them to fail within the ii n -st year.
This makes a one-year war -rarity fairly standard. Power sunppl ies, on the other hand,
have a life expectancy of two to live years.
I lard disk drives call he expected to last
three to in ye years. Sonic maniun iactunr -ers
still oiler three-year - warrantees. A threeyear - warranty with a one-year
on-site-witlinni-onie-bunsiness-day service

call is considered gold star service.
Car-c lu I consideration and a detailed
needs assessment are the keys to wise compunter pumrchiases. The best way to help
ensurre SaOSI','Wtloll with the pun -chase is to
know what the goal is. Always consider.
"What do I want it to do when it comes
ount of tIne box?" Be sunre that the level of
service inìclunded is appropriate so your
don't pay for service you don' t need bunt
have the sunpport your require. The cornpunter is a tool junst like any other - with a
little skill it shoinhd make your oh easier.
A 1ev
A

sen 101 technology
Jo,- 1/me National /1/boiLs!

5l0V,flUJl iS

(OOI'(/l/iUIO/
SSO(i(iliOli.

(01'(/'//Ig

Look Jar flillire (0/limos
such (iS S0/1iia/ -( liceiis-

1O/)i(S

iim,ç, service, pie mcii tint' iiialigiiaii ic ((11(1
repair !l/)S, (OFli/)iite , skill tricks and
Short tilts, (1/1(1 111(111Y others. Ifyou have
(I

particular ('oiii/iuiter lopic you nioul1(I

like (IiV('ilSSe(l i/i /iiti(ie
('-/ii(ui/ .Slos,,ui.i,u

I

olui,nius,

/)ICUse

((" /I (111a rb. (0/11.
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GET RESULTS FASTER USING Al R-S PAD E®
Excavate plant roots in minutes, without root
damage. The air excavation tool preferred by
hundreds of professionals worldwide for:
• Root Collar Excavation
• Root Pruning
• Aeration and Vertical Mulching
• Radial Trenching
• New Construction
• Locating Utilities
• Reducing soil compaction
• Treating Plant Diseases

Find out about the benefits that air excavation can have on
plant health and your business. AIR-SPADE® has been
proven the world's best air excavation tool, and "one of the
few tools that pays for itself in one job".

Please circle 14 on Rci(ter Service (',mid
tRF] CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002
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Field employees by the
I \ ( UIF co mpany pays
htnir, You know that there k a lot to track

-

-

-

tineIii11e. Keeping accurate records on

-

.-

hours w orked is the most important, lice there i
-

hound to he a time when an employee thinks he
Rho UI
z

than the

m

I
71A_

there are overtime rules, re(YI-Ilations

0

Ii. not to mention
oiL to contend w ith.
and paperwork
_

complaints It om employees about \' orking too
many hours or wanting to work (and he paid Ion

--

more hours.
44
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I can honestly say that this has been

parties, it can he a real nightmare. I

the best thing I could have done for my

know, because I've been there. Paying

company. Now, the employees seem to

by the hour also encourages the clock

be more involved than ever before in all

For some owners of tree service

riders - the ones who like to stand around

aspects of the company. Here are some

and talk and waste as much time as pos-

examples.

sible, just to get the hours in. Other

RESISTOGRAPH-F

First of all, I get more jobs
problem

employees forget to clock in from time

completed. I used to have

to time, leaving you to figure out their

keeping employees motivated. By the

hours by going over the oilier

end of a long week, and especially at the

employee's time for the same day. All

end of the summer, productivity was al-

it

and all, there is a lot to consider when

ways very low. I would sometimes get

You pay by the hour.

the feeling they didn't care if they got

Another problem with hourly pay is

the jobs finished, as long as they put in

Motivation. I used to have a lot of ciii-

their hours. It was as it' they were there

1)1 OCC5 who had a hard time staying
motivated to give it good day's

to earn their 40 and that was it.

work. They seemed to feel like they were

all changed. When they got used to the

in a rut. I used to feel that way some-

process, my weekly productivity went up

times, too, when I was paid by the hour.

by 20 percent - and sometimes more. I

Once I went to payino by the day, that

What can you do to solve these prob-

would compile

lems? Pay by the day.

he finished each day. When those jobs

list of' what needed to

it

Know Your Trees

Beiter

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, f'rarned
buildings and playground equipment.
Easily operated, light weight
and compact.

Phone: 88-5 14-885 1
Fax: 770-5 14-8851
http://www.imlusa.com

E-Mail: sales@irnlusa.com

I lie who a I so runs his own tree

three-day jobs, I did the same. Eight

IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Free application video available

service company told me he had started

hours and that was it. Most of the time,

Ptc.tsc circle 23 on Reader Service ('aid

paying his employees by the day. He

however, I would have a certain a mou iii

claimed it was the best thing he had ever

that needed to he done for the day and it

done, so I decided to give it a shot. I got

would only take six or seven hours. Quit(-

I used to pay all of my employees by

were completed, they could go home. If
large job until the a('-

the hour. One afternoon, after a couple

they didn't start

hours of frustrating work on the payroll,

ternoon. I would make sure they put in

I decided it was time for

eight hours and went home.

('nc nd of

Ill

it

change. A

all of the information from him, and discussed it with my employees.

it

()it

two- or

('ew times each year we only worked
('i ye hours but everyone still got

it

('ull

nutshell: All

day's pay. This keeps the employees

employee making $10 an hour makes

motivated to work efficiently, so I he\

$() a day on an eight-hour work day. 11

can get home a few hours earl icr.

This is how it works in

it

You pay by the day, employees earn $()

The change to daily pay had

it ii

pp Ic

ex-

whether they work eight hours or

effect on (lie whole company. For

not. It's almost like salary, except they

ample, equipment maintenance was

only get paid for the days they work and

constant lie ad a c lie before the

Overtime is still req u i red for more 40

change. Employees had few incentives to

hours.

keel) equi pnieilt cleaned and sharpened. I

At first, I was a bit concerned that I

would spend countless hours (after all
the employees went home) sharpen i hg

shed each week doing this. I was also

saws, clean i hg saws, c haiigi ng chipper

worried about employees working more

blades, fixing flats and whatever else

than 40 hours a week and having over-

needed to be done before the next

time to contend with. However, I

day. Sometimes I didn't get a

actually get more jobs finished each

chance. We would work around the

week than before, and overtime rarely

problems until several piled

happens. I don't even keep up with the

11(1(1 to he done.

hours anymore, unless it was an unusu-

Now, chain saws are

II,H

for II...
I You (Isked
... lWlt'3'o11'I'egot it!
Fl-K1500

it

wouldnt he able to get as many jobs ('in-

tip

FANNO
1FANNO
SAWINTERNATIONAL
WORKS

and Illc\

pew! 1a1hcl

ally difficult week. On such weeks. I

than switched whenever they become dull.

niade sure there are plenty of' bonuses on

My employees have finally neal i ted every

the checks.

body oil the clew will be standing around

..,

I anne Saw designs
a new "Raker-s1led"
fri-edge saw
¼
• Enclosed handle for blance
and comfort.
• 13.5" cutting edge for
faster cuts
• Raker" styled teeth design for
less binding in soft wood
i tTi4(lIlO
/ teet h

FI415s8

16" Pole Saw
Blade saws limbs
with less binding
• Universal blade for pole mount
and as replacement for FT-K1500 saw
• Longer 16" blade for fast cuts
• 'Raker" styled tn-edge teeth

FANNO SAW WORKS

P.O. Box 628,Chico, CA 95921
(530) 895-1762 • fax 895-0302
or at: www.tannosaw.com
M.d. I.

tIe;i'.c iacL' IS
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waiting for a saw to he sharpened. This

even with daily pay. At least now, how -

wastes time, which prolongs the job, which

ever, employees care more because they

means they can't go home early because
the lob isn't finished.

want to go home early.
I also like the way employees work to-

difference to them.
I've also noticed fewer employees calling in sick. I use to get at least one call
every couple of weeks from an employee
who was sick, hurt or had something very

The saws are always clean as well. If

gether as a team now. I have noticed the

the saws are not cleaned, eventually they

change in a couple of ways. Before. little

important to do that day. Now, it hardly

things that needed to he done often took a

ever happens. Last year, my six employ-

down, it takes time to fix them. Burned

long while, as one employee would wait

ees missed a total of seven days. They

out clutches, broken sprockets, worn bars

for another to finish a particular part of a

know the rest of the crew is at work and

and bad carburetors can sometimes he

job. Now, whether it's cutting a NO stump

depending on them to he there. If they are

avoided with a little preventive mainte-

or raking leaves in tall grass or loading

a little sick, they still show up, knowing

large wood onto the trai Icr, the little things

the rest of the crew will help pick up their

break down. When chain saws break

nance.

get done quickly because the employees

slack. Two and a half employees are bet-

ees how much these things cost me, how

will all do them together. No one believes

ter than two, is how they look at it

not getting the jobs finished fast cost me,

lie has a specific job. other than the climb-

now. The sick employee might just

and how extra hours to finish a job cost

ers, obviously. However, when the

sharpen chains, rake, or do minor things

me. Then once, after a had day at a

climbers get down out of the tree, they

all day, but lie is still there.

Customer's house. iiiy customer told me

niight take a small break, and then they

I used to try to emphasize to my employ-

My whole company has changed be-

that I had to remember that my employees

bccutiic groundworkcrs. too. They load

cause of day pay, There are no

will iierer care for my company the way I

logs, rake leaves and do anything else that

designated or timed breaks. They take

do - no matter how dedicated they are. I

needs done. They now know when they are

their lunch when they are ready, and for

firmly believe this to he true. It's still true,

finished, they go home. That makes a big

as long as they want. I can leave when I
need to, without worrying that the jobs
won't he finished correctly, or cleaned
up properly. They know they would have
to stay to do it right. The overall effect
of this has just been overwhel mi hg.
There were many bugs to work out of
the system when we switched over,
however. It took several weeks, maybe
even a couple of months, before things
were running smoothly again. At a few
Points during the transition, I thought
about forgetting the whole thing and
going back to the way things were
before. I am very glad I didn't. Just remember, if you do decide to give day pay
a chance, give it time. You have to adjust, the employees have to adjust, and
your company has to adjust. Once everyone has developed a routine and has
learned more about it, I can almost guarantee that you will never go hack to
hourly pay.
Just remember - day pay isn't for every company. Do some research on it,
fi iid out the labor laws for your state,
keep an eye on overtime (at least until
you are comfortable with the process),
and don't forget to give a bonus every
now and then for a job well done. Every
little hit of motivation helps.

Moves is the miner of/re e
TO,
Care of /)eiitoii in Kniiii, Texas.
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Urban Forestry
Are there more accurate terms to describe who we are and what we do?
By Richard E. Abbott

W

ho are we? What is urban for
estry? It's actually an oxymoron - a figure of speech like
deafening silence. People try to associate
the urban forestry consulting we do at
ACRT with rural forestry. Frequently, they
ask if we consult on the production of lumber and pulpwood from city street trees.
The dictionary defines urban as relating
to or constituting a city. Forestry is defined
as the art and science of cultivating, maintaining and developing forests (a dense
growth of trees), together with other plants,
covering a large area.
The bottom line is that urban forestry is
an archaic term that we should replace with
"municipal arboriculture." Municipal can
he defined as any local governmental unit
- town, village, borough, county or city and arboriculture is the study of individual
trees and other woody plants. As municipal arborists, we focus our efforts on
individual trees within a municipality,
rather than the production of lumber or
pulpwood.
Slowly, we are beginning to use the term
municipal arboriculture, thanks in large
part to the Society of Municipal Arhorists.
But, the SMA, now a professional affiliate of the International Society of
Arboriculture, has been around since 1964.
This means that the term municipal arborist
preceded urban forestry, so it's time to
drop urban forestry and go back to calling
ourselves municipal arhorists.

Background
The term urban forestry was coined in
the 1970s. Federal funding was available
for the care of city trees, if the function was
called "urban forestry." The various Cooperative Agriculture Extension services
could not get federal funds for city trees
then.
Another related development during the
1970s was the debut of the computer.
48

Large mainframe computers became available to manage large databases, such as
street trees. Before that, many municipalities stored individual street tree
information on 3-by-5 index cards. The
data was of limited value because you
could not sort by species, size, class or
work needs without tedious manual labor.
The computer provided an electronic device that could overcome that handicap.
In the late 1970s or early 190s, I was
involved in one of the first computer-based
tree inventories. It was for the city of
Scranton, Pa., and Penn State University's

fling, computers were used to manage the
inventory of large numbers of items.
Hence, the phrase "street tree inventory"
was created. I used that term and advocated
the use of that service.

Fast forward to today
Today, we have two different, distinct
services that tally information on city and
park trees, and the term "street tree inventory" is as obsolete as "urban forest."

A professional arborist may use a GPS unit

and a pen-based computer to conduct an
"Arboricultural Resource Assessment."
71.1

mainframe computer was used to process
the data. Then, tree condition, species and
size class were numerically designated.
The technology to print out condition as
excellent, very good, good, fair and poor
was not yet available. Instead, it was 1, 2,
3, 4 and 5.
In those days, too, data had to be key punched onto cards, which were then read
into the machine. In the early 1980s, I begail investigating personal computers as
another way to process street tree information. The first large-scale personal
computer project was the county of Los
Angeles in the early 1980s. In the beginTREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002

Street tree inventory is a count of the
trees oil a street, along with some very limited evaluation of condition. A much more
sophisticated approach involves the professional assessment of tree condition,
insect or disease presence, structural evaluation, examination of environmental and
physiological conditions, extent of decay,
use of global positioning systems (GPS),
root involvement with sidewalks, cultural
and maintenance recommendations, and
determination of the proper pruning cycle.
Only a professional arborist, preferably a

certi lie(l arhorist \vitli a college degree, can

the product produced by a prolessional

officials dispersing the matching funds did

evaluate these items. This eval uat ion is so

arhorist the credit it deserves by calling it

not really know what the programs en-

much more than a simple street tree in yen-

an Arhoricultural Resource Assessment.

tory that it should he Identified as an
Arboricultural Resource Assessment.
Looking at the situation lroiii a personal

Federal and state urban forestry (hopefully to be renamed "municipal

tailed. They coLild not distinguish the
difference between the work product 01'a
Volunteer and a professional.

arhori c u It u i-c" in t he very near fu t tire

The solution

point of view, it took me many years of

agencies advocate iisi ng vol Li uteers. It is a

college training and field experience to he

Wily

to get the public involved in the care

I recommend that we identify our role

qualifed to do an Arboricultural Resource

of street and park trees. Also, each volun-

in the care of street and park trees as mu-

Assessment properly. I get insulted when

teer represents a vote.

iii ci pal a i- ho ri c tilt u re . F ii rt her. I

a vol u nicer with two days of training al -

If volunteers are so competent at street

legedly produces a work product, such as

tree inventories, why are we wasting tax-

fessional collection of street and park tree

a street tree inventory, that is considered

payer money on hiring people with college

management information as Arboricultural

to be of equal value to my services, and

degrees to manage federal and state urban

Resource Assessments, something

that of my stall.

lorestry programs! Con ldn' t those agen-

lilctely different from a street tree
inventory. Then the volunteers can per-

recommend we begin identifying the pro-

C0111-

I can send a volunteer clown the aisle of

cies provide two or three days of training

a supermarket after two clays I rai iii ng and

to a volunteer and get comparable service?

form the street ti -ce inventories and they he

he can count the cans and read the labels.

I do not advocate that, but it is a logical

recognized for what they are doing - a

That is an inventory. The volunteer can-

comparison in which the work product of'

simple count of ti -ees along the street.

not tell

the vol tinteer is equated to that l)rofessioil-

anything about the chemistry

YOU

or the di flererices in t he product when the

als who are college graduates.

Ri(h(Ii(I h. /1 1)1)0/i is (h(lil1!l(1/1 & (hO

can is opened. Let us continue to identify

In the past, many cities have done

of AC 'I?]', Inc. He in tiles 'oii to (i//er your

the work volunteers perform as street tree

Arhoricultural Resource Assessments,

inventories, and recognize it for what it is

mistakenly calling them street tree inven-

tIio,,iIits on this iopic by (onla(li1H him
at (330) 945-7500, or 11(1 e-mail:

a simple tally of numbers. And, let's give

tories. Unfortunately, the government

TCI
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DT466, ALLISON AUTOMATIC, PETERSEN LIGHTNING
LOADER. 24 YARD DUMP. OUTSTANDING
VERSATILITY AND DURABILITY.

C
1991 Ford 4x4

4-wheel drive.
Diesel, automatic,
Petersen boom.
Call today on this
hard-to-find 4x4
unit. $42,900

New and Used GRAPPLE BOOM TRUCKS
,always in stock. Low financing available.

1 1 (2) 1992 IHC 4700
DT360 diesel,
automatic, air brakes.
Rotating boom with
grapple claw. Both
are very nice trucks.
$27,900

(3)2001 IH(
4900's

DT360, automatic,
Petersen 71-3
Lightning Loader
with 24 yard
dump body
$83,900

1(2) 1993 IH( 4900's

DT466, automatic,
IMT Hawk 1150
grapple boom
with dump. One
owner truck.
$45,900

1

1994 FORD Fbi]

Cummins diesel,
automatic, Petersen
TL-3 grapple boom
with 24 yd. dump.
Ready to work.
$42,900

WNW

o

Trucks 1 Parts of Tampa
1015 S. 50th St., Tampa, FL 33619 • ($13) 247.6636 • fax ($13) 247.4465

Trucks 9 Parts of Ohio
9206 US Route 40 West, New Paris, 01145341 0 (937) 43
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Versailles After
the Storm

T

Astier, former deputy culture

he first letter came

ilk'

from Pasadena, ('all 1.. jUst ho iirs aftr

news broadcasts showed

minister and president of the

M2

château of Versailles, had the
bright idea of launching a tree
adoption campaign. For 1,000

shocking pictures of the
storm at the end of 1999 that

Francs (approx $ 140), pro-

struck France like an aveng-

spective benefactors had the

i n angel. and ripped

4:#5_

thousands of centenary trees

opporlunity to buy a tree and

t

! fpTh

out of one of its oldest and
most prestigious parks:

have it planted in their name.
"The adopter received an official adoption certificate and

"What can I (10 to help you?

a map so they could precisely

the message asked, and over

locate 'their' tree," Astier ex-

the following weeks, several

plains.

million letters arrived at the

The park's 10,000 trees

devastated Château of

found adopters within weeks.

Versailles asking, exactly tlìc

"This storm has certainly

same thing.

proved the notoriety of

Faced with ovcrwhch

III[

Versailles throughout the

n

world," Astier commented.

public demand. Hubert
The beauty of the Chateau of Versailles was forever changed the
night of Dec. 25, 1999, when a violent storm ripped through France
and, in a matter of hours, destroying the landscape of the historic park.

:

-'

q .,.

...

m

4..

After the storm, the
Apolion Fountain was
a mass of tree limbs
and debris.

In Versailles Park, this tulip tree in front
of the Petit Trianon was one of 10,000
trees lost in just two hours, when the
worst storm in living memory hit France.

50

Cleaning up was no easy
task with 10,000 downed
trees - including older cedars, junipers, firs and
beeches as well as many
trees that dated back to the
18th and 19th centuries.

High winds of history
Just a half hour

5

ride out of Paris -

and a hal I days journey in coach - it's
strange to think that the world-renowned
Palace of Versailles was originally a
humble hunting lodge built by Louis XIII
for shelter during Ills Vigorous gameseeking forays.
Frightened by the French capitals
growing unrest, It was Louis XhIl's son,
LOUIS
is

X IV, however, who t ia ii sf ormed

the humble lodge in (lie 1660s and then
brought over his entire court, far irom
Paris' madding - and maddened crowds.
The job of creating a park to match the
su mptuous palace was given to famed
gardener Le Nñt re. Descended from
till-cc general ions of plant con fbi sseu rs.
Le Nct re had studied an th met ic and geonietry as well as garden lore, and
i niposed a strict, yet harmonious, discipline on the palace's surroundings.
Shaded boskets. emerald lawns, high
palisades, tree-covered walkways and
shrubs were cunningly shaped by the
topiarists and stretched betwecii huhMing fountains. Canals were set up so
hat the[[- reflect iou s u nderl i ned the galule ii des u gner' s artful play on perspective.

violent storms in 1990 felled some 1,800

ing until I got a phone call from Joel

of the park's trees and caused the death

Cottin," Astier remembers. He tells how

of a young Japanese woman crushed by

the palace's head gardener nearly cried

a falling limb.

as lie related the hieartbreaking spectacle

It was alter this tragic storm that specialists decided to cull older trees and

of ancient oaks and centenary cedars falling like dominos.

replant selected portions of the park with

By :3() on the morning of Dec. 2,

5- to 6-meter-high saplings in a program

the winch had calmed slightly and the

plan ned to last until the year 2010. When

three mcii were able to emerge and stir-

work began, however, arhorists discov-

vey the damage. Uprooted trees blocked

ered that a large proportion of t lie park's

every alley, branches huing meuiac i ngly

older specimens were in a pitiful condi-

from leaning trees, holes the size of

tion. ''That's when we realized work

bomb craters studded the wouinded earth,

should have started way back in the

auid huindreds of pigeons lay dazed or

1960s," says Astier.

dying. victims of the violent gusts of
vinch.

Worst storm in living
memory

"The park was completely blocked,"
Astier remembers. "It was a miracle that
no one was hurt."

On the night of Dec. 25. 1999, the

The sloruli that left France's most fa-

worst storm in living memory lilt France

mouis park looking like a battlefield had

like a runaway ti-Mil. In just two hours.

repercussions all over Europe. Some 120

winds of up to 100 mph ripped ouut iiiore

people were killed in mudslides and

than two centuries of the park's history.

floods. In France, an estimated 1.3 mi I -

('ohm,

head of Versailles' palace

lion trees were ripped out in a single

gardens. and Al a in 13 a raton . chief' gar-

night - puit end to end, they would have

dener of the Trianon, could Only stand

stretched from Paris to Singapore - and

Joel

and watch.

the con iii ry '5 transport network was in

"The noise of the wind was so loud I

chaos as police and army st ruugg led to

wasn't aware how many trees were fall -

clear the fallen timber. With miles of

The A// ( , ( , Rova le leading I ro iii the
c hiteau was bapt i sed ''Ia (Ira uide PerPCC live''

because of the iii a g iii Ii cciii

view it gave over the 2.000 acre park. At
the height of its glory, this prototype of
French classical garden art was to fasc
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electric lines hanging in tatters, many
homes were left without heat or power
for days or weeks. It is estimated that at
least 1.5 million people celebrated the
new mi I lenni u m in near medieval conditions - a fact that many considered
strangely symbolic at the dawn of this
21st century.

jumpers, an Atlantic cedar and a cedar from Lebanon - all more than 200
years old - were victims, too. By some
miracle the spreading oak said to have
been planted by Marie Antoinette
nearly 400 years ago survived.

Historic trees

Why was the storm so
violent here?

In Versailles Park, a staggering 10,000
trees were lost in those two nightmare
hoLirs, including older cedars, junipers,
firs, beeches, and 80 percent of what
Astier refers to as the "rarer essences,"
meaning trees that were rare in their clay
and which include most of the historic
18th-, and 19th-century specimens.
Among trees razed by the devastating
winds was the 19th-century Corsican
pine imported as a sapling from the island where Napoleon was horn, and
planted to celebrate his marriage in 18 10
with the Austrian archduchess MarieLouise.
Also down were the two tulip trees
shipped back from Virginia by
Lafayette as a gift from George Washington to Marie Antoinette. Two

Geographically, the town of Versailles
is situated in an east-west corridor, and
since the chateau is also set up on a small
hill, it is particularly exposed. Specialists were able to define two main wind
passages, one of which destroyed woodland near the Plan des Suisses and one
that wreaked havoc in the Trianon gardens.
After the storm, the aspect of the park
as seen from Le NOtre's "Grande Per spective" was completely modified.
Large parts of the park were suddenly
bare of the shade that had seduced visitors over the centuries.
As Hubert Astier points out, it's lucky
that regeneration work started 10 years
ago, since one advantage of the storm is
that with most of the bigger trees down,
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saplings planted in 1990 now have the
light necessary for rapid development.

Clean-up operation
Usually busy in the château gardens,
the day after the storm. Cottin, Baraton
and a team of trained workmen were
busy with chain saws clearing away the
storm debris.
"We had 50 men from the park and 50
others from private enterprises and on
loan from the Office Nationale des
Forêts," Cottin explains, adding that
crowds of volunteers from Versailles and
surrounding areas had to be turned away
because of the danger from uprooted
trees and falling limbs.
Surprisingly, wood from the clean-up
operation was burnt rather than sold (although wood from Marie Antoinette's
tulip trees was used to sculpt handles for
a limited edition of commemorative
knives). Bonfires lasted for weeks.
"There was so much timber down all
over France that the market was
flooded." Cottin explains. "Our main
priority was to get the park cleaned up
as quickly as we could."
Elsewhere in France a similar process
organized by the Office Nationale des
Forets was going on. "Our main priority
was to clear roads and airports," a
spokesman for ONF explains. "Then we
had to clear fallen trees from properties
situated near forests, and finally we
could get on with clean-up work and start
reopening the most Popular gardens and
footpaths."
A vast inventory of fallen trees was
made before lumber professionals came
to drag the dead wood away. Once the
fallen trees had been removed, the full
extent of the damage to France's forests
become appallingly evident. The ONF
estimated it would take more than 10
years to regenerate what amounted to a
staggering 10 percent of France's total
forest area.
Natural regeneration (wherever possible) has been the main thrust of the
ONF' s reforestation operation and, so
Far, the decision seems to have proved a
wiilniilg one.
"There were scores of acorns, beech-

nuts, and chestnuts ust lying dormant in

tal green lung. For tourists - with its

the forest soil, explains an ONF spokes-

fountai us and geometric gardens and

by the château's keenest visitors: Ameri-

man. "So

brilliant Son et Lumière spectacles - it

cans, Japanese and Canadians.

011CC

the fallen trees had been

remaining 32 percent has been donated

evacuated and the seeds exposed to sun-

is one of France's major tourist attrac-

Other donating countries have in-

light, in most cases germination started

(ions. Nine million visitors came to the

cluded Czechoslovakia and Lebanon.

rapidly. The job of foresters now is

château last year alone, avid to drink in

Late last year the alpine region of

mai ii ly one of surveillance: We ensure

the palace's culture, wander in the shady

Switzerland sent in a team of its best

growth and only intervene to restrict

boskets, or j list hire boats and laze on the

lumberjacks to help local experts pkiiit

brambles and other undergrowth that

grand canal like revelers did in Louis'

trees.

might compete with the young trees."

day. Perhaps it's the park's immense

Plants issued from nurseries are only

pp larity that explains the worldwide

used in forests where there are not

support offered for Hubert Astier' s tree

enough seeds to ensure natural regenera-

adoption proiect.

Astier's long-term project
Never one to lie hack on his laurels,

tion, or where public frequentation

Most of the money for rehabilitating

I luhert Astier' s long-term project is to

means a hostile en vi ron ment for you tig

the park has had to conic f'roni the pri -

return the park to its original glory. Us-

saplings. The ON F's policy is to employ

vate sector, however, and the adoption

in g documents of the day and referring

a wide diversity of forest essences best

scheme is not sufficient to cover costs.

to Le NOtre's guiding principles. the

adapted to local conditions of soil and

With long-term figures estimated at $23

Grande Perspective will soon he bor-

cli niate.

million, other schemes have been

dered with Marble stat iies and topiary

Restoring the park
The nlain pro-rani for restoring
Versailles Park was launched in autumn
2000 and will con tin tie (Ii rough 2002
when President Astier hopes the park

launched, including an auction of the

work as it was in Louis XIV's time. Tree-

park's rarest trees and a fund-raising as-

shaded walkways and palisades will he

sociat iou presided by the Duke of Anjou

reintroduced.

a descendant of King Louis XIV) boast-

By 2015. Astier predicts that the

ing "names'' ranging from Prince

park will have regained its initial as-

Michael ofGrcece to legendary actor

pect and more. "Maybe by then the

Gregory Peck.

storm which wreaked such havoc will

will have regained sonic of its original

Donations are still rolling in, and

fade into history just like the events

aspect. A Ocr realigning the alleys and

hough 65 percent of these contri but ions

Which caused such havoc in the life of

ci caning out feeble or senescent trees,

have come from the French, most of the

the park's on g i nator

! " TCI

work was started on the Trianon gardens
Mid around the "petit ha niea ti

of Marie

Antoinette, where 1,350 trees were
down. This gigantic labor of love

05C5

on a sc ru pu bus study of doe ti men ts of
the period.
"It has taken two years' hard work just
to restore Marie A iitoi nette' s original
conception of her English garden." ,
Astier explains. "Our aim is to replant
as many of the original tree species as
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possible. lie adds, speaking with gratitiide of companies such as the U.S.
gardeners Scotts who flew in tulip trees
along with 90 other saplings to rePlace those originally given to Marie
Antoinette by Americans.
"We shall leave sonic of the bigger
trees clown." says Astier. "to show future
generations what the was
storm
like.''

Two years later
Today Versailles Park is open once
more, and joggers and cyclists pound the
network of leafy tracks. For citizens of
the ever-growing city, this park is a vi-
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The Making of an Industry Standard
The ANSI Development Process
/v

W(lgner

10(11?

V

The ASC A300 at work in
Santa Fe earlier this year.

ol untary industry COflSS5
standards are interactive and
beneficial components of the

green industry. Often enveloped within
a lengthy process of development, these
standards are created when a need arises
- to improve safety conditions for arhorists or to establish guidelines
surrounding arhoricu Itural practices.
Developed to aid arhorists and others
involved in the green industry, the standards adopted by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) are created by
industry experts seeking to professionalize and improve the industry for all
involved. According to its mission statement. ANSI is a private, nonprofit
organization that administers and coor dinates the voluntary standardization of'
just about anything in order to "enhance
both the global competitiveness of U.S.

pointnlent of a subgroup of the committee

by the secretariat and brought hack to the

to investigate the subject, produce an out-

committee. The committee then considers

line, and determine the scope of the issue.
The subgroup often seeks input from other

each comment and issues a response to the
person who made the comment. In this

groLips such as industry members to help

way, notes Rouse, the public commentary

determine scope.
Once the subgroup starts, the coniposiflon of a first draft is begLin and official

business and the U.S. quality of life."

ANSI procedures commence. After filing
a project identification notice with ANSI,

The process

the committee then announces that it will
proceed with the standard-making process

process becomes one of "openness and
transparency so individuals can have an
input in the industry.
If no major problems exist with the draft
(other than slight grammatical or editorial
corrections), the draft can he sent for approval to ANSI's standard review hoard.

tional Arhorist Association and secretary
of the ASC A300 Committee, explains that

"openness that allows other industries to

However, if more changes are to be made
based on public commentary, a new draft

see what the (committee) is doing."

and any Outstanding or unresolved com-

three factors contribute to the decision to

After a satisfactory draft has been written, (lie committee calls fora public review

ments from consensus body members are
recirculated, and another public commen-

of (lie document. Other committees, the en-

tary period is held to give everyone the

tire ANSI body, and anyone involved in
the industry are invited to read the draft

opportunity to respond!, reaffirm, or change

Bob Rouse, staff arhorist for the Na-

produce a standard:
the establishment of a need for the
standard;

in order to create what Rouse Calls an

the establishment of the fact that a

and make comments. The draft is publi-

group of experts and industry members can

cized in a number of ways. A project
initiation notice and a public review no-

come to consensus on the technical content of the standard;
the determination that the scope of the
standard (what the standard will and will

tice are published in Stonthirds Action, a
hi-weekly ANSI publication designed to

not Include) applies to the group that wants

invite public comment. The secretariat of
the committee is responsible for providing

to develop the standard.
Independent committees called Accred-

copies of the draft for public comment.
(Unlike most ANSI-approved secretariats

ited Standards Committees ( ASC ) are

that charge (or public review drafts, ISA

approved by ANSI and address most steps
involved in the process of establishing or

and NAA provide public review drafts free

re-estahlisliiiig a standard. ASC commit-

lasts 45 days if responding to a copy posted
oil I Web site and (it) days if responding

tees comprise a variety of experts, national
companies, government agencies. and nongovernmental organizations.
The official process begins with the ap54

of charge.) The public commentary period

through the U.S. mail.
After public commentary has ended, all
comments are gathered! and documented
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002

his or her vote. Rouse relates that there are
usually two to four public comment penods per draft, and committees remain
responsive to public input.
Jim Skiera, associate executive director
of the ISA and ANSI Z 133 secretariat, necognizes public commentary periods as an
essential aspect of the process.
"It lengthens the process but makes it
more credible at the same time," lie says.
"It's not just one aspect of the industry
creating the standard. It makes it more inclii s i ye.."
A notice of the right to appeal the standlard is also sent to outstandin g objectors
before the standard has been submitted to
ANSI's standards review hoard. All appeals must he considered before the

/

also developing a section on the management of trees and shrubs dLiri ng land-usc

ington, typically in April and October.

Planning, site development and construelion. The conimittee also is looking to

was published ill 200() and clarified language regarding tour major issues in the

establish sections regarding transplanting
and integrated vegetation management.

tree care industry - struck-hys, electrocution, tree removal mishaps, and serious

Rouse predicts drafts for the land-use l)lail-

accidents caused by falls. Skiera calls the

iii ng and transplanting sect ions could he
out by 2003, after they are made available

new revision ''much less vague'' and notes
that it ''provides much more guidance.

I'M- public comment this fall.

"Our goal is to improve the safety
record of the industry.'' Sk icra says.

The Z 1 33 Committee addresses the
saf'ety of those in the arhoricu I ture Industry. The committee aims to define,
clarify and create standards to improve
standard call he approved.

the safety of the tree care industry. The

Once the standard has been submitted
to ANSI I or approval, the board generally

conimittcc meets twice a year in Wash-

The last revision of the Z 133 Standard

In addition to hiring a technical editor
to improve the docii men t ' s layout and
readability, the Z133 Committee also is
looki ilg to expand the crane removal seetion. The committee also may develop

approves the standard with a two-thirds
conseiisus. The review hoard oversees the
development procedLire and leaves technical knowledge to the committee. Once the
standard has been approved, organ i/at ions
can then publish and distribute the standard
to the public.

YOUR UTILITY

The standard process is one of constant
feedback, even a it ci . one has been approved. Every five years. ANSI requires
the revision, ieafli rinat ion, or withdrawal
of each standard. In this case, committees
once aga iii review the standard to determi tie if' (lie language is still relevant
"I ssent ial ly. anyone who belongs to a
mciii her organ i/at ion or employer of (the
committee) and anyone Involved in the
green industry can have an input oil standards." Rouse says.

Practice and safety:
Committees working
for arboriculture
Two AS( s working tO prodlft'c standards fi arborists and other members of
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sections that address plant health care
professionals, winches, rigging, and general safety.
The Z133 Committee is working with
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to have the standard
recognized as the official industry safety
standard. Currently, there is no specific
OSHA standard related to tree care other
than one related to work near power lines;
OSHA draws its guidance from general
industry standards as well as from related
industries such as logging.
Skiera emphasizes the importance of
participation for the future work of com mittees. For example, in the hack of the
Z 133 standard, there is a form to fill out
to request an interpretation of the standard or pose questions or comments.
Once the form is mailed back, the committee responds to the input and applies
it to future work.
"You don't have to he on the committee to influence the committee," Skiera
stresses.

Impacts and benefits
of standards
The interest in standards appears to he
growing.
NAA member companies, as well as
local ISA chapters and professional affiliations, regularly request standards
information. Web seminars and workshops
are being held to transmit standards information and educate the public. Rouse
emphasizes that while some standards
catch on more quickly than others within
the industry, the impacts and benefits of
standards are quickly realized.
For example, the 2000 revision ofZI 33
sold more in its first year than in the combined years of availability for the 1994
version. While Skiera credits in part a
change in the marketing of the standards,
he said that, for the most part, the industry
is responding more quickly than before and
companies are more conscious of industry
issues such as safety.
According to Rouse, standards "foster
professionalism. Any truly professional
industry has to have a set of standards,"
he says.
For example, Rouse relates that stanrlards are often the final authority in civil
litigation, because standards establish a set
of parameters the industry chooses to work
with. Because of this agreement, the industry ''essentially agrees to a written set of
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parameters that are tangible, which clears
Lip a number of issues and "takes some of
the mud out of the water."
Standards also offer Individual impacts
and benefits. For companies, the adoption
and promotion of standards offer marketing benefits, because, Rouse says, this
"shows they are a knowledgeable, responsible company.
For example, in the case of bidding for
pruning work, a client often will seek different estimates in order to obtain the best
price. Companies could submit varying
bids that reflect different amounts work.
Using standards when writing a hid requires the specification of the amount of
work and produces highly specific bids that
address the objective, type of pruning
needed, what foliage should he removed,
and so on. Standards allow "apple to apple"
comparisons.
"It creates a level playing field for tree
care companies, but it also allows customers to compare bids, which benefits
consumer protection, Rouse adds.
Standards also help contractors such as
landscape architects who seek qualified
arhorists. To choose an arhorist for the job,
such contractors might require that bids be
completed according to standards.
In the case of Z133, the establishment
of standards can help improve health and
safety. Employers stand to benefit, according to Skiera, because "they've got a road
map to establish a safe workplace for their
employees."
He also cites multiple benefits of acceptable safety standards to employees
of tree care companies. "These are standards they can look to for sale working
practices. The benefit of writing a Stan(lard in a consensus manner is drawing
experience from many different companies and individuals."
To purchase copies of A30() or Z133
sI(11l(I(ir(Is, ((lii i/u' NAA toll-f rc'e (11
733-2622 or Visit

000'.

1-800-

,iatlarh.coni. To

learii /1011 VOlt ((111 participate in the A300
(011/111 i/lee, (0111(1(1 Bob Rouse toll-free at

1-800- 733-2622 or by e-mail to
rouse@natlarb.co ,n. To learn hon 'ozi can
participate in the Z133 committee,

(0111(1(1

Jim Skiera at (217) 355-9411 or by e-mail
to jskiera @ isa-arbor. coin.
Joan Wagner, a semi ior at the Unii 'ersitv
of Illinois at !Jrbana-C/iamiipaigmi, is sc'n'iiig
a siiiiinier internship in ISA 's Educational
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Ira Wickes/Arborists

Tree Care Professionals Wanted

Rockland County-based firm since 1929
seeks qualified individuals with experience.

Our growing company located in Fairfield
County, CT, needs experienced climbers,
bucket operators, and spray technicians.
Safety, customer communication, and service are our highest priority. Full-time,
year-round employment with advancement
opportunities. Excellent wage and benefit
package.

Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (IPM,
PHC, Lawn). Great benefit package includes 401(k) matching, advancement
opportunities, E.O.E. Check us out on the
Web at irawickes.com . E-mail your resume
to info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (845)
354-3475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes/
Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.

Fax or mail resume to Bruce S. Pauley
Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box 878, New Canaan,
CT 06840. Fax: (203) 966-6796 or call for
interview at (203) 966-0869.

North Valley Tree Service

Alaska

Northern California's Premier Tree Co. is
seeking experienced (certified) foremen,
sales, and all other tree care positions. We
offer great pay, benefits, and a retirement
plan. Will help with moving costs. (530)
893-9649 or fax (530) 893-9650.

If you're an EXPERIENCED climber or
spray tech, interested in working in Anchorage, Alaska. Contact us - We'd love
to hear from you.
Fax resume to (907) 345-9639 or call
(907) 345-9699.

A Great Team
SavATree employees share a devotion
to quality tree care and a commitment
to community service. The sense of pride
and teamwork created every day is a
resource for continued growth & success.
Now operating in NY, NJ, CT, MA, PA and
VA, we are looking for experienced
arboricultural & horticultural professionals
who are ready to join a great tree and
shrub pare team.

P

SAVAE
RE
The Tree and Shrub Care Company

Please fax or email your resume to
914-242-3934 / kguest@savatree.com
www.savatree.com
EIca.c ciicic 2()
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Why consider RTEC Treecare?
No. Virginia & Washington, D.C's premier tree care company.
o Prestigious work: National Zoo, Pentagon, White House, Residential Estates
o Immediate growth positions for experienced, dedicated professionals.
o Training & Safety Programs, ISA & NAA
Certification
o Excellent Pay & Benefits
o Award-Winning Company (Tree Maintenance and Preservation)

Hired 2 Need 2
One Plant Health Care Salesman One Area Manager.

0

Duties will include all estimating and
scheduling of an established branch office.
Certified Arborist and computer literacy a
must. Compensation includes company
medical, dental and retirement plans as
well as ongoing company training. Salary
is negotiable. Relocation expenses provided to qualified candidate.
Contact: Vince Winkler
Winkler's Tree Service
P0 Box 1154
LaGrange Park, IL 60526
(708) 544-1219
Fax: (708) 544-0405

We are always hiring good people. Our
friendly and professional environment allows dedicated professionals to shine. Our
customers expect complete professionalism, we deliver, everybody wins! Give us
a call; send your resume and references,
complete confidence assured.

Climbers/Foreman needed in MN
o Sales, Arborist, Horticulture, Forestry,
Plant Sciences
o General, Branch Manager
o Foreman, Climber(s), Ground
o PHC Technician
o Tree Preservation Specialist

We are looking for reliable, career-seeking
climbers/crew leader with 2 years minimum
climbing experience and to supervise 2 to 3
crew members. Must have or be willing to
obtain CDL. $16-$18+ per hour starting
wage depending on experience. Medical,
dental, paid vacation, retirement plan, profitsharing, and holidays. Call Pleasant View
Tree Service - Aric Marohn, Stillwater, MN.
(651) 430-0316.

Call Andy Ross at (703) 573-3029;
Fax: (703) 573-7475,
E-mail: andyross@TreesTrees.com,
RTEC ('Our Tech") Treecare

HAWAII - Tree Climbers
and Working Foremen.
Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5
years climbing experience (which includes
pruning, shaping, rigging, take downs and
removals) and a current driver's license (a
CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a certified arborist (with
knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a minimum of 5 years
climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take downs and
removals), 5 years utility line clearance experience, experience working with cranes,
and have a current driver's license (a CDL
license is preferred). Pay starts at $18.00
per hour but is based on experience. Benefits include paid medical and dental
insurance, paid federal holidays, vacation
pay, 401 (k) pension plan and a profit-sharing plan. Send resume with salary history
and employment references to:
Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc.
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

Careers that

grow with you.
I he l)avcv - !'rce Expeit ( AJIS1IX1I1V h;is
lmillc(liatc openings in tree, shrub and lawn
irc, grounds maintenance and Vegetation
management. We provide on-the-job tralnhlig,

Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH"

competitive pay and I)eilCfltS, and

l'\'l' U 5.279 745

Stump
Cutters

4

IL
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Econo Teeth

Threaded Stump Cutter

<New SMART
Pockets

__

Hodges Stump Cutter

Short Bolt

I I II

l/ITi

Regular (Std.) Teeth

ft

Established 1954 ovel 45 years

Stump Claw Teeth

Round Reversible
Pockets

(stiLl'

iitlhiliticS ir a(Ivancciilcnt.

Long Bolt

lb

0111 0111

(0111)

contact:

Tim Jackson
The Davey Tree Expert Co.
1500 North Mantua Street
Kent, Ohio 44240
1-800-445-TREE ext. 218
tjackson@daveycom

-

.
Stomp Claw
Pockets

B-1 -C

/'!/ from the ()riinaI Moiuifw -luri.'r

800 421-5985

6

Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.

DAVEY

23325 BLACKS TONE • WAHHLN, MI 480892575
586/758-5574 • 800/421-5985 • FAX 586/758-7829
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Tree and Shrub Care Professionals

SavAlree/SavALawn has 15 growing
branches in NY, NJ, CT, MA, PA and VA.
We are looking for top candidates for the
following positions:
ARBORISTS/SALES - Build relationships
by servicing existing clients and developing new customers. Monitor and diagnose
landscapes, design treatment and maintenance plans and provide job estimates.
Sales experience, a high level of energy
and charisma, and the ability to obtain an
arborist certification from the ISA within 12
months preferred.
SPECIALISTS - Maintain excellent client
relations by caring for the health and development of trees, plants and lawns.
Monitor, diagnose and treat insect, disease, physiological and cultural conditions.

Are you looking for a company where
commitment is rewarded and development is a standard?

CREW LEADERS/CLIMBERS - Perform
artistic and maintenance pruning and
takedowns. Install cabling and bracing and
lightning protection systems. Practice
state-of-the-art climbing techniques. Supervise for ensured safety.

The Care of Trees is growing in the Philadelphia region. Opportunities are available
for IPM apprentices, climber apprentices,
climbers, crew leaders and foremen. The
Care of Trees is nationally known for exceptional employees and clients. We are
offering a competitive wage and benefits
package.

Individualized training is available for entry-level and experienced candidates.
We offer competitive salaries, excellent
benefits, including healthcare, vision, dental and vacation, 401 (k), equipment
accounts, relocation allowances and tuition
reimbursement.
If interested in a career with SavATree,
please forward your resume and salary history to:

Please call Doug Bull or Chris Miller at
(610) 239-8017 or fax resumes to (610)
239-7576. E-mail your resume directly to:
mmilliard@thecareoftrees.com .

Experienced crane operator with CDL.

KGuest@SavATree.com .
Phone: (914) 241-4999, Ext. 153
Fax: (914) 242-3934

Top pay and benefits. Must be experienced
with 22-ton Manitex. (201) 891-2691

LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET
1-800-856-8261
G & A EQUIPMENT, INC.
Visit Us At: www.GandAequipment.com
KNOXVILLE, TN

III
,

TEAM WORK
At Alinstc:iJ,
y ou'll never work ah )OC.

1986-87 International Chip
1995 Brush Bandit rarippri. 65W/H Hi Hanger on 1981 Chevy,
Gas, Flat Bed, Boom Rebuilt in
Trucks, 14' long beds, Diesel,
John Deere Diesel, 14
1996, New Paint, UNDER CDL' 5-spd. w12-spd. rear, 4 To Choose
Capacity, Tandem Axle, 2K
from Stock #922 $13,500
Stock #936 $23,900
hours, Stock #897 $13,900

I

Almstead Arhorists
are hacked by a team of
administrative, management
&. marketing professionals,
iii dedicated to your success.
If unlimited growth potential and
\\inniilg tealu environment is
important to
your invited to grow with us.
N1anagcinent p( )slt ii )rls avi I Iahk in
NY, NI&(T
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Handler, 1988 International,
103k Miles, Diesel, 5 spd. w/2
spd. rear, Stock l40 S17,900
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Internationals, 100k miles, Diesels,
International, Diesel 111k
Miles, 5 spd. w12 spd 'rear , 5spd.w/2spd rears, (lOToChoose
From) Stock #951 $16,900
Stock #930. $20,500

c-

1L

47' \I'iIIF I eco. 199-1 )Ford
F-Series, Diesel, Auto Trans,
AC, Stock #942, $18,500
I

!'4

La

60 'tV H Hi-r,iirgtrr. 388
International, Diesel, 5 spd
w/2 spd. Rear, Stock #946,
$24,500

1
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Ford F-800, Gas, 5 Spd., 8k
Original Miles, New Paint,
Beautiful! Stock #905 $45,500

To inquire, please circle each appropriate number.

FREE LITERATURE
AND/OR TCI SUBSCRIPTION

1
11
21
31
41
51

Make Informed Buying Decisions
Do you wish to receive (continue to receive) your one FREE subscription
:o the National Arborist Association (NAA) official publication, TREE CARE
rNDUSTRY(TCJ)?__Yes
No

Name (PRINT)

71
81
91

Signature (REQUIRED)
Date

fitle
:ompany
\ddress
State

ity
Fe!: (
)
E-mail address

-

111
121
131
141
151
-_______
161
171
181
191

Zip
Fax:

(

)

ax yourrequest today to (603)314-5386.
August 2002 (Expires November 2002)

I

BUSINESS/INDUSTRY

Indicate your title: (check one)

_(lA) Tree Service Co.

_02A) Owner

_(2B) Manufacturer/Distributor

_03B) President

_(3C) Governmental Entity

_(14C) Vice-President

_(4D) Advertising Agency

_(15D) Manager (general)

_(5E) Extension Service

-(16E) Superintendent

_(6F) Hospital. Golf Course. Office/

_(17F) Forester
_(19H) Director

_(t(H) Utility

_(20J) Purchasing Agent

_(9J) School/University

_(21 K) Landscaper

_( 10K) Landscape Contractor

_(22L) Grounds Manager

5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
105
115
125
135
145
155
165
175
185
195

6
16
26
36
46
56
66
76
86
96
106
116
126
136
146
156
166
176
186
196

7
17
27
37
47
57
67
77
87
97
107
117
127
137
147
157
167
177
187
197

8
18
28
38
48
58
68
78
88
98
108
118
128
138
148
158
168
178
188
198

9
19
29
39
49
59
69
79
89
99
109
119
129
139
149
159
169
179
189
199

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

Free subscription offer limited to U.S.-based companies. Limit
one free subscription per company. Additional subscriptions
available for just $30, or $45 for non-U.S.-based companies
(U.S. funds only). Please call 603-3 14-5380 or send payment to: Tree Care Industry, 3 Perimeter Rd, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103. You can also order online at

www.natlarb.com .

_(23M) Government Agent

Fill out the form completely.
Incomplete forms will not be processed.

_(24N) Consultant

Visit the NAA's Web site:
http://www.natlarb.com

4
14
24
34
44
54
64
74
84
94
104
114
124
134
144
154
164
174
184
194

Subscribe Today!

_(18G) Supervisor

_(7G) Consulting Firm

_(IIL) Other

3
13
23
33
43
53
63
73
83
93
103
113
123
133
143
153
163
173
183
193

BILE

Indicate your primary business: (check one)

Apartment Complex or Other institution

2
12
22
32
42
52
62
72
82
92
102
112
122
132
142
152
162
172
182
192

_(250) Instructor
_(26P) Arborist
_(27Q) Other

-
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TREE SERVICE, INC.
For more information about your vegetation
management or line clearance needs

L

Contact our Sales Office:
800 943-0065
Nelson Tree Service, Inc.
13477 Prospect Road, Suite 210
Strongsville, Ohio 44149
Phone: 440 846-6077 • Fax: 440 846-6082
www.nelsontree.com

-
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Take Your Career to New Heights!

Your Ad Here!
Reserve your space now!
Place a classified in Tree Care Industry.
Call Dawn Stone at
1-800-733-2622
TCI classifieds... They work!

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

• 628 North Portland St., Ridgeville, IN 47380 •
• Hours: Mon.-Fri, 8-5; Sat., By appt. only •
Call: 1-800-856-2064, Ask for Chris Jones . Fax: (765) 857-2225
www.Lewisutility.com E- Mail: Lewisutility@connectiva.net

4

Airport Pickup * Delivery Available 4 Finance Companies Available *Affordable Pricing for Everyone 4 D.O.T. 4 Cert. Dielectric Testing

-

Trucks to Work With, Not On
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Swingle Tree and Lawn Care, celebrating 55 years as an award-winning
industry leader in Denver, Cob., has career opportunities available for Sales
Representatives. Ideal candidate must
have 5+ years experience selling all
phases of tree, landscape and lawn care.
Must be energetic with a strong customer
service orientation, attention to detail and
excellent organizational skills required. A
current Department of Ag Qualified Supervisor license is required or must be
able to obtain within 30 days. This position will have an established territory and
client base. Yearly compensation and bonus potential is $60K with significant
additional earnings opportunities for top
producer. Benefits including profit sharing, 401 (k), life, health, dental insurance.
Please fax/e-mail resume with salary history to (303) 337-0157 or e-mail same to
mcdonald @ swi 0 gletree .com.
(NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE). Other supervisory and technician positions
available. Visit our Web site at
www.swingletree.com .
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Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential?

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988 to
1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We
can custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continuous-rotation
grapples. Call us for any specialty truck
needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or
Paul, Sayreville, N.J. (732) 938-5779.
www.atlanticboom.com .

Hardware and software by an arborist
for the arborist. For more information
about the industry's best-selling package,
call or write Arbor Computer Systems, P0
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ;
IPhannan@Arborcomputer.com

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

For Sale

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Stamford, Connecticut 06905
Phone (203) 323-1131 • Fax (203) 323-3631 www.bartlett.com
Contact: Carmen Be rrios, Manager Emplo ymen*

its

cberrios@bartlett.com
UNITED STATES

I

CANADA I

IRELAND

GREAT BRITAIN ____

2001 GMC 8500 Diesel Engine, air brakes,
70' Hi-Ranger XT5 elevator bucket truck
with forestry package; two to pick from.
Also, a large selection of used forestry
bucket trucks and wood chippers in stock.

(570) 842-3722
(o/lti/lll('(I Oil /)(1,I,'C
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PREVENTING ACCIDENTS
*i

00

"

M
.
with the
newly revised

and in'prQe4
Electrical
Hazards
Awareness
Program
(EHAP)
from NAA!

E

lectricity is the most dangerous hazard facing any tree worker. This is especially true for
those who have not been fully trained on how to work around electrical hazards. The

newly revised and improved Electrical Hazards Awareness Program (EHAP) from
the National ArboristAssociation (NAA) will help solve this problem.
EHAP is a comprehensive correspondence course that incorporates written exams, video
training and hands-on training. It cost-effectively provides your employees with the knowledge
and training they need to prevent accidents when working around energized conductors.
Furthermore, the updated EHAP training manual will help your company meet all-important
OSHA safety compliance requirements, while providing the necessary documentation.
The newly revised and improved EHAP training manual includes:
Completely updated content
Additional drawings, photographs & tables -- now 113 in total!
Improved graphics
Updated technical information to comply with latest revision of the
ANSI Z1 33.1 standard & industry safe work practices

rV

EHAP provides the forms for employer verification of basic first aid/CPR training, completion
of a practice aerial rescue, and trainee viewing of the Aerial Rescue and Electrical Hazards &
Trees videos. NM recognizes individuals who complete all EHAP requirements.

10 8 ISA CEU credit s

Whether you own the old version of EHAP or have never used it before, this is your chance to
order a newly revised and improved version of this essential and valuable training program.
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Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

/tS()( I( ) i I( )I1

1-800-733-2622
1-603-314-5380
1-603-314-5386
naa@natlarb.com
www.natlarb.com
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Must sell:

IML Resistograph F500-S, nearly new, includes 8 extra 20-inch drill bits, 2 batteries,
tool kit, carry case, insured shipping,
$2,600; (479) 806-0324

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE
Small, unique Tree Service for sale
in Columbus, OH. Est. 10 years, loyal

NOT

Alexander Equipment Company

EVER

We have a huge selection of used chippers,
stump grinders & tub grinders! Call Matt or
Steve for details or try our Web site at
www.alexequip.com for complete list & pictures. Financing available! We can ship
anywhere!

Splinte rs

NO :::

Delaination
iii

'Guaranteed"
1)ICA Marketing Co.

Carroll, IA 51401

800- 61 0- DICA(3422)
www.dieatJSA.coiii

FAX 712-792 - 1106
into(iidicaUSA.coiii

Please circle 16 on Reader Service Card

4728 Yender Ave.
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 663-1400

1-800-597-8283
hi)

oii.i.l<iii
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Bucket Truck

ii

\Iiec Forestry pku...
ir I(ii(j. 199 1-

1996,

or

'91 GMC top kick with LR 50 White, 40K
miles, Southco dump body, Kubota pony
motor, $36,000 (631) 862-8733.

.C\l\i

clients & employees. Sharp equip., excellent reputation. Apprx. 1,000 annual
maint. clients for ornamental pruning &
fertilization. Great potential for growth
& collateral services. Wonderful opportunity for energetic owner/operator or
for larger tree service to expand client
base. Box TL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Rd.,
Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103.

Established tree care business for 36
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore.

Long-term contracts and good workforce
in place. Year-round work with good
growth opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box FL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit
1, Manchester, NH 03103.

Super sunny southern California tree
service for sale. Gross sales $672,056.
1992 M"Fopkick.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

OS lip. 3116 Cat diesel
iiiihoair hiake. 46.012
11110',.
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All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at
warehouse prices. Call for current price list.
Free shipping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad Big Savings 1-800-873-3203.

ciittiric60.000iiiile

FOR SALE
sill"Ic ,tick control. 10'
devator, rear Ili[. Ilathed,

_

(xl

___

1987 GMC Bucket Truck, 52' working
height, working daily, dumping chipbox, all
toolboxes & repair manual, $21,500 or best
offer. In Rhode Island (401) 941-7204.

55 v h.
Aerial lilt il CI
clistolli build

ti
atitorriatics or

Bandit Industries, Inc. has over 100
pieces of used equipment from many
different manufacturers. Our new rebuild

0

CT, 1990-1994 1-01-LIS,
;of.(Iicsci. 1990

facility and trained staff ensure that each
piece of equipment is in good working condition.

Net profit 10-20%. Business-EquipmentReal Estate. All or in part. City of Orange,
about 15 minutes from Disneyland. Call
Kevin (714) 633-8008.

PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
- Complete job
management! Phone message center, proposals with built-in landscape CAD
designer, scheduling, invoicing and more.
Posts to QuickBooks. Print estimates on
site with new hand-held PCs and download
to office. Call Tree Management Systems
- 1-800-933-1955, see demo at
www.turftree.com

ArborGold Software

WTopkick, 3116

FINANCING

IL

•
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•
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Pete Mainka

Enerprises,Itic.
633 Cecilia Drive • Pewaukee,W1 • 53072

Phone:

262-691-4306

33 years cf Success
Specializing in Pre-Owned Equipment

Hand-Fed Chippers - of all sizes
Stump Grinders
Waste Reduction Machines
368-Beast Recyclers - horizontal grinder
Whole Tree Chippers - towable
and self-propelled
Check out our complete list of used equipment at www.banditchippers.com or call
1-800-952-0178 for more information.

Please circle 42 on Reader Service Card
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TREE LAW BOOK

Tree Law Cases in the USA by Lew
Bloch, is a fascinating look at 100+
tree cases. Includes borderline trees,
trespassing, negligence, safety, municipalities, utilities, and more. More
information at www.lewbloch.com or
call (301) 983 2781.

ArborWare
The Business Solution
for Arborist, Landscape
& Lawn Care Professionals

Safety & Training Materials
Improve your employees' knowledge and
professionalism with the NAAs newly revised
Home Study program. The program provides
you with a cutting-edge education that is almost impossible to find outside the college
classroom. The Home Study program is full
of diagrams, drawings and photos that clearly
illustrate what is being taught.

Includes complete Customer Management: Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders,
Invoices, Statements, and Accounts Receivables. Also includes: Customer
Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease
control, chemical application and DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance and DOT reporting, Job Costing,
Marketing and Management Reporting,
comprehensive User Manual, and more
Call (800) 49-ARBOR (2-7267) for more information.

Give your crews comprehensive training in
chipper use and maintenance, plus a lot
more. Basic Training for Ground Operations
in Tree Care breaks new ground in crew
training. Video titles are: An Orientation to
the Arboriculture Profession; Vehicle Safety;
Job Planning and Preparation; Working
Safely and Efficiently; and Brush Chipper Operation and Maintenance. Contact the NAA
at 1-800-733-2622 or at www.natlarb.com .
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Classified ads
$65 per 250 characters ($55 NAA inember.$). Payable in advance.
Ad deadline is the 20,1, u/I/u' mouth, i,,o imunutlis prior to jtuihluutio,i.
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www.natlarb.com falls right into
your tree care company's needs

For details, go to www.natlarb.co ,,,,
e-mail: S'Io,,e@,,atlarh.co,n, or call 1-800-733-2622.

Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales, Inc.
AR 2 - Box 509 - Sugarloaf, PA 18249
Now ollei'iug
Hock etTriick
Service and Repairs !!
..;f

F111a11('iIlg Available
$90 l)owii / No Payment lr 90 Days
Flexible I )clivery Terms !!
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Staffing
Problems?
We can help!
Recruit from the UK
lET has qualified and experienced
climbers (and other staff) who are hooking
for placements with US firms.
We arrange the visa, provide relocation
advice and health insurance.
Hiring from the UK is both inexpensive
and effective.
Call for more details and resumes of our
latest candidates. From the US dial...

01144-1892-516164
Fax: 01144-1892-523172
Davidslltt@jobsamerica.co.uk
lot,! i. (M( Gis (It t)is'I
Aerial 1.11 .1 of Conn.

I 1(1(15 ('SIr

v1(' 5'i, 101(1
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Visit Our Web .....www.inlckeysbuckettrucks.com .....to view special offer..

Call Toll Free 1-888-340-1756
I'!eisc eticle 32
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The Ierp marches on.

4W

Combating
the Lerp
Psyllid
B' Don Dale

66

Despite the ability to
micromanage the imported red gum lerp
psyllid (Glvcaspis
I
brilnble(olnbi) with
chemical treatments,
the imported pest is
advancing up and
down the California
coast because of the
inability of scientists
Ilk
and arborists to control
•
it on a macro scale.
This native of Australia and a relentless
destroyer of red gum
eucalyptus (Eucaivp
las caniaduleusis) trees has now
progressed into northern California and
all the way to the Mexican border - and
presumably south of it. Arborists and
scientists throughout the state are
alarmed by the impact it has had on one
of the signature, though imported, trees
of the region.

Biological control
The introduction of parasitic wasps
that are the natural enemies of red gum
lerp psyllid (RGLP) in Australia holds a
lot of promise, but establishment of the
parasitoids is not yet as successful as establishment of the pests. Dr. Don
L)ahlsten, professor of biological controls at the University of California at
Berkeley, won't predict whether the
wasps, genus Psvllaphagus will be able
to control the psyllids.
"The good news is that we have
had good releases in a number of
sites around the state," Dahisten
reports. But it is still fir from
certain whether the parasitoids
alone will cause lerp populations to
drop. That, in fact, is being evaluated this
summer.
"It's a project that's in progress," he
notes. It takes time for biological controls to establish and become effective,
and the program had some early difficulty in raising the parasitic wasps. Now
the university no longer has to raise the
wasps, because they can be captured in
the wild.
At first Dahlsten thought that the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - AUGUST 2002

wasps would establish better in coastal
areas, but now they seem to be adapting
to drier inland areas, such as Imperial
County. Dahisten cautions that there are
many factors at work when biological
controls are used. In Australia the lerp
psyllids are everywhere among eucalyptus trees, but they do not kill them. He
does not know what unknown factors
keep psyllid populations low. He points
out, however, that insecticides used to
kill RGLP in California may also kill
their parasites.
"If the psyllid gets a dose of it, it will
affect the wasps," Dahlsten says. Insecticides could affect the wasps when they
feed on the psyllid and could affect the
wasp egg after it is laid on the leaves.

Sprays
Scientists and arborists agree that
spray treatments on lerp psyllids on red
gums are often ineffective. The characteristic lerp, the sugary protective
structure built on leaves by the nymph,
prevents sprays from reaching the pest.
In addition, it is difficult to effectively
spray a 60-foot eucalyptus tree, and there
are safety concerns because of the urban
locales.

Soil injection
Ground applications can be efficacious, however. Jim Wanlancl, manager
of pest control for Western Arhorist, Inc.
in Pasadena, Calif., has used soil-injected Merit (another formulation using
imidacloprid) on infested red gums at
golf courses, movie studios and Dodger
Stadium. He has tried micro-injection
methods but feels ground application is
"a better way to go."
"We've started a (red ( , um) preservation program that is so successful that
they've had to have them pruned down."
Wanland says of trees at Oakmont Country Club in Glendale. He reports the golf
course managers wanted to save a stand
of eucalyptus outside the clubhouse, and
he has since saved about 130 trees.
"They haven't lost any," Wanland
notes of the red gums. He has used spray
materials, too, with moderate success,
mixing Merit with Tempo to give him a
systemic with a contact insecticide. He
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has decided that ground applications are
safer and longer lasting - providing up
to 18 months of residual control.
Wanland injects Merit at labeled rates
into the drip zone of the tree, using a
truck with water tanks and a Green
Guard root feeder to force the material
into the soil every 3 feet. Then he makes
sure the tree is well irrigated. In hot
weather he sees lerp psyllids being killed
within two weeks. In winter he may
make an application that will take effect
with the onset of warmer weather.
At a cost of "roughly $100 per tree,"
Wanland is very happy with ground application. It's an alternative to losing
grand old eucalyptus trees.

at California State Polytechnic University, Ponoma, looked at both Imicide and
oxydemeton-methyl in 1999 and 2000.
He found both effective, but less so when
mixed. The Imicide proved both efficacious and long-lasting.
"The mixture is not what you want to
do," Young suggests. "I'd go with the
labeled material."
Applied to 20-year-old red gums lining a golf course in Industry Hills east
of Los Angeles, Imicide, a J.J. Mauget
formulation of imidacloprid, was very
effective - even though the trees were
from 60 percent to 80 percent defoliated.
Treatment followed the protocol established by Mauget, which funded the
study, and was published in the Journal

IVIR.iI %.JII IJJLIs.JI I

of

Tests conducted by Dr. Lester Young
on the efficacy of two insecticides injected into the trunks of red gums set the
stage for widespread use. Young, professor of horticulture/plant and soil science

An 11/64-inch drill bit was used to
penetrate the tree trunk about 3/4-inch into
the xylem, and capsules were attached to
the holes by feeder tubes. Imidicloprid
was applied at a rate of 3 mL of 10 per-

A rboriculture.

Price Reduced!!!

'91 Chevy Kodiak
New "Silver Knight" Forestry Body
14 feet by 72 inches high (20 yard capacity)
Caterpillar Diesel - 5-speed transmission

$1 9,900

SCHODORP
Truck & Body Equipment Co.
885 Harmon Ave. P.O. Box 23322
Columbus, Ohio 43223

Call Mike Cassidy at 1-800-288-0992
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cent active ingredient per 5 cm of trunk
diameter. Averaged reduction of lerps
over three months was 8 1.4 percent; over
eight months 73.2 percent; and over 15
months 40.7 percent. Because of different tree sizes, health, and availability of
water and nutrients, the variation between individual trees was often great.
"Each tree is like a person, and will
have different responses," Young notes.
Still, he says, the Imicide treatments
were effective quickly and were longlasting.
"It's really sad" to see what's happened, laments Tom Launder, an arborist
whose company, Arborist Consulting
Services in Oceanside, Calif., has treated
hundreds of eucalyptus in San Diego
County. Some of the trees that have been
killed are nearly 100 years old, and their
loss is transforming the look of older
Southern California communities.
"I had one gentleman say that this is a
billion-dollar problem that we're throwing nickels and dimes at," Launder says.
He points out that he can save individual
trees with microinjections, but that the
hoped-for salvation by a parasitic wasp
is so far proving to be some distance in
the future. That means that huge stands
of red gum eucalyptus are being killed.
Launder uses microinjections of
Imicide to treat individual trees. The systemic insecticide is extremely effective
when properly injected into the xylem of
red gums, but it's too expensive to use
statewide, so there is no way to stop the
advance of the pest.
Arnold Farran, a Mauget operations
executive, explains that each tree will
require several capsules, depending its
size. "Take the diameter of the tree at
breast height, and divide by two," Farran
explains. A 24-inch tree, for example,
would require 12 capsules.
While that may seem like a lot of time,
effort and expense, Farran insists that the
cost of the Imicide injections is cheap
compared to cutting dead trees and removing them. The suggested retail price
of the injectors is $3.17 each. A 36-inch
tree would require 18 units, which would
cost $57. That includes the insecticide,
but not the labor to install them. It takes
a few minutes to install each injector.
Launder, who has treated many trees
this way, drills the injection holes just
above soil level. He also drills another
set of holes a few inches up from the
Imicide holes, inserting microinjectors of

Fertilizer there. He uses the same nuni-

costly place in Anierica to buy a hoiiie.

her ui fertilizer capsules as he does

It was built in the niiddle of a red gum

moval of some 20,000 dead eucalyptus

Iiiiicide capsules.

forest planted in the early 1900s. The city

trees), and others such as Newport Beach

has now become a poster child for in-

are treating and fighiti rig the lerps.

Before Launder treats a tree he has to
try to predict whether it can he saved.

fested trees, and it has changed the

First, lie wants to treat trees that have at

aesthetics of the area.

least 20 percent to 30 percent of their

was earmarking $2.3 million for the re-

"We're trying to save key trees,"
Launder explains, describing the situa-

Downtown areas that were once de-

tion in heavily int'ested San Diego

leaves. Second, he looks at the hark to

fined by shady lanes of overhanging

County. But it' arhorists are called into

see whether it is split beyond normal

eucalyptus trees have been virtually de-

,in a rca too late, there isn ' t iii tic hi that ca ii

from drying out of the tree. If a red guni

nuded, Launder says. He sees no

he done. He's working on the assLiliip-

has splits of an iiich or inch and a half, it

evidence that parasitic wasps, which

tioni that microinjcctioii is a method of '

may he too tar gone.

have been released in the area by the Uni-

saving a few trees until the biological

"It depends on how much leaf surface
You have left," lie eniphasi zes. but adds

versity of California. are ihiminishinig

controls kick in, but lie's not sure that's

popu hat otis.

ever going to happen.

that he may drill a hole iiito the tree to

"They are surviving our winters,"

In the meantime, large numbers of'

check the health of the xylcni. Old trees,

Launder says of the wasps. He hopes that

trees in Rancho Santa Fe are being

such as those lie's treating in Rancho

populations will establish and begin

tagged for removal. In most cases new

Santa Fe and in an historic part of

slowing the advance of the lerps. Until

tree species are being selected for re-

l- scoiidido, not only require niore treat-

then, all lie can do is respond to the cries

planting. Sometimes, red gums are

nient. but they also don't recover as well

of help from cities and honieow tiers.

replanted.

as young trees do.

Firewood has beconiie plentiful in

"I Wouldn ' t recomriierid it," Launder

Nevertheless, Launder has been sav-

Southern Cal i torriia lately. Commuiii ties

cautions, expressing his pessiniisni that
the lerp will be conquered in the near

ing historic 50-inch trees lie's been

like San Juan Capistrano. Carlsbad and

treating in Escondido. "1 haven't lost a

Los Angeles are reniovi ng many trees

future. "Needless to say, it's prett\ (1ev-

tree out there yet," he reports happily.

(Los Angeles recently announced that it

its tat ing.

TCI

I 11 observations indicate that the i nsecticide normally has moved through the
tree and begins working within two
weeks. Wa riii weather and good soil
moisture speed uptake, because the xyhem is flowing well.
"The first thing that happens is the
lcrps stop feed i rig, " Launder notes. Soon,
the honeydew from their excrement stops
dropping from the leaves.
Thoug I

e

dits inectou
i
j

is

riot a permanent solution. "we're huyi rig
the trees tinie," lie says. Nine to 12
months later lie checks treated trees
aga in as part of Ills IPM prog ra lii to see
I I erps are reappeari rig on t he leaves, lie
will treat again as needed if the property
owner wants to spend the money. Large
trees infested in Fscondido were treated
aga In after 17
"And I '
SLilli

iii

1110111 Ii s
( '0111(y

to do it agat ii ill[.,,

nier," Launder reports. lie feels that

(lie nutrition program along with good
irrigation practices boost the health of
the treated trees. This gives them an excellent chance at recovering from even
severe lerp psy II id in feslations. A eucalyptus can go t
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splitting and lifting time In half

Timberwoif log splitters
are engineered for the fast
cycle time and heavy
tonnage it takes to get the
job done. Our bigger,
baffled hydraulic tanks run
cooler for longer life.
And every Timberwoif
splitter is built to
order in the U.S.A. If
you're serious
about wood, it's
a
time you got
'
serious about
a Timberwoif.
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• .we blew through that mountain of wood, were able to
cash out the machine and pocket some vacation money."

several

—Dennis Redican, Tabor Tree & Land Co., MA

detohiat ions, and it it conies hack with
fresh gr .ow t Ii iii the spring it niiay still be
salvageable.
under . has done it lot of work in the
Launder
San Diego County city of Rancho Santa
Fe. North of San Diego, Rancho Saul a
Fe was recently recognized as the niost
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Fungi May Help Trees
Fight Acid Rain

New Zealanders Give
Thanks for Chain Saws

York State Attorney General's office.
The six companies cited own trucks,
buses and vans that have been the most

A recent discovery has indicated that my-

Members of the tiny farming community

Frequent violators of anti-pollution laws

corrhizal Fungi on the roots of some trees in

of Tapawera, in the remote far north of New
Zealand's South Island, are giving thanks to

against idling.
PepsiCo Inc.'s Frito-Lay Inc.. Grey-

"God's gill to humanity": the chain saw.
At a recent special service dedicated to the

hound Lines Inc. and Gray Line New York
Tours, Community Coach Inc.. Leisure

chain saw, 30 attendees brought their saws,

Lines Inc. and Suburban Trails Inc. will
pay a total of $ 103,000 for trees to be

the Northeastern United States can help those
trees defend themselves against the effects
olacid rain.
Timothy J. Fahey, a Cornell University
lorcst ecologist and co-author of the fungi
reported that Fungi on some tree roots help

placed them on the altar, and afterwards performed an impromptu "chainsaw orchestra,"
according to the Nelson Evening Mail news-

supply the trees with calcium - one of the
important plant nutrients that acid rain can

paper. Church council member Ian
Cuthhertson gave thanks to the people who

discovery, as well as his fellow scientists,

leach from torest soils. Trees that contain the

invented the first chainsaws, those who made

fungi include spruce, hr and oaks. Unfortunately, according to Fahey, the fungi don't

them now, "and for people who use
chainsaws for our benefit - farmers and for -

help sugar maples, noting that calcium and

est workers," the paper reported.
Children received pictures of chainsaws

magnesium depletion in soil caused by acid
rain is cited as a cause in the decline of sugar
maples in the Northeast.
The report appeared in a recent issue of
the journal Maitre.

to color, and one child drew a picture oliesus
holding a chain saw.
Pastor Flavell Stephens-Smith said the idea

Greene in Brooklyn.
"Vs/c thought that instead of just levyIn(' a fine that would go into state coffers '
It would mak e sense to remediate the situation to the extent that idling has led to
emissions that have caused asthma and
health consequences," said state Attorney
General Eliot Spitzer. "The best defense
to that are trees - putting trees hack in
neighborhoods that need them."

for the service came to him through God.

Sudden Oak Death
Pathogen Found in UK

Oral Ivy '
Prevents and treats the
Symptoms of poison ivy,
poison oak, and
l)O1SOfl sumac.

Prevents & Treats Symptoms

Officials in the United Kingdom recently
stated that the pathogen that has caused thousands of sudden oak deaths in the United

Pa. Combats Hemlock
Woolly Adelgid
The Pennsylvania State Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources
(DCNR) Bureau of Forestry recently announced it has more than doubled the release of predatory insects to target an

States has been tound in the UK.
According to Secretary of' Environment.
Food and Rural Affairs Margaret Beckett, the

emerging foe of the eastern hemlock,

organism that causes the disease Phvtoplitliora ranmmiii - has been detected,

coLinties have received more than 80,000

Pennsylvania's state tree.
This year, a total of' 25 sites in 15

to

A survey found the pathogen on viburnum

of the predatory ladybird beetle
Pseu(losc'1'lnnus tsllgae (Pt), which eats

• Reduce Comp. Claims

and rhododendron plants.
Beckett said research is under way to de-

hemlock woolly adelgid eggs and its other
life stages. From 1 999 to 2001, 34,000

• Reduce Absenteeism

termine whether the recently discovered
organism could cause the same widespread

• Improve Safety

damage as it did in California.
Sudden oak death has destroyed thousands

• Improve Morale

oF Cal i fbrnia' s prized coast live, tan and black
oaks and has spread to other trees and shrubs,

Use O,'al

11:11M

but the disease itself has not been found.

beetles were released at six locations in six
Counties.
"This increased biological effort comes
amid public concern and mounting dkunage
caused by the hemlock woolly adelgid," state

• Increase Efficiency

including hay laurels, rhododendrons, big

Forester Dr. James R. Grace said. "Infestations of the hemlock woolly adelgid have

Only $14.95 + $1.95 Postage
10% Discount By the Dozen

leaf maples, madrone and nianzan ita.
No cure has been found and scientists are

been confirmed in 41 counties in Pennsylvania, sometimes endangering trees whose

Still unsure as to how the disease spreads

grace and beauty dominate many oh the most

Free Shipping fO r \AA mciiihcis I hru 030/02
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VISA

Distributed by SeItHEAL, Inc.
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attractive forested residential and high-use

Pollution violators
Told to Plant Trees
In New York City recently, owners of six
companies that have been violating anti-pollution laws have made a deal to plant 100
trees as part of a settlement with the New

Please circle 51 on Reader Service Card
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planted in neighborhoods that include Central Harlem. the South Bronx and Fort
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recreation areas in the state."
Purchase of the beetles, which cost $2
each, and their release and study are part oh
an effort to curtail the hemlock woolly
adelgids spread and damage, said Dr. Donald
A. Eggen, chief oF the Bureau of Forestry's
Forest Pest Management Division.
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A New Angle on Chipping
BY Peter Giangiulio

n a beautiful, balmy spring
day with no climbing on the
agenda. I hunkered down for a
day of' solo ground clearing and chipping.
The brush piles went down as the chip
box filled up, and by early afternoon, it
was time to clump the truck. I shut off
and disconnected the chipper on a relatively level piece of ground. Instead of
dumping the chips first,! decided to grab
a quick lunch. I sat on the tray of the
brush intake Funnel to tear through a
meatloaf sandwich.
In a heartbeat, I lost my appetite as the
chipper tipped over on me, gripping me
inside the funnel box like a fly in a Ventis fly trap. Nine hundred pounds of
metal pinched clown on me, leaving me
in a very undignified position, with my

O

butt and back inside the funnel, my legs
splayed out in front of me with heels flat
on the ground, and head pushed down
between my legs. On the ground, inches
from my face, was the meatloaf sandwich
I had been looking forward to all morning. Now this position may he no big deal
to an Olympic gymnast, but I really
hadn't had time to loosen up properly.
My first thought was suffocation, and
I started yelling for help. The only one
around was a neighbor mowing his lawn;
the engine drowned out my screams. But
if I could yell, I could breathe, and I
knew getting out was up to me. With
heels flat against the ground. I had no
leverage to push with my legs. At that
point, I figured my hack was broken.
Even with a healthy one, leg-pressing
900 pounds was not an option, but clear

thinking was not my forte at that moment. In desperation, I wiggled hard to
the left, and popped out of the funnel.
The bar that should have been supporting the rear jack had dug into the
ground, stopping the chipper from going over further. Looking like an
evolution-of-man poster, I slowly
went from crawling on all fours to a
bent-over Neanderthal to a modern
human with really poor posture.
I was lucky. I only suffered a couple
of herniated discs. After some weeks of
rest, I found I could still work, with some
mild discomfort. My nights, however,
gave new meaning to the concept of pain
threshold. I'm OK as long as I don't feel
the need for sleep.
I took home three lessons from this
day:
• IF crazy enough to work alone, don't
do stupid things.
• Either take the time to use the front
and rear jack on any unhitched piece or
equipment, or at least find a table at a
nice restaurant for lunch.
Avoid red meat - it really is had For
You.

•

Peter (]l(l1!i1g/i() is the oniier of
Carle vbrook Gardens Tree Service in
TO
Mo/into,,, Pc,,,,.
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Cambistat m 2SC

Improve the Durability
of Urban Trees
Tree Size Mai,itenance
Vegetative growth is reduced by
approximately 40-60% over 3 years.
This energy can be reallocated
to root development,
defense, and storage.
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photosynthesize under
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Studies show that plants treated with cambistatTM have less
stress related insect and disease issues than untreated controls.
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Root SYsteiii Enh ancc,i, cn l*
A root system with greater capacity to explore the soil for
water and minerals will improve a trees durability under
all urban stress situations.
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Scientific Advancements
www.rainbowscivance.com
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to Milwaukee and the 13th Annual Tree Care Industry Expo
presented by the National Arborist Association, Inc.

Nov. 74, 2002
MIDWEST EXPRESS CENTER
MILWAU KEE, WISCONSIN

Why should you attend?
* SMART MANAGER and
* EXPERT PRACTITIONER
seminar series allow you to customize your
educational experience to fit your needs - with
several sessions offering ISA continuing education units.
BUY COW! ... Take advantage of the gold
card. If you are attending 5 or more seminars
SAVE, SAVE, SAVE!

NAA will provide
certificates of recognition
to those individuals who
attend each of the six (6)
SMART MANAGER
seminars during TCI
EXPO, with additional
recognition for those who
attend the "Business
Managers' Workshop" on

'!iL

The sky is the limit with
what you'll learn from thill,
year's exciting program.
Over 150 exhibitors under
one roof, bringing you
cutting-edge tree care
equipment, technolo gy,
suppi es 'Ind servI( es.

November 6.

New
This
Year!

Registration Procedure
Please )11ot0(0py and complete a separate registration
for each conference attendee. Registration is
REQUIRED to obtainyour admission badge.

fr

Bring your employees lo 1 U EXPO
2002. TO EXPO - a valuable
educational experience!

Register before the [any Bird deadline of October 4
to receive discounts on Trade Show Admission and
educational seminars.
All TO EXPO admission badges will be mailed to
attendees who register prior to October 11, 2002.
Individuals registering after October 11 must stop by
the pre-registration desk located outside of Hall D to
pick up their admission badge.

(see registration
for details)

ACRT, Ili(.
Adams Business Media
/\Dl Pruning Tools by TOL Incorporated
Aerial Equipment, LLC
Aerial Lift, Inc.
Agape Designs
Alexander Equipment Co. Inc.
Alliance Equipment
Altec Industries, Inc.
Alturnamats, Ili( - .
American Arhorist Supplies Inc.
American Express Business Finance
American Standard Company
Arborjet, Inc.
ArborSoftWorx
ArborSystems, LLC
Arbortech
Arborwear, LLC
Arthur Clesen, Inc.
Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
Auto Manufacturing, Inc.
Bahco Tools 1n
Bailey's
Bandit Industries, Ili( - .
Bartlett Manufacturing Company
Bayer Corporation
BBA Nonwovens/Reemay lnc./Bio Barrier
Ben Meadows Company
Blue Ridge Arborist Supply
Brush Technology
Buccaneer Rope Co.
Buckinghani Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Cargotec Inc.
I. P. Carlton Company, Div. DAF Inc.
Central Power Distributors
Climb Axe, Ltd.
Commercial Cutters Direct
Concept Engineering Group, 111(./AIRSPADE
Corona Clipper
Creative Sales, Inc.
Cutter's Choice
Davey Tree Expert Co.
t)ICA Marketing Co.
Doggett Corporation
Doskocil Industries, Inc.
DUECO, Inc.
Dynamic Manufacturing Corp.
ECHO, Inc.
Inginaire
II ngi tie Distributors, I tic.
Ihe F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co.
FAE Grinding Equip., LLC
Fanno Saw Works
FCI-Racine Hydraulic Tools
I ('con, Inc.
I ('hr Bros. Industries, Inc.
I orestry Stippl iers, Inc.
I ranklin Equipnient Company
Fred Marvin Asso
Fresco Arborist Supplies
Future Forestry Pr( d ii ts IM .
GempIer'
Good Tree (are ( ittipany
Green Manufacturing, III(
Growteh, Inc.
Gyro-Tr,n , 1n.
The I-Iarttord
Horticultural Alliance, ln
H usqvaroa
IML - Inst riiment Me( chan i Labor, In(
lniplemax Equipment Co., In( .

Independent Prole( t ittn Company
International Equipment & Training, Ltd.
International Society of Arboriculture
Jameson
Jarraff Industries Inc.
John Beau Sprayers/Du rand-'Vayl and, Inc.
The Knife Source, LLC
Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
Leonardi Mfg. Co., Inc.
Liberty Financial Group, Inc.
The Loader Div of NMC - Wollarti
Marshall Manufacturing
MAT-t, trW.
J.J. Mauget Conll)any
Mayo Global Transportation Inc.
McDonald Equipment Company (MECO)
Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales Inc.
Midwest Arborist Supplies
Miller Machine
Mills Truck Sales
Minnesota Wanner Company
Morhark, Inc.
MTI Insulated Products Inc.
National Arbori st Association
Ift
Niemeyer Corporation
Nifty Lift, Inc.
Northeastern Arborist Supply
Payeur Distributions Inc.
Peavey Mfg. Co.
Petzl America
Plant Health Care, Ili( .
Plastic Composites Corporation
Polecat Industries, Inc.
Power Great Lakes, Ire .
Power Planter, Iti(.
Power Transni issi( to I e hnoli gy
Practical Solutions, Inc
Preformed Line Produ IS
Rai 111)0w Treecare Scieot it i( Advancements
Ray( t i Manufacturing, Ire.
Rear's Mtg. Co.
Reinclers Inc.
Roche Diagnostics Corp(tr,it 11(11
ROOTS
Samson Rope Tech nologu 's
Schoclorf Truck Body & I i1iiiptue111 (u.
Service Conimunicath itt Siiltw,ire
Sherrill Arhorist Supply
Sierra Moreno Mercantile
Southco I tidust rh's, Ili(
Spirit/Miller Driveaway
Stihl Incorporated
Stump Removal 1n./K\ N 1)1
Sunrise Concepts Ili(
Tamarack Clearing Ili(
tent
Tanaka Power Equipment
Terex Telele t, Ili(
Terravent
Tilton Equipment ( ttq )aos
Tintherwolf Manutac Wring C orletratloti
T-M,ite-O Tree SlIl)ltorts
Tree & I ,itidsr,ipe Fittnpment Trader
Tree Management Systems, Inc.
Tree I etli Microinlect ion ysti'tns
TrIR Is & Ri rts of 1 dtTtI 1,
U.S. Rigging Supply/Pelu in Rope Wtrks
Urban Forestry Sol ut tilt.
V & H, Inc.
Verrneer Manutacturitig ( otupany
VERSALIFT, TIME Matiutacturing Co.
Wall Industries

lF

Weaver Leather, Inc.
Wisconsin Arborist Association
Wood/Chuck Clipper Corporation
\A/,,,irkmn Inc

Attend TO EXPO 2002
and make a difference in
your future!
The products and
services you need to
achieve success with
your tree care
company are all
under one roof.
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ucksl.
There will be two drawings ea(li
day on the Trade Show floor for
at least $200 in ARBORBUCKS.
Drawings will be held on
Thursday and Friday at 12 noon
and 2 p.m. and Saturday at
11 am. and 1 p.m.

j1

ARBORBUCKS can be used the
same as cash to make purchases
at the show from participating
vendors. There is no cost to enter
the drawing. Just complete the
survey found in your pocket
program.

Winners must be present to
receive ARBORBUCKS cash!

ArborBucks are as good as cash at
participating vendors.

ARBORBUCKS
participants:

ARRORI3I(KS /

Aerial Lift of CT
Alexander Equipment, Co.
Alturnamats, Inc.
American Arborist Supplies Ii
Arborjet, Inc.
ArborSoftWorx
Arborwear LLC
Concept Engineering Group, Ini(
DICA Marketing Co.
Fehr Bros. Industries, lie
Fresco Arborist SuppIie
Growtech, Inc.
Karl Kuemmerling, In(
Marshall Manufacturing
Minnesota Wanner Company
National Arborist Associati ni, Ire
Northeastern Arborist Supply
Plant Health Care, Inc.
Rayco Manufacturing, In( .
Sherrill Arborist Supply
T-Mate-O Tree Supports
U.S. Rigging Supply/Peli( an Rope Works
and more - see

t'111,11

list at registration

I

-

Tree Demonstration Area
Visit the Tree Demonstration Area on the trade show
floor for scheduled demonstrations of various
arborist skills. Upon completion of a scheduled
demonstration, ISA Certified Arborists will become
eligible to receive ISA re-certification credits by
filling out a demonstration attendance form.

WR

Lj

wo Special
Workshops
q uii - 12 pm
Room 201 C/D
Midwest Express Center

Taking Control of Your Business Financial Planning
David G. Dewsnap, ct_u

NAA will provide
certificates f
f
to those individuals who
attend each of the six (6)
SMART MANAGER
seminars during TO
EXPO, with additional
recognition for those who
attend the "Business
Managers' Workshop" on

Professional Practitioner
Afternoon

I 1)111 - 4 piii
Room 202 A/B
Midwest Express Center

Elements of a Hazard Tree Risk
Management ProgramMark Duntemann

November 6.

New
This
Year!

Professional Practitioner
Workshop I
MorningSessi on
am - 1 2 pm
Room 202 A/B
Midwest Express Center
C)

Evaluating Trees for Hazard
Ed Hayes

I'1i

-

The mission of this workshop, like
the stated mission of Safetrees, is to
bring to the field the best research
available on tree assessment and
risk management in an easy-tounderstand format. Dr. Ed Hayes,
(0-founder of Safetrees, has over 25
years of experience with this topic.
He is the author of L valuat iog Tree
Defects, and a veteran of numerous
tree hazard assessment preseritationc throughout the world.

As a rl)orist , (oflsO Itants afl(l urban
foresters, we deal with the question
of risk on a regular basis. The past
15 years has seen a marked
increase in hazard tree diagnosis
training. A parallel to this training
is an increased comern about the
liability associated with managing
trees. Adding a third and final
element to the discussion on
hazard trees, this session focuses
on risk and how we, in a profession
that maintains and manages trees,
(an develop progressive-risk
reduction strategies that are
achievable, defensible and
reasonable. Duntemann is
president and owner of Natural
Path Forestry Consultants, 1n
Montpelier, Vt. His business (heals
with all fa( ets of urban forestry. His
client base is primarily government
agencies ranging from local cities
and park departments to state,
national and international agencies,
located in 17 states and five
oontriec.

For the past 20-plus years, financial planner David
Dewsnap has worked with business owners on
effective methods of conducting business and personal
financial planning. During this time, he has helped
bring special attention to the unique problems
associated with business succession planning and its
corollary issues: retirement income planning, estate tax
reduction, and special situation planning. In addition
to his presentations for NAA Business Management
workshops, he has spoken before groups from Vermont
to Georgia, and been guest lecturer at the University of
Delaware and the Wharton School of Business. David
is affiliated with Whipple & Associates in Horshani,
Pa., and is a registered representative of MML Investors
Services of Springfield, Massachusetts. In this session,
he will be providing attendees with some of the
valuable insights he has gained through his considerable experience and extensive education so that they
in improve their business financial planning skills
and techn h1 iies

1)111 - 4 1)111
Room 201 (/D
Midwest Express Center

The 11-Step, Bulletproof, "Kick Butt" Super-Selling
Process- Marty Grunder
Marty Grunder is a nationally recognized speaker,
consultant, and entrepreneur. His years of running a
successful multi-million dollar landscaping business
has prompted not only other landscapers but entrepreneurs from across the country to seek Marty's advice.
1 he informal requests for his secrets of success resulted
in the formation of The Winner's Circle in 1996.
Today, The Winner's Circle - a marketing, managemerit, and motivational consulting company - works
With small businesses all over the U.S. and Canada. In
this session, participants will learn the exa( t I 1-step
bullet-proof selling process to instantly improve their
sales, mcI tiding how to handle reject ion, squash price
shoppers, make big sales on the first visit, get indecisive prospects to make a decision, get mu It i 1)11' sales
from the same client in a one-year period, get referrals
wit bout begging, sell while you're asleep, get the sales
even if you are the highest price, raise your prices at
renewal time and still get the job, and much more.

Friday, November 8, 200

Thursday, November 7, 2002
7:45

8:30

- 8:15 am
- 9:45 am
,*-

9:57am

-

ANNUAl. BUSINESS MEETING Open to NAA members only
iI1(' )USiI1eS of the association will be conducted at this time including the Board
of Directors election.

,

7

4 pm
4

Two dry bands of drought straddle the nation. The first runs up the East Coast from
Georgia to Maine, the second blankets the Rocky Mountain States down to the
southern tip of Texas and west to California. Predictions are that drought is likely
to persist or intensify. Amid water ban discussions and rising water costs, trees
silently suffer, because drought is a leading cause of plant stress. Dr. Philip Wargo,
Principal Plant Pathologist with the Northeastern Research Station at Hamden,
Conn., focuses on the physiological effects of stress and how it predisposes trees to
dieback and decline diseases. He has developed and evaluated procedures to
measure tree health and to predict the onset of decline. Learn what to expect as
trees begin to display the long-term effects of drought, and what you can do for
Your clients to mitigate the problem.

- 5 pm

- 5 pm *

microbiology with research in tree (le
of forest fungi, biological control of Ic
historic value. Projects involve novel,
understanding the biology and ecolog

8

- 9 am

SUPERVISOR'S SKILL-BUILDERS W
PRODUCTIVITY AND MORALE Lot

-

Over the past 20 years, Lou Benson, P
seniinars in the areas of change, leade
improvement. Experienced managers
they can implement immediately. Thi:
principles that make any supervisor m
si011, staff motivation and growth. Afte
all empowered team and rilariagi' tliei

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING

9 am

TRADE SHOW OPENS
Plan on an information-packed day of
services, and exchanging ideas with

y

9:30

- 10:30 am
''

-

Tree Demonstration Area
Be sure to fi I I oLit your entry form and you could be the winner of ARBORB UCKS
currency. ARBORBUCKS can be used as cash at any of the participating vendor
booths. Here's your chance to win the goods and services you need!

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING

9:30

- 10:30 am
''

- Tree Demonstration Area

It' s not too late to enter the drawing. You could be the winner!

TRADE SHOW CLOSES
HAVE MORE FUN AT WORK WITH MODERN ARBORICULTURAL
TECHNIQUES - Tom Dunlap
Technological advancements in the past 30 years have affected many aspects of

- Tony Bass

MANAGING AND SCHEDULING WORK CREWS

Tony Bass grew the company he started (Bass Custom Landscapes) to over
$2.5 million in annual sales while working in a county that has a total population of
barely 100,000 people. In addition, he has worked with numerous companies as
their personal consultant and has spoken to several leading industry organizations.
In this session, which is geared primarily for owners/operators, team leaders, project
managers, and schedulers, Tony focuses on key areas and methods of efficiently and
effectively managing one crew to multiple crews, including scheduling and routing,
job costing, downtime, planning in advance, and motivation and people management skills.
6 pm

WOOD BUILD-UP AND BREAKDO
Dr. Robert Blanchette
Dr. Blanchette will discuss what iapp
insights on how trees defend themseI

-

arboriculture, and they could make your days in the trees a lot more numerous
and enjoyable. Tom Dunlap is the owner of Canopy Tree Care and a partner in
Tree Climbing Team-USA in Robbinsdale, Minn. He teaches Arboriculture at
Hennepin County Technical College and serves as the advisor to the Urban
Forestry Club at the University of Minnesota.

4

- 9 am *

TRADE SHOW OPENS

y/

2 pm

8

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: CONSEQUENCES OF PROLONGED DROUGHT ON
TREES AND WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT Dr. Philip Wargo

Don't miss a single booth! Wear your walking shoes, because with more than 150
exhibitors, there will be a lot of ground to cover. TO EXPO is the largest tree care
trade show in the nation. If it will make your business more efficient, competitive,
productive or profitable, you'll find it here. Plus, we've arranged for live demonstrations and plenty of hands-on opportunities with some of the leading names in
the arborist industry. Check your show program for times and locations. To keep
Lip with the industry, you won't want to miss a single demo.

12 Noon

REGISTRATION OPENS

7:30am

REGISTRATION OPENS

7:30 am

&

12 Noon VF

V

IC

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Tree Dii
Be sure to fill out your entry form and
be used as cash at any of the parte. i1i,it

4 pm

TRADE SHOW CLOSES

4

- 5 pm

-

Inc l)'ri

HOW TO WRITE PRUNING SPEC'S

I

Expectations are pivotal in business. Vi
referral business. When you use the A
expectations for your clients, your ha
Artistic Arborist in Phoenix, has serve,)
show you how to successfully coninici

4

- 5 pm

HOW TO GET TOP DOLLAR FOR [V

'

Jeff D. Stokes is the CEO of Pinnacle Fe
this session, attendees will learn how it
to bid; calculate the mini mum acceptal
land more dollars per job. Overall, pail
ing the big jobs and underpricing the
their time accordingly; budget sales, es
ances throughout the year; and deternt

i

Complimentary hors d'oeuvres.
This celebrated evening recognizes and honors commercial tree care professionals
and their valuable clients. Join us and enjoy an evening of fun with fellow tree
care professionals.
In partnership with The Hartford
"""

i

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING

-

& D, Midwest Express Center

INTl
Jean L. 'awriglit, UMU, operates cii
the author of the Popular Eniployii 'i
businesses. Known for her unique ala
presentations at NAA's TO EXPO 200
logical, and clear Solutions. Using tb'
(OflSUItiilg ventures, jean will shai&' F"

2 pm

EXCELLENCE IN ARBORICULTURE AWARDS
WELCOME RECEPTION
PRESENTATION for all Attendees and Exhibitors
104 C

PRESERVING TREES DURING CONS
Sharpen your consulting skills! Jim Kri
emphasis on paving. Mr. Kringer has
and r(),I(l(!(iIr !J''
rela

5:15

- 6:15 pm
FREE

-

HOW DOES YOUR ORGANIZATIO,
Panel: Karen Doherty, David Hawkins
Is your company's safety program one
your way? This free session will acquai
life to your own program. The panelist
iialsill l,iil)iiir'\li'
weakn e'

Saturday, November 9, 2002
7:30am
IN: HOW TREES DEFEND THEMSELVES IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
'ns as trees are invaded and decayed in the tith.in lands ape and provide
s. Dr. B lanchette's work is in the area of forest pathology and wood
flSe mechanisms, deterioration processes of wood, hiotechnologkal uses
est pathogens, and the conservation of archaeological wood and wood of
nterdiscipl nary approaches to solving tree disease problems and
of forest mu robes.
RKSHOP: PRACTICAL TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE QUALITY,
Benson, Ph.D.
-I. D. has developed and presented many of the nat ion's most popu Lr
ship, 10,1111 building, sales and marketing, customer service and quality
nd novices alike have found powertul tools in this workshop session that
workshop strengthens leadership talents and reinforces management
re effective. Among the topics presented will he: leadership and soper'ithis session participants will have the tools to ( oninnunicate and inspire
time, priorities and resources.

REGISTRATION OPENS

8- 9 am * HOW ACCIDENTS OCCUR, AND WHY: ARBORICUITURAE
SAFETY IN THE U.S. - Dr. John Ball
Learn how to reduce risk ill your profession and business. Dr. Ball
(South Dakota State Univ.) will present data and analysis from a
survey of tree care companies in the U.S. on accidents over the
past five years. He will cover the types of accidents as well as
injuries that occurred, the industry's current safety training needs,
and more. Since the survey is being conducted right now, the
data will be current
8 - 9 am

POWER SELLING: WHAT MAKES A TOP SALESPERSON Hal Becker
As an internationally known expert Oil sales and Customer service,
a best-selling author, and a dynamic and entertaining speaker, Hal
Becker makes more than 120 presentations a year to organizations
that include IBM, Disney, Blue Cross, AT&T, Continental Airlines,
U.S. Postal Service and many more companies and associations.
He also providedI i rifm mrniative arid entenlain i rig presenitat ions at NAA's
TO EXPO in 1990 and 2001. Ili this session, attendees will learn
that to he the best takes an easy-to-follow system. Hal uses his own
experience as Xerox's No.1 salesperson, along with a 1 0-step coniimon sense, back-to-basics approach to give attendees the tools they
need to succeed

9 am

TRADE SHOW OPENS
This is your last day to see and learn everything you need to keep
your business moving. Be sure to take advantage of all TCI EXPO
2002 has to offer!

9:30 - 10:30 am

NEW LIFE (AND PROFITS) FROM OW TREES Dr. Sam Sherrill & Steve Bratkovich
If you are like most arhonists who pr i'ss wood waste into chips
or firewood, there is a potentially profitable wood utilization
alternative right under your rinse: turning urha ni trees into finish(,(]
ILumher products. Dr. Sherrill of the University of Cincinnati and
Steve Bratkovich of the U.S. Forest Service will share their
research, knowledge Of the markets, and other information you
will need to decide if this is a potential profit center for your firm.

ienionstrat ions, browsing the newest equipment, technologies and
ur peers. There's no show like TO EXPO.
RUCTION - Jim Kringer
nger will dis Us, how to 5dVO trees (luring ( onstrtictioo projects, with an
'urked for the city Of Milwaukee for .3.3 years, the past 22 in engineering
spection program that has drastically reduced the number of ionstrur tinn-

N THE NEW MILLENNIUM - Jean L Seawright, CMC
if the most respected HR management oriso It i rig firm ,, in tIne nation and is
Genie t he hiring, coach i rig, and term i nat i( ni ystelrn of choice for small
visionary approach to everyday human resoorce challenges, Jean, whose
were well re eived, will transform complicated hiring ( oncerns into simple,
sights, inspirations, and proven principles she has applied to her successful
ictical and useful tips for hiring talent (luring the "new war." Don't muss it!
lonstration Area
ou could he the winner of ARBORBUCKS currency. ARBORBU(KS can
ing vendor booths.

'

9:30 - 10:30 am

ronstrat ion Area ... It's not too late to enter the drawing. Go and win!

SING A300 - Tim Johnson
lien you meet or exceed your customer's 'xper tatiorns, you get repeat or
00 Standard to write pruning specifications, you set consistently high
agernent, your salespeople, and your crews. Tim Johnson, owner of
for over 10 years as chairman of the ASC A300 Committee. He'll
((ate your expectations using the newly reviser I A 100 Prun irig S1,11)(1,11- d.
RY JOB - Jeff D. Stokes
'formani e ( ;rcup, IM., ann organiiational development solutioii pni vider. In
predict what the lniyn'r is willing to pay arid what the competition is likely
)le markup fur any t)roie I; and make adj ustrnents from bid lmrforuiiarice to
iciparits will learn how to: allocate overhead to ensure they aren't overprictIe ones; establish operational sul)l)n rt and sales s1ip)ort capacity and price
penses and profit at the beginning ot the year, rem te to budget vanne gross profit aI ii ve dire( jul iii ists.
SAFETY PROGRAM MEASURE UP? Melissa IeVangie & Peter Gerstenberger
if the things that ontrihutes to your success, or one thing that stands in
it you Willi NAA 's Mom el Company Safety Program to help you bring new
Will lead you in an exercise to evaluate your program's st renigt lis and
(III, ('
I iiwking safety programs "come alive" in other companies.

11 am

ZF

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - I rem' Dimmunstralioni Area
It's not tnum late tmmo i'mrter the hrawing. You
muId win!
ISA Certification Exam Check-in

12:30 pm
1 pm

GROWING YOUR BUSINESS WITH IMPROVED CUSTOMER
SERVICE - Kennette Reed, CIP
Kenniette Reed, CL P, is a u ustm inner sm'rv ((C specialist marketing professional, speaker, author arid interior landscape consultant. In this
session, participants will learn: why every staff niieniibem must provicle excellent customer service; how improvements in service quality
affet customer retention; the true cost of a((lui ring new custoniiens; the long-term Value of retaining existing customers; how to increase profitability through increases in costmrniier retention rates;
how to be thankful for customers who ( ompla in; what tools your
customer service staff needs to be successful; and how to begin the
pni u ess Of u mnnvm'rt u ng to ,i proactive customer service team.

IT

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Tree Demonstration Area
Ymntnr last biance to win! See you at the ulenro area.

1 - 5 pm

ISA CERTIFICATION EXAM
Fo sit for the exam, VOL) in list all ISA to pri-nm'gustm'r at
(21 7)-355-94 Ii . At u1d icat immn and registration fee must he
received it tS,\ 1 2 working days prior tin m'xanii dale.

3 pm

TCI EXPO 2002 TRADE SHOW CLOSES!

IS

rivintp to

the

Midwest Express Cen

From General Mitchell International Airport.
• Start out going north on S. Howell Avenue!
WI-38 N towards Airport Exit by turning left.
• Turn left onto W. Grange Avenue.
• Turn slight left to take the ramp toward 1-94.
• Take the WI-1 19 W ramp.
• Merge onto Airport Spur.
• Take the 1-94!US-41 N exit toward 1-894
Milwaukee.
• Merge onto US-41 N.
• Take 1-43 N toward Green Bay.
• Merge onto 1-43 N.
• Take the Kilbourn Avenue exit
(exit number72C) towards Civic Center.
• Keep right at the fork in the ramp.
• Turn right onto N 6th Street.
• Turn left onto US-] 8 E/W Wells Street.
• Turn right onto N 4th Street.

From South (Racine, Kenosha, Chicago & points south & east)
• Go north on 1-94 West" to junction with 1-894 West/1-43 North.
• Follow signs to "Milwaukee Downtown" and continue on
-94 West/1-43 North to interchange with 1-794 East, near
:lowntown. Stay in middle lanes marked 143 North."
Watch signs for "Kilbourn Avenue/Civic Center"; exit is on the
right, just past the interchange.
• Exit at "Kilbourn Avenue/Civic Center," through a tunnel.
Emerge on Kilbourn Avenue at 6th Street.
• For parking, turn right on 6th Street, go one block, and turn left
on Wells Street. Parking entrance is on left inside Midwest
Express Center underpass.
• For main entrance, continue ahead on Kilbourn to 4th Street and
turn right. Go two blocks to entrance on 4th Street and on
Wisconsin Avenue.

From Southwest (Beloit, Janesville, Rockford, Quad Cities, etc.)
• Go northeast on 1-43 North.
• Follow signs to "Milwaukee Downtown" and continue on
1-94 Westl1-43 North to interchange with 1-794 East, near
downtown. Stay in middle lanes marked 1-43 North."
• Watch signs for "Kilbourn Avenue/Civic Center"; exit is on the
right, just past the interchange.
• Exit at "Kilbourn Avenue/Civic Center," through a tunnel.
• Emerge on Kilbourn Avenue at 6th Street.
• For parking, turn right on 6th Street, go one block, and turn left
on Wells Street. Parking entrance is on left inside Midwest
Express Center underpass.
• For main entrance, continue ahead on Kilbourn to 4th Street and
turn right. Go two blocks to entr nce on 4th Street and on
Wisconsin Avenue.

From North (Sheboygan, Green Bay & points north)
• Go south on -43 South to downtown and take
"Wells Street/] ith Street/Civic Center" exit.
• Follow signs for Wells Street. (left on ramp)
• Go east on Wells Street, see Midwest Express
Center overpass ahead, past 6th Street.
• For parking and main entrance, continue into
underpass. Parking entrance is on left inside
underpass. Main entrance is at 4th Street &
Wisconsin Avenue; continue through underpass
and turn right, go one block.

From West (Waukesha, Madison & points west)
• Go east on 1-94 East to junction with 1-43 and
1-794, near downtown.
• Follow signs to "James Lovell Boulevard/Civic
Center" exit. Exit is an "Exit Only" lane on right,
just beyond ramp marked "Chicago." (1-94 East)
• Take "James Lovell Boulevard/Civic Center" exit;
go left on ramp, under freeway.
• Continue on James Lovell Boulevard three blocks
to Wells Street.
• Turn right on Wells Street, see Midwest Express
Center underpass just past 6th Street.
• For parking and main entrance, continue into
underpass. Parking entrance is on left inside
underpass. Main entrance is at 4th Street &
Wisconsin Avenue; continue through underpass
and turn right; go one block.

'!

Flying

US Airways
US Airways has been selected as the primary air carrier.
Special discounts have been arranged on your air transportation.
Plan ahead and receive an additional 5 percent discount by ticketing
60 days or more prior to departure.

US Airways also offers exclusive negotiated rates for attendees who are
unable to meet the restrictions of the promotional round-trip fares.
To take advantage of this special offer, book online with
usairways.com using Meeting ID: MTG000361 or call US Airways'
Group and Meeting Reservation Office toll free at 1-877-874-7687 and
refer to Gold File No. 29622383. Should you require assistance with
booking online, refer to the following addresses: http://usairways.corn!
groups!guide.htm -or - http:/!usairways.com!groups/faq.htm.
Delta Airlines
Delta Airlines is offerings special rates which allow you a 5 percent
discount off Delta's published round-trip fares. By purchasing your
ticket 60 days or more prior to your departure date, you can receive an
additional 5 percent bonus discount. Special round-trip Zone Fares are
also available for savings on mid-week travel to the meeting. Two-day
minimum stay; no Saturday night stay required. Seven days advanced
reservations and ticketing required. For reservations, call Delta
Meeting Network Reservations at 1-800-241-6760 and reference Delta
File Number 187414A.
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Airport
Transpo
Ground 1 rat1sl)ort
the baggage claim
Airport Connectic
service to (loWflIot
special rate of $16
roundtri p transfers
established for TO t,sr'j d(l('tluees.
The Airport Connection reservation
desk is located near Baggage Claim 2
or call (414)769-2444 in advance to
make your reservation. Please
reference the National Arh ri st
Association/TO IXPO when
rvtt i( tn.
mal j flt Vt 1 ir it

This year the host hotel for TO
EXPO 2002 is the Hilton
Milwaukee City Center, directly
across from the Midwest Express
Center via skywalk at 509 West
Wisconsin Ave. Hilton Milwaukee City Center is offering TO
EXPO 2002 attendees a rate of
$117 single/double occupancy.
Self-parking
available on a
daily basis at a charge of $12 per
day. This includes in and out
privileges on a 24-hour basis.
Space is limited; be sure to make
You[- reservation early. This rate
will be offered until October 6,
2002. To make your reservation,
please (all the Hilton Milwaukee
City Center direct at
(414)271-7250. Be sure to
reference the National Arborist
Assoc iation/TCI EXPO room
lock when making your
II 'h(' rva t i oils.

(P)

794

Alternative accommodations are
available at the Holiday Inn
Milwaukee City Centre, located
a ross the street from the
Midwest Express Center. The
address for the Holiday Inn
Milwaukee City Centre is
611 West Wisconsin Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53203. The
Holiday tin Milwaukee City
Centre will offer TO EXPO 2002
attendees a mate of $90 single/
double/triple/quad occupancy.
Valet parking ts available for
overnight hotel guests at a daily
rate of $8. This includes in and
out privileges on a 24-hour basis.
Reservations must be made by
October 4, 2002 in order to
guarantee this preferred rate. To
teserve your room, please call t he
hotel direct at (414)273-2950 (111(1
be suit' to reference the National
Arborist Associatioii/TCI EXPO
room block.
46
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Register
EARLY and SAVE!

TCI EXPO Online
Register online at www.natlarb.com for the world's
largest tree care show. NAA offers a secure
transaction line, and confirmation of your registration will be received within minutes.

REGISTRATION
Please photocopy and complete a separate registra tion for each conference attendee. Register before
the Early Bird Deadline of October 4 to receive
discounts on Trade Show Admission and educational seminars. Registrations received after
October 4, 2002, not complying with the appropriate fees, will be billed accordingly. Registration is
required to obtain your admission badge. Everyone
is required to wear a badge issued by the National
Arborist Association to enter the exhibit hall and all
seminars. Be sure to pre-register and avoid long
lines at the registration area.

TCI EXPO Badges
All TO EXPO admission badges will be mailed to
attendees who register prior to October 11, 2002.

SEMINAR REGISTRATION CANCELLATIONS

Individuals registering after October 11, 2002 must
stop by the pre-registration desk located outside
Exhibit Hall D to pick up their admission badge.

All seminar registration cancellations must be received in writing at the
National Arborist Association office. Cancellations received on or
before October 18, 2002, will receive a full refund less a $25 administrative fee. Fees cannot be refunded after October 18, however you
are welcome to send a replacement. No telephone cancellations will

SEMINARS

be accepted.

Check the box beside each seminar you wish to
attend. Be careful not to pick two seminars
scheduled for the same time. Count the total
number of seminar hours indicated next to the
seminar titles. Record this number in the space
marked TOTAL SEMINAR HOURS.
F

If you are attending 5 or more seminars ... BUY
GOLD!
To purchase the GOLD CARD, which will give you
unlimited access to all educational sessions and the
Trade Show, check the appropriate box on the
registration form (01(1 enter the correct ailiOUlit in the
TOTAL COST line.
13 1_EASE NOTE: Registrations will he processed l)Ut
not confirmed until paid in full.

Name

How did you hear about TO EXPO?

Title

El
El
El
El
El
El

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone_________________________________ Fax

TO EXPO Brochure
TO Magazine
Arborist News
Other Industry Publication
NAA Web Site

Co-worker/Friend

El Other Trade Show

El Other

F-mail Address

ON-LINE REGISTRATION
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7
El #1 - 8:30am
Consequences of Prolonged Drought on Trees
El #2 - 4:00pm
More Fun at Work With Modern Arboricultural Tediniques

WWW.

........................

714 .-3 - 4:00pm

Managing and Sche( I u Ii rig Work Crews

...

...................................

I Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour

REGISTER BY FAX
((RI DI (ARD I'AYMFNtS ONI Y(

(603)3 14-5386

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
El #4 - 8:00am

El #5 - 8:00am
El #6 - 9:30am
El #7 - 9:30am

El #8 - 4:00pm
El #9 - 4:00pm
El #10 - 5:1 5pm

nat (art). (Ofli

\'V d Bu Id-up and Breakdown .............................................
Supervisor's Skill-Building Workshop .....................................
Preserving Trees During Construction ....................................
Interviewing & Hiring Talent in the New Mil lenniuni .............
How to Write Pruning Specs Using A300 ...............................
How to Get Top Dollar for Every Job ......................................
How Does Your Organization's Safety Program Measure Up?

1 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour
I Hour
I Hour
1 Hour
0 Hour

REGISTER BY PHONE
1-800-73 3-2622

It am - 5 pm Eastern Time

REGISTER BY MAIL
TO EXPO
3 Perimeter Road, Unit I

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9
El 111 t - 8:00,1111
How Accidents Occur, and Why?
El 4 1 2 - 8:00am
Power Selling: What Makes a Top Salesperson?
El #1 3 - 9:30am
New Life (and Profits) From 01(1 Trees
El #1 4 - 9:30am
Growing Your Business with Improved Customer Service

Manchester, NH 03103

..........................................
.....................

....................................
......

1 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour
I I tour

TOTAL SEMINAR HOURS

El Please (heck here if you require special
(

a((onitlio(Iations to fully participate.
Attach a written cles ri pt ion ( )l y in r needs.

BEFORE
OCT. 4, 2002

El Gold Card - mr ludes all seminar selections and admission to trade show
(Wcd!r('day Work /nops are not included in Cold ( ard option)

AFTER
OCT. 4, 2002

$205

$250

$

$ 50

$ 60

$

El Trade Show Entrance Only - Free will) paid seminars

$ 15

$ 25

$

El Business Managers' Workshop (lun( h not included) - Wednesday, Nov. 6, 2002

$ 95

$ 95

$

El Professional Practitioner Workshop

$ 95

$ 95

$

El Individual Seminars

.

multiply cost by number of seminar hours

X

lunch not includ('d) - Wednesday, Nov. 6, 2002

TOTAL

$

5. Payment Method
El

Check Eno. losed

El MasterCard/Visa/AMEX

CARD NO.

AMOUN F $
EXP. DATE

NAME

SIGNATURE
ii ippears

On

your card)

1. Is your (onilpany an NAA Member Firm? 71 Yes El No

2. Do you wish to receive NAA Membership Info?

71 Yes El No

-
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ac.

u_Mr

w;:.

1IIuIm

November 13-15 1 2003

The Biggest Show Ever

atKna ) AthorIsI Association
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1
Manchester. NH 03103

